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Abstract 
In the last decade research into Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) has triggered 
extensive growth in flexible and previously difficult to achieve scientific activities 
carried out in the most demanding and often remote areas of the world by both 
academia and industry. This success has provoked research into new WSN related 
challenges including finding techniques for data management, analysis, and how to 
gather useful and timely information from large, diverse, distributed and heterogeneous 
data sets. Hence, researchers are turning their focus to collecting intelligent data i.e. 
useful information instead of just collecting raw data from a network. The shift in focus 
to research into a scalable, accessible and sustainable intelligent sensor network reflects 
the ongoing improvements made in the design, development, deployment and operation 
of WSNs. However, one of the key and prime pre-requisites of an intelligent network is 
to have the ability of in-network data storage and processing which is referred to as 
Data Centric Storage (DCS).  
This research project has successfully proposed, developed and implemented a 
comprehensive DCS framework for WSN. Range query mechanism, similarity search, 
load balancing, multi-dimensional data search, as well as limited and constrained 
resources have driven the research focus. The architecture of the deployed network, 
referred to as Disk Based Data Centric Storage (DBDCS), was inspired by the magnetic 
disk storage platter consisting of tracks and sectors. The core contributions made in this 
research can be summarized as: a) An optimally synchronized routing algorithm, 
referred to Sector Based Distance (SBD) routing for the DBDCS architecture; b) DCS 
Metric based Similarity Searching (DCSMSS) with the realization of three exemplar 
queries – Range query, K-nearest neighbor query (KNN) and Skyline query; and c) A 
Decentralized Distributed Erasure Coding (DDEC) algorithm that achieves a similar 
vii 
level of reliability with less redundancy. 
SBD achieves high power efficiency whilst reducing updates and query traffic, end-to-
end delay, and collisions. In order to guarantee reliability and minimizing end-to-end 
latency, a simple Grid Coloring Algorithm (GCA) is used to derive the time division 
multiple access (TDMA) schedules. The GCA uses a slot reuse concept to minimize the 
TDMA frame length. A performance evaluation was conducted with simulation results 
showing that SBD achieves a throughput enhancement by a factor of two, extension of 
network life time by 30%, and reduced end-to-end latency. 
DCSMSS takes advantage of a vector distance index, called iDistance, transforming the 
issue of similarity searching into the problem of an interval search in one dimension. 
DCSMSS balances the load across the network and provides efficient similarity 
searching in terms of three types of queries – range query, k-query and skyline query. 
Extensive simulation results reveal that DCSMSS is highly efficient and significantly 
outperforms previous approaches in processing similarity search queries. 
DDEC encoded the acquired information into n fragments and disseminated across n 
nodes inside a sector so that the original source packets can be recovered from any k 
surviving nodes. A lost fragment can also be regenerated from any d helper nodes. 
DDEC was evaluated against 3-Way Replication using different performance matrices. 
The results have highlighted that the use of erasure encoding in network storage can 
provide the desired level of data availability at a smaller memory overhead when 
compared to replication. 
The experiments were conducted in Castalia, which is built on top of OMNET++, and 
two new modules were added to Castalia including a SBD routing module and the 
distributed data management algorithm, referred to as DCSMSS, was added as a new 
viii 
application layer module. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
2 
1.1. Introduction 
Research into sensor networks has increased over the last twenty years. A logical 
extension of the research carried out into sensor networks has been into the use of 
wireless transmission to form Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN). WSNs are now being 
used for unattended monitoring of infrastructure including road, rail, bridges, factories 
etc.; a range of environments [2] such as forests, ocean life, etc.; and even humans. 
Sensor applications [3] in multiple fields such as smart power grids, smart buildings and 
smart industrial process control significantly contribute to more efficient use of 
resources and thus a reduction of greenhouse gas emissions and other sources of 
pollution [4-5]. According to Gartner [6-8], the network of physical objects containing 
embedded technology to communicate and sense or interact with their internal states or 
the external environment is referred to as the “Internet of Things”. In capturing the 
rising growth of this concept of connected, sensing devices across consumer, business 
and industrial (operational technology) sectors, the number of connected devices will 
increase almost thirtyfold  to more than 26 billion units by 2020 and deliver an overall 
economic value-add of $1.9 trillion add through sales into diverse end markets [6].  
Both mobile ad-hoc networks and WSN are infrastructure-less with a dynamic nature 
for the number of nodes and their mobility pattern. In contrast to mobile ad-hoc 
networks, WSN is characterized by dense node deployments, unstable sensor nodes, 
frequent topology changes, and severe power, computation, and memory constraints. 
WSN has become more exigent with two additional challenges: limited resources and 
an extremely large number of nodes in a defined space. The prime focus of WSN is 
sensed data, specific to an application, and thereafter the identity of a sensor is not as 
important as the data associated with it. The nature of WSN has led to research into 
efficient data storage and retrieval methods. 
3 
There are three canonical data storage and retrieval methods [9-10] referred to as 
External Storage (ES), Local Storage (LS) and Data-Centric Storage (DCS). In ES [11-
14] nodes send data to the base station or gateway without prior processing or waiting 
for any data related queries, and thus generated traffic is highly directed from the nodes 
towards the base station or gateway node or a few sink nodes creating a potential 
bottleneck or hotspot surrounding the base station. The excessive traffic, created due to 
the continuous reporting of sensor data, leads to high-energy consumption per node 
reducing the overall network lifetime. ES approaches may also have an unbalanced 
energy consumption rate among nodes due to the variation of distances between base 
station and sensor node and as the sink node is solely responsible to aggregate/fuse data 
and answer all queries, ES may result in delayed service. 
In LS [15-19] each node stores sensed data locally and uses flooding for queries 
consuming a significant amount of energy resources. Since the query node does not 
know the target node that stores the data of interest, it executes a blind query to all 
sensor nodes for data retrieval. In DCS [10, 20-27], an event name is hashed to find the 
geographic location where data is sent to be stored. Data with the same event name is 
stored at the node closest to the same geographical location. Hence, queries with a 
particular name are forwarded directly to the node storing the named data avoiding 
flooding. In [15], this approach has been shown as an energy-efficient data 
dissemination technique when compared to LS and ES. 
One of the key WSN design constraints is the limited energy budget of a wireless sensor 
node together with the requirement for a long operating lifetime [28]. In typical wireless 
sensor applications, the node’s radio consumption dominates the total energy 
consumption. In [29], it is identified that a common node continuously powered on 
4 
drains an AA battery of 300 mAh in four days where the typical operation target is 
several years. Thus providing the guarantee of longevity under the specified energy and 
complexity constraints is one of the prime concerns for WSN design [30]. DCS 
achieves this design goal by storing events in specified locations and uses data and 
communication naming abstractions rather than network addresses. Networks are 
usually divided into regions or sections where each region (or rendezvous nodes) 
represents a particular event or data type. Geographic Hash Table (GHT) [10, 25] is the 
first DCS mechanism, proposed in 2002, where Ratnasamy, et al. use Distributed Hash 
Table (DHT) in order to map an event name to geographical spatial locations. It was 
proposed to select one (or more) rendezvous node(s), based on the event type, as the 
target node to store data. This reduces both storage and query cost.  
1.2. Research Problem 
DCS in WSN faces diverse challenges in the areas of data storage, search and query 
services including multi-dimensional attributes, range queries, similarity search, data 
aggregation, non-uniformity of sensor network fields, multi-replication and storage load 
balancing among sensor nodes. 
Sensor nodes have multiple capabilities in terms of computing, power supplies, 
communication and sensing due to recent advances in sensor hardware design [31-33]. 
Sensor nodes today are capable of sensing multi-dimensional attributes, whereas only a 
few short years ago sensor nodes were limited to single simple attribute collection. For 
example, in environment monitoring a node is able to detect multiple attributes of the 
surrounding environment such as temperature, atmospheric gas levels, humidity etc. 
Due to sensor hardware imprecision and environmental parameter variations, the 
similarity search problem [34-35] in WSN has received considerable research attention. 
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In certain applications or circumstances in addition to an exact match, it is necessary to 
search within a specified similarity range. 
Due to the large volume of data production, it is important to apply data aggregation 
[36-40] in a fully distributed way in order to collect intelligent data [41]. Traffic can 
also be reduced by aggregating data generated by producer nodes before answering 
consumer queries. 
Due to node failure or mobility, data can be lost [42-44]. In order to reduce data loss as 
well as to facilitate data fusion and aggregation, data replication [45-49] is an important 
approach that is often used today. However, the introduction of a data replication 
overhead occurs. A challenge remains to find an approach that would reduce data loss 
with only a minimal increase to the control and management overhead. 
Depending on different applications, there is a high probability of overburdening the 
rendezvous zone, sections or nodes. Therefore, in order to increase the network lifetime, 
it is necessary to uniformly balance the load across the network [50-52]. 
A few of the WSN data storage schemes manage multi-dimensional attributes, range 
queries, similarity search, data aggregation, non-uniformity of sensor network fields, 
multi-replication and storage load-balancing among sensor nodes. In the last half of this 
decade improved general data mapping, routing and search techniques provided the 
momentum for research to focus on the specific WSN challenges. However, 
consolidated research covering all the issues does not appear to have occurred yet. 
The following research challenges were identified:  
1. How a new DCS scheme, utilising a different approach to ES and LS, can 
enhance data storage and search queries in WSN? 
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2. What are the taxonomy and design drivers in this area of DCS research? 
3. How a routing protocol can be designed, modelled and analysed to reduce traffic 
and collisions in order to maximize the network sensor node lifetime? 
4. How a new DCS scheme can meet the individual challenges identified in the 
literature? 
a. How to facilitate an efficient similarity searching through different 
exemplar queries such as – range query, k-nearest neighbour query and 
skyline query? 
b. How distributed erasure encoding can be integrated in order to replace 
flat replication to achieve better reliability with less redundancy? 
5. How to disseminate the research outcomes to benefit the research community? 
1.3. Research Aims 
The research carried out encompassed several of the WSN challenges with a focus on 
the development of a robust and reliable framework. The research aims for the research 
presented in this thesis are provided in this section. 
1. To develop a distributed and energy-efficient DCS framework for WSN that 
incorporates: 
 A scalable, accessible and sustainable DCS network architecture. 
 A lightweight routing algorithm that achieves high reliability, low latency 
and low energy-consumption. 
 A distributed DCS similarity searching scheme that balances the load 
across the network and provides efficient similarity searching in terms of 
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resolving popular queries such as range query, k-query and skyline query.  
 A distributed decentralized erasure encoding technique that provides 
reliable access to data through redundancy spread over individually 
unreliable nodes. The erasure encoding technique should be utilized to 
achieve a similar level of reliability with less redundancy to ensure robust 
data recovery in degraded WSN scenarios. 
2. To successfully complete the research and contribute to the body of knowledge 
by providing a tractable record of the research undertaken, the results achieved 
and the Castalia extension used to model the DCS framework for WSN to 
facilitate further research. 
1.4. Objective 
The objective of this research was to develop a consolidated distributed and energy-
efficient in-network DCS framework that solves specific WSN related challenges 
including data storage, search and query services. 
1.5. Research Contribution 
The research carried out successfully met the research aims and objective. An improved 
DCS framework for WSN that incorporated solutions for several of the WSN challenges 
was developed. A DBDCS model was proposed and simulated using Castalia [53] and 
an optimized cross-layer communication model was implemented on top of the DBDCS 
model by cross-pollinating sensor-MAC (SMAC) [54] with the SBD routing protocol 
[55-56]. DBDCS realizes a highly scalable distributed information delivery service that 
is capable of supporting one or more applications in a WSN. The applications consist of 
a set of producer and consumer nodes that exchange information-relaying packets 
through neighbouring sectors. A distributed searching technique, DCSMSS [57-58], 
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was implemented on top of DBDCS. DCSMSS takes advantage of a vector distance 
index, called iDistance, transforming the issue of similarity searching into the problem 
of an interval search in one dimension. Finally, a DDEC [59] algorithm was integrated 
with DCSMSS. DDEC replaces flat replication and achieves a similar level of reliability 
with less redundancy. 
The research contribution includes: 
 A review of the literature and a thematic classification. Rather than classifying 
the DCS schemes according to specific techniques, a classification is proposed 
according to the problems the DCS schemes attempted to solve, thus providing a 
more efficient understanding of the proposed solution. In addition, beyond an 
orthodox classification approach, these publications categorizes the routing 
algorithms used in DCS schemes into two types of generalized routing that are 
referred to as point-to-point routing and spanning tree based routing. 
 A new distributed Sector Based Distance (SBD) routing algorithm that has been 
designed for a low power DCS implementation. In order to guarantee reliability 
and minimizing end-to-end latency, a simple Grid Coloring Algorithm (GCA) is 
used to derive the time division multiple access (TDMA) schedules. The GCA 
uses a slot reuse concept to achieve minimum TDMA frame length. Extensive 
simulations demonstrate that SBD yields significant improvement in achieving 
high reliability and low latency while providing optimal energy consumption. 
 A distributed metric based data centric similarity storage scheme (DCSMSS). 
DCSMSS takes the advantage of the idea of a vector index method, called 
iDistance and transforms the issue of similarity searching into the problem of 
interval search in one dimension. Experimental results show that DMDCS yields 
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significant improvements on the efficiency of data querying compared with 
existing approaches. 
 A Distributed Efficient Dynamic Skyline (DDES) approach is proposed and 
implemented in the Disk Based Data Centric Storage (DBDCS) architecture. 
DDES applies a threshold based hierarchical approach, which uses the temporal 
correlation among the sectors and sector segments, to calculate a dynamic 
skyline. Extensive simulation experiments have demonstrated the efficiency and 
effectiveness of the proposed approach. 
 A Decentralized Distributed Erasure Coding (DDEC) algorithm, which is 
implemented in the DBDCS architecture. In DDEC, The acquired information is 
encoded into n fragments and disseminated across n nodes inside a sector so that 
the original source packets can be recovered from any k surviving nodes. The 
performance of DDEC was analyzed and found to provide an improvement over 
comparable approaches.  
1.6. Publications 
Peer reviewed publications either published or submitted for publication during the 
research program. 
Book Chapter 
1. K. Ahmed, A. Hussain, and M. A. Gregory, "An Efficient, Robust, and Secure SSO 
Architecture for Cloud Computing Implemented in a Service Oriented Architecture," in 
Principles, Methodologies, and Service-Oriented Approaches for Cloud Computing, ed: 
IGI Global, 2013, pp. 259-282. 
2. K. Ahmed, M. A. Gregory, "Data Centric Storage in Wireless Sensor Network," in 
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Wireless Sensor Networks: Current Status and Future Trends, ed: CRC Press, 2013. 
3.  K. Ahmed, M. A. Gregory, “Wireless Sensor Network Simulations using Castalia 
and a Data Centric Storage Case Study,” in Simulation Technologies in Networking and 
Communications: Selecting the Best Tool for the Test, ed: CRC Press, 2014 (accepted, 
Tentative Publication Date: End of 2014). 
Journal 
4. K. Ahmed and M. A. Gregory, "Techniques and Challenges of Data Centric Storage 
Scheme in Wireless Sensor Network," Journal of Sensor and Actuator Networks, vol. 1, 
pp. 59-85, 2012. 
5. K. Ahmed and M. A. Gregory, "Distributed Efficient Similarity Search Mechanism in 
Wireless Sensor Networks," IEEE Transactions on Wireless Communications, (second 
review submitted). 
6. K. Ahmed and M. A. Gregory, "Distributed Efficient Skyline Query in Wireless 
Sensor Networks," Journal of Network and Computer Applications, (submitted). 
Conference 
7. K. Ahmed and M. A. Gregory, “Distributed Data Centric Similarity Storage Scheme 
in Wireless Sensor Network,” in 2014 11th Annual IEEE Consumer Communications & 
Networking Conference, 2014, USA 
8.  K. Ahmed and M. A. Gregory, "Decentralized coding algorithm in Data Centric 
Storage for wireless sensor networks," in Telecommunication Networks and 
Applications Conference (ATNAC), 2013 Australasian, 2013, pp. 106-111. 
9. K. Ahmed and M. A. Gregory, "Optimized TDMA based distance routing for Data 
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Centric Storage," in Networked Embedded Systems for Every Application (NESEA), 
2012 IEEE 3rd International Conference on, 2012, pp. 1-7. 
10. K. Ahmed and M. A. Gregory, "Wireless Sensor Network Data Centric Storage 
routing using Castalia," in Telecommunication Networks and Applications Conference 
(ATNAC), 2012 Australasian, 2012, pp. 1-8. 
11. K. Ahmed and M. Gregory, "Integrating Wireless Sensor Networks with Cloud 
Computing," in Mobile Ad-hoc and Sensor Networks (MSN), 2011 Seventh 
International Conference on, 2011, pp. 364-366. 
1.7. Thesis Composition 
The research carried out included a literature review, identification of the research steps, 
algorithm development, simulations, analysis of the simulation results, comparison and 
discussion of the results with alternatives found in the literature and identification of 
future work. The thesis chapters presenting the work carried out are summarized to 
provide a guide to the thesis composition. 
Chapter 1 presents an introduction to the research and includes research aims, 
objectives and publications. The introduction presents the motivating factors behind 
the research, why it is important and adds to the body of knowledge and briefly 
outlines the approach taken. 
Chapter 2 includes a literature reviews that provides essential material about DCS and 
the current state-of-the-art challenges to assist with understanding the taxonomy of DCS 
schemes. The literature review is aided by the classification of the DCS schemes based 
on the WSN challenges. In addition, a few of the pioneer works related to the research 
into DCS and WSN are presented and associated routing, Media Access Control (MAC) 
and transmission protocols, along with their limitations, are briefly analyzed. 
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Techniques for erasure encoding and similarity searching are described together with 
their usage in distributed storage systems. 
Chapter 3 provides the design and development of the DCS framework and key steps 
are identified in the chapter sections. Section 3.2 briefly describes the system model that 
was used for the research and presents the DBDCS network architecture that is based on 
the structural design of a magnetic disk storage device platter. Section 3.3 describes the 
SBD routing protocol, which was developed and harmonized for the proposed DBDCS 
network architecture. The DCSMSS scheme presented in Section 3.4 balances the 
storage and query load across the network and provides efficient similarity searching in 
terms of three types of queries – range query, k-query and skyline query. Finally, the 
proposed DDEC algorithm that achieves a similar level of reliability with less 
redundancy when compared to flat replication is presented in Section 3.5. DDEC is an 
MBR code and is implemented in DBDCS network architecture.  
Chapter 4 includes the steps taken to implementation a simulation of the DCS 
framework, proposed in Chapter 3, using Castalia [53] which is based on OMNET++. 
The chapter is broken into five sections to cover the individual steps taken during the 
research program. Section 4.2 describes Castalia’s node composite module, node inter-
connection, protocol stack and message transmission approach. The approach take to 
add the proposed algorithms and protocols to Castalia including the details of how to 
create new elements within Castalia is presented in Section 4.3. A step-by-step 
implementation of the DCS framework through the realization of two modules in the 
Application and Routing layers is presented in Section 4.4 and Section 4.5 respectively. 
Finally, Section 4.6 includes a description of the Castalia model simulations and how 
the results were collected. 
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Chapter 5 includes results and analysis for each component of the DCS framework 
presented in Chapter 3. In this chapter, the contribution made by this research is 
evaluated against relevant and appropriate corresponding current state-of-the-art 
approaches identified in the literature review. In Section 5.2, the routing efficiency of 
SBD is evaluated and compared with Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy 
(LEACH) [60], Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) [61], Directed Diffusion 
(DD) [15] and Car-pooling [62]. The querying performance of DCSMSS is presented in 
Section 5.3 and compared with Point Query, Range Query, KNN Query, Similarity 
Searching, Scalability and Skyline Query. For these experiments, the querying 
performance of DCSMSS is evaluated against SDS [62], GHT [10] and DD [15]. In 
Section 5.4, the performance of DDEC is evaluated and compared with 3-Way 
replication. Several experiments were performed for each algorithm using Castalia v3.2 
[53] in order to get a better understanding on how well the proposed solution works in 
terms of storage performance, reliability and repair bandwidth. 
Chapter 6 presents a summary of the research contribution and also provides 
suggestions for future research. 
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
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2.1. Overview 
The literature review provides background knowledge that underpins the research 
carried out, higlights the techniques, methods and approaches that are the state-of-the-
art in the research topic area. A brief discussion of different DCS schemes from the 
current state-of-the-art is provided to highlight the directions being explored. In order to 
give the readers an overview of alternatives, ES and LS are discussed and the DCS 
schemes identified in the literature are classified based on common traits. A general 
comparison is provided in tabular form that highlights the characteristics of each 
approach including traits such as load balancing, routing and query processing.  Special 
attention was given to the cluster routing protocols for reasons made apparent in the 
SBD routing protocol modeling provided in CHAPTER 3. Key concepts including how 
MAC protocols are utilized, especially Sensor MAC (SMAC) and Timeout MAC 
(TMAC) are explained in detail along with their pros and cons. Finally, the different 
distributed erasure encoding techniques are briefly described to illustrate how this 
technique is included in a DCS framework. Through this transformation of individual 
techniques an efficient and reliable DCS framework is achieved. 
2.2. DCS Schemes 
In this section, the current DCS scheme state-of-the-art is provided and the description 
includes a brief description of the key WSN DCS schemes, challenges that inspired 
these schemes, as well as drawbacks and shortcomings. A thematic taxonomy has been 
provided in order to classify the schemes according to the challenges dealt with. 
2.2.1. Current State-of-the-art 
The number of DCS schemes has grown over the last decade and this section includes a 
description of the key DCS schemes found in the literature. The DCS scheme 
decriptions provided include details of the scheme data storage mapping, routing and 
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search techniques. 
2.2.1.1.  Geographic Hash Table 
In 2002, Ratnasamy, et al proposed GHT [10, 25] as the first DCS scheme. The 
motivation for this research was to make effective use of the vast amount of data 
gathered by large scale sensor networks using scalable, self-organizing and energy-
efficient data dissemination algorithms. A DHT [63] was used in order to generate hash 
keys, for example event name or type, into geographic co-ordinates and store this event 
in sensor nodes in a geographic location closer to the co-ordinates. For routing storage 
and query packets among nodes, GPSR [61, 64] was used. To forward a data packet to 
the location k, GPSR uses the function put (k, d), where k is a hash key used as the 
geographic location and d is the data. To store data of this particular event type, the 
closest sensor node to the geographical location k is chosen as the home node.  
Similarly, when a consumer wants to consume/query data of an event type (for this 
particular case e.g. humidity), GHT again maps the event type to the hash key k and 
uses get(k) to forward the query to the corresponding spatial/geographical location k. 
The home node then replies by providing stored data for that event type. In Figure 2-1, 
sensors are represented by ‘ ’. A producer node senses a value and forwards it to home 
node denoted by ‘ ’. In turn, another consumer node uses the same hash function and 
retrieves the stored data from the home node. When storing data, represented by ‘ ’, 
the producer node sends data to the target node and in the retrieval process, denoted by 
‘ ’, the query is first forwarded to home node and replies are then sent back to 
consumer. 
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Figure 2-1 Geographic Hash Table (GHT) [10] 
2.2.1.2.  Similarity Data Storage (SDS) 
Similarity Data Storage (SDS) [62] is an efficient spatial-temporal similarity search 
scheme for both static and dynamic WSN. The authors identified three main challenges; 
efficient data aggregation and query, similarity search for multi-attribute data and 
spatial temporal search. SDS is an important approach which utilizes spatial-temporal 
and similarity search functionalities and aims to reduce overhead, energy consumption 
and search latency. SDS utilises a rectangular field for a deployed large-scale WSN 
field and the field is divided into small rectangular zones where each zone has a 
dedicated sensor node, which is called the zone head. It is presumed that each node in 
the network is configured with three information elements: 1) Number of zones 
horizontally nx and vertically ny; 2) The zone ID assignment scheme, IDs, are assigned 
within the zone sequentially from left to right; and 3) the zone ID and geographical 
location. A node in the zone with IDi can calculate its Euclidean distance from another 
zone IDj using 
2
,
2
,
,
jijiji
yxIDID   , where 
xijji
nIDIDx )%(
,
 and 
xijji
nIDIDy /)(
,
 . The zones communicate with each other though the zone head 
nodes. All other nodes inside a zone are connected with the zone head node. 
Consumer Node: 
k = DHT (‘humidity’) 
get (k) 
Producer Node: 
d = sensed value 
k = DHT (‘humidity’) 
put (k, d) 
Home Node 
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2.2.1.3. Similarity Search Algorithm 
The Similarity Search Algorithm (SSA) [65] was proposed by Chung, et al. based on 
the Hilbert Curve. SSA is successful in searching similar data without collecting data 
from all of the network sensors. Being motivated from the Hilbert Curve concept, the 
authors divide the network recursively into 4
l
 square quadrants where l denotes the 
number of levels. The centre (indexing node) of each square quadrant (cell) is denoted 
by I. It is important to select the indexing nodes to avoid performance degradation due 
to too many indexing nodes and to prevent a lack storage space due to too few indexing 
nodes. If the total memory space for storing data is A and memory size of each sensor is 
z then the number of indexing nodes n can be defined as:  ZAn  . So, the number of 
levels l is defined by:  zAnl  4log . The entire data range of an event is referred by R 
where RL and RU respectively denote the lower bound and upper bound. R is divided 
into n equal sub-ranges each being equal to r i.e. n.r = R. So, the data sub-range for 
which IID is responsible is defined as    rIRrIRRR IDLIDLIUIL IDID  ,)1(, . Figure 2-2 
illustrates level 1 and level 2 assuming that the data range R of an event is (0, 1). 
Detected events are mapped to a particular segment if the event falls in the range of that 
cell. Two parameters ),(
maxmin
IDID
vv  are used to record the minimum and maximum values 
of each segment. Initially these two parameters are set to 0. When data is inserted into 
an index node, the values are updated accordingly. For example, if a sensor detects an 
event with a value of 0.2 then the data is sent to I0 as it belongs to the range [0, 0.25) 
and both parameters ),(
maxmin
IDID
vv  of this cell will be updated to )2.0,2.0(
maxmin

IDID
vv . 
Being a mini-repository of an entire distributed database, each sensor has knowledge of 
its local data and hence lacks global knowledge of the entire sensor database. The 
distributed nature of the data throughout the sensor network is one of the major 
challenges when processing similarity search queries. To overcome this challenge, the 
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adjacent index nodes in SSA along the Hilbert curve have data of similar values and 
thereby avoid the need to collect data from all of the sensors in the network. This data 
mapping based on the concept of the Hilbert curve is simple and easy to implement. 
However, when storing multidimensional attributes it is not clear whether SSA 
maintains a separate Hilbert curve or not and in this case how it responds to the 
multidimensional queries. 
 
 
Figure 2-2 Level 1 and Level 2 Hilbert Curve [65] 
 
2.2.1.4. Dynamic Load Balancing 
In Dynamic Load Balancing (DLB)  [66], Liao, et al. mention unbalanced distribution 
of data among sensors as one of the major constraints for most of the DCS techniques. 
To address this issue, Liao, et al. propose a grid-based DLB approach that relies on two 
schemes: 1) a cover-up scheme to deal with the problem of a storage node whose 
memory space is depleted and 2) multi-threshold levels to achieve load balancing in 
each grid and all nodes get load balanced. DLB divides the whole network into a grid 
with cells of the same size in such a way that all the nodes inside a cell are within one 
hop distance. Each grid is numbered with positive coordinates (X, Y) called grid IDs. A 
sensor node can calculate its grid ID (X, Y) using the following equation:  
 dXXX i /)( 0  and  dYYY /)( 01   (  2-1 ) 
I0 
[0, 0.25) 
I1 [0.25, 0.5) [0.5, 0.75) I2 
I3 
[0.75, 1] 
i =0.2 
I0 
[0, 0.0625) [0.0625, 0.125) 
I1 
I2 [0.125, 0.1875) 
I3 
[0.1875, 0.25) 
I4 
[0.25, 0.3125) 
I5 [0.3125, 0.375) I6 
I7 I8 
I9 
I10 
I11 
I12 I13 
I14 I15 
[0.9375, 1) 
i=0.2 
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Each node has a virtual grid ID and virtual co-ordinates that are initially equal to the 
actual grid ID and co-ordinates. Initially, each node broadcasts a message within its grid 
by limited broadcast to exchange the information to build a Grid_Node table. A 
producer node uses the hash function on the event type to map the event type into a grid 
and transform the event type into a grid ID using the above equation. The centre of the 
grid is called a grid point. The node, after detecting an event, sends a Put packet to the 
grid ID and uses GPSR to forward this packet to the node closest to the grid point. 
2.2.1.5. Load Balanced Data-Centric Storage 
Load Balanced Data-Centric Storage (LB-DCS) [67] is an organic approach that relies 
on the home perimeter for data replication and thereby overcomes the unbalanced load 
constraint in DCS-GHT [10]. LB-DCS functions on top of three mechanisms: i) A 
density estimation protocol that is used to estimate the network density f, which is 
included in put and get protocols; ii) A modified hashing function that includes f in its 
parameter list; and iii) a storage protocol enforcing QoS in the selection of the number 
of replicas for data storage. In [67-68], the authors show that depending on the event 
type, the number of local replicas should be different. So, when a producer node 
produces any event it also specifies a value in terms of the parameter q to specify the 
number of replicas. The put primitive takes q along with two other parameters: datum d 
and meta-datum k. Depending on the value of q, the home node selects q neighbor 
nodes using the ball method to replicate that event. This dispersal method is iterative. A 
home node, H (with co-ordinates XH, YH) considers a ball with radius r (randomly 
selected value). The home node sends a request for storage to all sensors within the 
range of this ball denoted by: 
      ryxyxyxcoordinateofsensorsrB
HHYX HH
 ,,,:,)(
),(
 (  2-2 ) 
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In turn, when a sensor receives a storage request it acknowledges the request to H. H 
calculates the number of acknowledgments ( q  ) received from the nearest sensors. If 
qq  , then H sends a storage request to )2(
),(
rB
HH YX
  sensors. This time it considers only 
the sensors in )()2(
),(),(
rBrB
HHHH YXYX
 . This process continues until H receives q 
acknowledgements or exhausts sensors within the perimeter. Apart from this QoS, the 
authors also include non-uniform hashing that can be used to balance the load even in 
non-uniform distribution such as a Gaussian distribution of sensor nodes in a network. 
In such a non-uniform WSN, LB-DCS applies two distributed protocols, referred to as 
proactive (Broadcast) and reactive (Stripes and Fatstripes), to compute the density 
approximation f of each zone. The density approximation is used to bias the hash 
function enabling the distribution of target co-ordinate pairs for storage according to the 
network distribution. For non-uniform hashing, the Rejection Method [69] has been 
used in LB-DCS.  
2.2.1.6. Tug-of-War 
In Tug-of-War (ToW) [70], the authors propose a data-centric mechanism where queries 
and events meet at a point that is selected based on the relative frequencies of events 
and queries. ToW operates in two modes referred to as write-one-query-all and write-
all-query-one. The former allows a sensor to store an event in the nearest mirror image 
but queries need to be disseminated to all mirror images. Conversely, in the latter 
operation node events must be stored in all mirror images to facilitate a query node that 
disseminates the query to the nearest mirror image. ToW takes its motivation from the 
Structured Replication (SR) mechanism in GHT. In SR, to alleviate a node’s load, a 
detected event is stored in the nearest mirror image. This mechanism alleviates the 
storage cost but as a query node has no idea which image node may have the data, the 
query node needs to query all of the images and this increases the query cost. Like SR-
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GHT, a home node and a set of 4
r
-1 mirror images are assigned in ToW for each event 
class c and here r is referred to as the system resolution. The mode a sensor node will 
operate depends on r. The system resolution is determined based on the relative query 
frequency and events detected for a particular class of event. To minimize the 
communication cost, ToW adjusts the rendezvous point on the fly on an optimal basis. 
With a given system resolution, nodes define the mode of operation while in the 
selected mode nodes need to find an optimal value of r in order to minimize the 
communication cost. In write-one-query-all mode, the total communication cost 
a llQW
C
1
per unit interval is defined by:  
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By using an optimal r, the cost of ToW in this mode per event is defined by:  
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Here, Ce, Cq, fe, fq, k and n denotes storage cost, query cost, event frequency, query 
frequency, number of the event detection node and total number of nodes deployed in 
the network respectively. With the given value of k, fe, and fq, 
a llQW
C
1
is minimized by the 
following value of r: 
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Similarly, in write-all-query-one mode, the total communication cost is denoted by 
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1QWa ll
C and the optimal value of r is defined by:  
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Using an optimal r, the cost of ToW in this mode per event is defined by:  
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Thus, in order to determine the mode of operation, the resolution must be non-negative. 
With the given value of k, fe, and fq, if a nonzero optimal system resolution r exists in 
one mode then in other mode no non-zero optimal r can exist. Hence, finding a non-zero 
optimal r in a mode is essential to determine the mode of operation. 
2.2.1.7. Quadratic Adaptive Replication 
In Quadratic Adaptive Replication (QAR) [20], the authors recognize multi-replication 
as one of the most important DCS research areas and propose to enhance ToW by a 
flexible solution that permits selecting a more adaptive number of replicas. ToW is 
based on a geometric replication formula that calculates the number of replicas, Nr = 4
d
, 
where d is the network-depth. Thus, the main drawback of ToW is its inflexibility in 
selecting the number of replicas, which are limited to 1, 4, 16, 64, and so on. QAR 
calculates the number of replicas as Nr = d
2
 allowing the number of replicas to grow in 
a quadratic fashion and QAR provides a mathematical model that can find the optimal 
number of rendezvous nodes based on the ratio of consumption and production traffic. 
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2.2.1.8. Double Rulings 
Considering information brokerage as one of the prime challenges, the authors in  [71] 
propose a Double Rulings scheme storing data replica at a curve instead of one or 
multiple isolated sensors. In this approach, information hints can be left along the trail 
when data travels from source to a rendezvous node at no extra communication cost. 
Hence, discovering relevant data also becomes easier for the consumer. The scheme 
provides greater flexibility to design a network’s retrieval strategy subject to the current 
network load and energy level. The paper presented a number of possible retrieval 
mechanism such as GHT retrieval, distance-sensitive retrieval, aggregated retrieval and 
double rulings retrieval. The flexibility in retrieval curves removes the possibility of 
having bottlenecks around the rendezvous node since the retrieval curve may not 
necessarily visit the rendezvous node. A local recovery scheme is achieved by storing 
data on the boundary when the sensors in a certain region are destroyed. Compared to 
SR-GHT, the double rulings scheme improves data robustness by imposing much lower 
communication cost for replication through the organization of replicas along a closed 
curve. The paper, also proposed a new routing technique referred to as greedy routing 
on a curve, which adds extra complexity when implemented. Furthermore, flat replica in 
sensor nodes along the replication curve depletes the storage capacity of the network 
quicker than other schemes.  
2.2.1.9.  Distributed Erasure Coding in DCS 
In contrast to pure replication, Michele Albano et al. propose an alternate approach by 
incorporating erasure coding in DCS. In [72], the authors use the Redundant Residue 
Number System (RRNS) to encode data into a set of fragments based on n out of m code 
that guarantees the survival of the data in the event of the loss of a limited number of 
fragments (up to m-n). The put(d:k) primitive function first selects a set of sensors Nk to 
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store the data based on the number of fragments to be computed, then it multicasts a 
storage request of d:k to the sensors in Nk.. Prior to sending the storage request, each 
sensor p (p belongs to Nk) is assigned with a module denoted by m(p), which is used to 
compute the fragments. The assigned module is randomly chosen from a library of m = 
n+r pairwise prime moduli m1,….,mn+r. Once a sensor p is assigned with a modulo m(p) 
for storing the pair d:k, it stores x:k in its memory where x is the fragment given by the 
residue of d module m(p). Upon receiving a request from a query node for data d:k 
stored by sensors in Nk, the reconstruction might happen using one of two strategies. In 
the first strategy, each sensor in Nk retrieves the fragment x:k  that corresponds to d:k  
and sends it to the query node. In the second strategy, one sensor in Nk reconstructs d:k 
after collecting all of the fragments x:k from Nk and sends this reconstructed data to the 
query node. The first method ensures reliable data reconstruction with high energy 
consumption and the second method trades-off energy consumption with reliability 
requiring only local communication when reconstructing the data and only one final 
packet is sent to the sink. 
2.2.1.10.  Distributed Index for Features 
Distributed Index for Features (DIFS) [73] in sensor networks is designed to provide 
communication load balance across the index keeping the search efficiency of a quad 
tree [74]. DIFS also uses a geographic hash similar to GHT [10].  DIFS constructs a 
multiply rooted hierarchical index that differs from traditional binary and quaternary 
trees. In DIFS, a non-root node can have multiple parents. Nodes are responsible for 
storing information for a specific range within a particular geographic region. A node 
covering a small area stores a wider range of values while a node covering a large area 
stores a smaller range of values. DIFS efficiently supports range queries related to 
values distributed in a range. Unlike QUAD tree, each child in DIFS has bfact parents 
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where bfact = 2
i, i ≥ 1. The range of values in the histogram of a child is bfact times the 
range of values maintained by its parents. The range of index values decreases by the 
factor bfact as it progresses up the index hierarchy. Suppose, an event is detected and 
the value of an attribute (say flux density) is 57 and this attribute value is to be recorded 
in the index. This attribute value would be recorded in a local leaf node covering a 
range of 0~255 (considering the range of flux density 0~255) and would also be stored 
in the parent of the local leaf node that covers a range of 0~63, in a grandparent 
covering 48~63 and in a great grandparent with a value range of 56~59. Here, a value of 
bfact = 4 and hence the range of values covered by the grandparent is one fourth of that 
covered by the parent while the geographic area covered by grandparent is four times 
that of the parent and so on. 
 
Figure 2-3 An Illustration of the DIFS Hierarchy [73] 
 
In Figure 2-3, the width and height of the total covering region of a network is 8 units 
(w=8 and l=8). Considering bfact = 2, the dimension of the system-specified minimum 
covering region for this case is 1 ( 141 2
8
2 
 hw , where h is the number of levels) and 1 
( 141 2
8
2 
 hl ). Suppose that an event has been found in the vicinity of geographical 
co-ordinates (7.5, 4.5) with an attribute value of 8. For the time being, it is assumed that 
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nothing is known a priori about the expected distribution of the attribute except that it 
always falls in the range [0~8]. The hash for the key “attribute:0:8” will return a 
location somewhere in the bounding box defined by the corner (7, 4) and (8, 5). So, a 
message containing the string “attribute”, the co-ordinates (7.5, 4.5) and the value 8 will 
be sent to leaf-level (level 0) index node, say 
0l
H . Since, bfact = 2, the level 0 leaf index 
node will forward a histogram containing a count for values 7~8 to a level 1 index 
1l
E covering the region (6, 4) to (8, 6). The level 1 node will then forward a histogram 
containing counts for values 4~8 to a level 2 node,
2l
C  covering the region (4, 4) to (8, 
8). This process continues until the value is forwarded to node 
3l
A covering the entire 
network bounded by (0, 0) and (8, 8).  
DIFS provides communication efficiency and fast searching of data by name, value 
range and location. A communication bottleneck at the root of the search tree is avoided 
using multiple parents of a child thereby maintaining the search efficiency that can be 
achieved by drilling down through a search tree using a hierarchical approach. 
2.2.1.11.  Path Data-Centric Storage 
In PathDCS [75] messages are routed to locations using a tree-structure and the path to 
a location is identified using landmarks, which are shared reference points. The 
interesting novelty of this approach is that an event type is mapped to a path instead of 
mapping the event type to a spatial location. The path is defined by an initial landmark 
and then followed by a set of procedural directions. The landmarks are also called 
beacon nodes, which are elected randomly or manually configured. Standard tree 
construction techniques are used to build trees rooted at each of these beacon nodes. 
This ensures that all nodes know how to reach the beacons. A path consists of a 
sequence of bi pairs (bi, li), where bi is a beacon and li is a length. A beacon node bi is 
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the beacon whose identifier is closest to the hash function h(k, i). The packet is first 
routed to beacon b1, and then it is sent l2 hops toward beacon b2 using the tree rooted at 
b2, and so on, until it arrives at the previous i-1 segment. The packet is then sent li hops 
toward the next beacon bi. In addition, the first segment length l1 is equal to the distance 
to the first beacon b1, whereas segment lengths for i > 1 are given by: 
),(mod),(
iii
bnhopsikhl   (  2-9 ) 
The PathDCS algorithm has two parameters: the total number of beacon nodes denoted 
by B and the number of path segments P. The performance of PathDCS largely depends 
on these two parameters and by varying the number of B, PathDCS trades off the 
control traffic overhead due to tree construction versus load on the beacons. Data is also 
been locally replicated by flooding within k-hops of the destination. 
2.2.1.12.  Hierarchical Voronoi Graph Based Routing 
In Hierarchical Voronoi Graph Based Routing (HVGR) [76] the Voronoi graph is used 
to construct and maintain a virtual hierarchy of sensor nodes. The Voronoi approach is a 
self-organizing hierarchical graph that is constructed without the help of GPS or other 
geo-location devices. The network is divided into different levels of region based on 
landmarks. A landmark selection algorithm is used to select at most mi (i=1, 2, ….) 
landmarks in an (i-1)
th
  level region. Then the network is divided into first level sub-
regions based on first level landmarks. Each node in the first level sub-regions 
broadcasts a landmark packet to the entire network. By receiving this packet every node 
estimates their distance from all first level sub-region landmarks. Each node selects one 
landmark as its representative. Then each first level sub-region is again divided into 
second level sub-regions with second level landmark. Each sensor node again chooses 
the closest landmark as their second representative. This process continues until the last 
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level sub-regions are small enough so that each node knows all other nodes in its sub-
region as shown in Figure 2-4. 
 
Figure 2-4 Region Oriented Routing redrawn from [76] 
For landmark selection the authors use the optimized random landmark selection 
algorithm [77]. According to this algorithm, a random node, say ‘L1’, starts the 
landmark selection process becoming the master landmark of first level landmark nodes. 
It then selects m1-1 nodes for m1 first level networks. Each first level landmark then 
again acts as master and continues the selection process in its zone to select a second 
level master node for the second level of the network. A master landmark node stops the 
landmark selection process once it finds that all sensor nodes in its region are within its 
communication range. Figure 2-4 shows an example of the basic routing algorithm that 
is used to route packets from the source (S) to the destination (D). The first level 
landmark for the destination is L1. The packet first moves hop by hop toward L1 until it 
reaches the edge of first level region, R1. Now, nodes in R1 know the second level 
landmark and the packet now moves hop by hop toward second level landmark, L2. 
Again once it reaches the node B of region 2 in Figure 2-4, the packet starts moving 
toward L3. Finally, the packet reaches the lowest level sub region whose entry node ‘C’ 
knows the path of the destination and forwards the packet to the destination. The 
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interesting part of this algorithm is it never overwhelms the landmark as the packets 
never go to the landmark rather the packets move toward the landmark until the packets 
reach any node within the region.  
2.2.1.13.  Data Storage and Range Query for Multidimensional Attribute 
Multidimensional Attribute (MDA) [78] proposes an energy-efficient & scalable multi-
dimensional range query mechanism (MDAs) to retrieve and store data. It builds an in-
network distributed data structure by mapping multi-dimensional attributes to their 
corresponding range spaces. The authors consider a few assumptions in their work: 1) 
The sensors are uniformly and densely deployed; 2) each node can sense multiple 
events; and 3) each node maintains a neighbor table via periodic beacon message 
exchanges and knows its own geographic location. A source node detects an event with 
a set of attribute values, E = {a1, a2... an}. It is assumed that all attribute values are scalar 
and normalized to (0~1). An event is assigned with a k bit code where k=2m. If 0 < ai  < 
0.5, the i
th
 bit code is assigned to 0 otherwise 1. For xj=a2j-1 and yj=a2j the attribute 
values of E are assigned by a serial bit code B = {x1, y1, x2, y2……xm, ym}. For example, 
an event E = {0.8,0.7,0.4,0.3} is assigned by a four bit code B={ x1, y1, x2, 
y2}={1,1,0,0}. Assignment of code B can be achieved by generalizing 0 < ai  < 0.5 and 
0.5 < ai  < 1 to 0 < 2ai  < 1 and 1 < 2ai  < 2 respectively:  
km
IaaaB 2],,.........,[ˆ
221
  
  ]2,.......,2,2[
221 m
aaa  
(  2-10 ) 
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This code B is mapped to a range space ],[
uplowuplow
yyxxR  . Hence, it is necessary to 
calculate (xlow, ylow) and (xup, yup) to find the range space R.  
In code B, x = x1, x2… xm are used to calculate X of R and y = y1, y2… ym are used to 
calculate Y of R. In code B, if x1=1 its value is in between 0.5 and 1; if x2=1 its value is 
in between 0.5 and 0.5+(0.5)
2
. So, Xlow = x1(0.5) + x2(0.5)
2 +……. + xm(0.5)
m
. Similarly 
Ylow = y1(0.5) + y2(0.5)
2 +……. + ym(0.5)
m
.  
Again, Xup is defined by: 
                            Xup= 1 – (x1(0.5) +x2(0.5)
2 +……. + xm(0.5)
m
) 
                                     So,   
k
JBB   
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J

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]1,......,1,1[  
                                        So, MByxR
u pu pu p
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RJyxR ˆ],[
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  
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Example:  
                                 
6
2]6.0,3.0,7.0,4.0,7.0,8.0[ˆ IB   
               ]2.1,6.0,4.1,8.0,4.1,6.1[  
                ]2.1,6.0,4.1,8.0,4.1,6.1[  
      ]1,0,1,0,1,1[   
(  2-13 ) 
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Hence, the range space is defined by )1875.0,625.05.0( R . Figure 2-5 illustrates the 
MDAs storage and query process. 
 
Figure 2-5 Multidimensional Range Query Mechanism [78] 
 
0 1 
0 
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E = {0.6, 0.8, 0.3, 0.7, 0.1 0.9} 
Range Space: {0.5-0.625, 0.875-1} 
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2.2.2. Features of DCS Schemes in current state-of-the-art 
A data storage scheme in WSN faces diverse challenges including data storage, search 
and query services. A few of the WSN data storage schemes manage multi-dimensional 
attributes, range queries, similarity search, data aggregation, non-uniformity of sensor 
network field, multi-replication and load-balancing of storage among sensor nodes. In 
the past five years, these challenges and improved functionalities in the field of data 
mapping, routing and searching techniques were the driving force behind the 
acceleration of research in this field and a number of alternate approaches and solutions 
for WSN. This section briefly presents a few of the challenges to assist with 
categorizing the taxonomy of DCS schemes presented in previous section. 
2.2.2.1.  Multi-dimensional Attribute 
Heterogeneous WSN is the outcome of recent advances in sensor hardware design, 
where the sensor may have multiple capabilities in terms of computing, power supplies, 
communicating and sensing [79-80]. Hence, a heterogeneous network currently is able 
to detect multiple attributes of the environment such as humidity, temperature, level of a 
particular gas in the atmosphere etc. For example, in an air pollution measuring 
application, the measurement data may be the fusion of several parameters such as 
temperature, level of carbon monoxide, level of smoke etc. In such an application, it is 
reasonable to have storage and search mechanism for multi-dimensional queries. For 
example, scientists analyzing the growth of marine micro-organisms, in a sea 
environment surveillance application, might be interested in the multiplex events that 
occurred within certain temperature and light conditions, e.g., “Find all events that have 
temperatures above 22 Celsius degree and light level above 15 Fluxes”. 
2.2.2.2.  Range versus Point Queries 
Range query is another challenge for DCS schemes. For example, a user may be 
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interested in a range rather than a specific point value. For example, air pollution may 
occur if the level of carbon monoxide is in the range of 30 L/mol to 90 L/mol. A 
possible query is to find all of the sensing points where the level of carbon monoxide 
falls into the possible air pollution range. With range queries, users can drill down to 
improve their search efficiency for the events of interest. The example query presented 
above illustrates this, and may be used by an environmental scientist carrying out a 
study in a particular forest to identify if carbon monoxide levels cause air pollution and 
perhaps also to map the results across the region under study with other parameters to 
identify causal links or to draw a conclusion  [21]. 
2.2.2.3.  Similarity Search 
Due to sensor hardware imprecision and environmental parameter variations, the 
similarity search challenge in WSN has received considerable research attention. In 
certain applications or circumstances in addition to an exact match it is necessary to 
search within a specified similarity range. For example, a multi-dimensional query on 
attributes temperature, carbon monoxide, forest name, location, smoke level with values 
1000| 150 L/mol| Melaleuca| North| 130 L/mol may also wish to identify a similar set of 
values 900| 150 L/mol| Melaleuca| South| 130 L/mol. A similarity search may also be 
useful in many applications such as identifying similar ocean current flows or wildlife 
activities during habitat monitoring  [62]. A traditional approach for a similarity search 
may be inefficient for the highly energy-constrained sensor network. A possible 
approach is to search for similar data to the query without collecting data from all of the 
sensors. 
2.2.2.4.  Data Aggregation 
Based on the data stored in sensors, DCS networks can facilitate data aggregation in a 
fully distributed way. By using data aggregation, traffic generated by producer nodes 
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can be reduced before answering consumer queries. Monitoring building integrity 
during earthquakes by engineers, habitat monitoring by biologists, monitoring 
temperature and power usage in data centers by a cluster computer administrator are 
examples of sensor applications depending on the ability to extract summary 
(aggregate) data rather than raw data from the network. 
2.2.2.5.  Non-Uniformity of Sensor Network Field 
In some deployments sensors may not be uniformly distributed, which means that some 
sections or zones may be densely populated while others are not. In mobile WSN, 
sensors may move from one place to another creating additional non-uniformity. In the 
current state-of-the-art, most DCS schemes are proposed with uniformly distributed 
sensors. This assumption leads to data losses in overburdened sensors. 
2.2.2.6.  Multi-replication 
Multi-replication reduces the data loss that happens due to node failure or node mobility 
from one rendezvous zone to another and multi-replication may facilitate data fusion 
and aggregation. In the literature, most of the DCS schemes fail to meet the key issue of 
recovering lost data during data replication. 
2.2.2.7.  Load Balancing 
In WSN certain popular events may generate higher data traffic volumes than other 
events and hence may overburden certain nodes, sections or zones and lead to data loss 
while others may be left with a light storage load or remain empty. Therefore, it is 
important to balance the storage load among the sensors to prevent imposing too high a 
storage load on some nodes.  
2.2.3. Classification Based on Features 
In this section, the DCS schemes presented in Section 2.2.1 are classified based on the 
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identified design drivers in Section 2.2.2. Several tables provide a comparison between 
the different schemes based on characteristics, such as load balancing, routing and 
processing of certain queries. 
2.2.3.1.  Range Query 
In [21, 62, 65, 73, 78, 81], the range query mechanism is implemented in different 
ways. Chung et al. [65] propose an efficient technique, illustrated in Section 2.2.1.3, for 
a DCS similarity search that includes both a point and range query. A range query is 
divided into sub-queries and then the sub-queries are forwarded to their corresponding 
indexing node. For example, the level of carbon monoxide found in the air in a forest 
may be represented by levels that range from 50 L/mol to 150 L/mol. This range is split 
equally into four (4
1
=4, four index node referred as I0, I1, I2, I3) sub-ranges [50, 75), [75, 
100), [100, 125), [125, 150]. Hence, if a range query is to find a data within [60, 80), 
then the sub-ranges of I0 and I1 are located as they cover the given query.  
Li, et al. [21], proposed a method called distributed index for multi-dimensional data 
(DIM), which includes both a point and range query in a multidimensional DCS model. 
In DIM each sensor is linked as a node in a tree structure where each node represents a 
range of values. A root node represents the entire range of values and splits into two 
equal parts for left and right child nodes. This process continues for each non-leaf node 
until leaf nodes are reached.  
DIFS [73], refer to Section 3.10, performs a data fusion based on data conveyance 
through the network. The routing is designed on top of a quad tree in a manner that 
balances communication load across the index and the range is maintained along the 
sensor node hierarchy.  
In MDA [78], described in Section 3.13, a range query is split into a k-dimension range 
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of multiple sub-queries. After splitting, each attribute sub-query is assigned with a bit 
code and tuples of k-bit codes, referred to as code B, are produced. The code B are then 
mapped to range space R and data is stored in nodes located in the mapped R. 
Table 2-1 Summary of Range-Query DCS Schemes [24] 
Mechanisms Schemes 
Bit Code Mapping MDA[78] 
Tree Structure 
Multiply Rooted Hierarchical Index DIFS[73] 
Binary Tree DIM[21] 
Others SSA[65] 
2.2.3.2.  Similarity Search 
In SDS [62], described in Section 3.2, a data item denoted by d consists of keywords 
denoted by v
d
. Thus, the data item d is represented by  d
m
dd
vvvd ,........,,
21
 . For a 
similarity search, the following formula is proposed in SDS to calculate the similarity 
between data items d1 and d2: 

 
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Here, m is the number of attributes, wi is the weight for each attribute based on their 
significance as shown in Table 2-2 and B(i, j) is a Boolean function returning 1 if 
vi
d1
=vi
d2
 and 0 otherwise. 
Table 2-2 Example of Weight Settings [62] 
Attribute Keywords Weight 
Object Car, Plane, Truck, etc. 0.3 
Model F-16, F-17, etc. 0.2 
Color Red, Purple, etc 0.1 
Direction North, South, etc 0.1 
Division Air-Force, etc. 0.1 
Pressure Integer 0.1 
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Speed Float 0.1 
.. .. .. 
For example, a data item in a WSN application is characterized by five attribute lists 
such as object, model, color, direction and division with the weight value shown in 
Table 2-2. Consider the following two data items denoted by d1 and d2: 
 AirforceNorthwestBlueFPlaned ,,,16,
1
  
 AirforceSouthwestW hiteFPlaned ,,,16,
2
  
Hence, 
75.0
1.01.01.02.03.0
1*1.00*1.00*1.01*2.01*3.0
2,1




dd
Similarity  
 
SDS uses Locality-Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [82] to transform d to a series of hash 
values. Using LSH, data items that have common keywords will have the same hash 
value while similar data items will have similar hash values. For example, if the 
difference between d1, d2, and d3 is d1 > d2 > d3, their hash values conform to hd1 > hd2 > 
hd3, where hd is the hash value of d. A data item with hash value h is mapped to the first 
zone with ID ≥ h. For example, if the value of hd1 returned by LSH is 5 then the value of 
hd2 (d1 and d2 refer to the data item shown above) would approximately be 6.67 or 3.75. 
Hence, d1 will be stored in the zone with ID ≥ 5 and d2 will be stored in the zone with 
ID ≥ 3.75 or ID ≥ 6.67.  Thus, a query denoted by dq with 80% similarity will search in 
zones with IDs: 
qqq ddd
hhh 
4
5
5
4 . 
In SSA [65], refer to Section 3.3, when data is queried, the query is first sent to the 
specific cell, with the range of this cell in the queried data. The SSA similarity search 
mechanism contains two phases known as the similarity search query resolving phase 
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and the query probing phase. The query resolving phase determines an indexing node 
that is most likely to provide an answer for the query. If the answer doesn’t match 
exactly then the query probing phase is initiated to find the closest possible answer. 
In the query resolving phase, the function locate (Vq) is used to find the target node IT 
with the indexing node IID such that rIRVrIR IDLqIDL .).1(  , where Vq is the search 
value given by the query. The query is then forwarded to the Target Node IT to retrieve 
data. If an exact match to Vq is found then the query execution is finished otherwise 
query probing phase comes in action. In query probing phase there can be two following 
possible cases: 
 Case 1: IT is non-empty and TIsv  is the most similar local data in IT. 
o Sub-case 1: If TI
sv  is larger than qv ,  then all data in IT+1 must be even 
greater than 
qv .  But in IT-1 there may be a 
1TI
sv  that is closer to qv . 
o Sub-case 2: If TI
sv  is smaller than qv , then all data in IT-1 must not be 
more similar to 
qv  than 
TI
sv  is. But in IT+1 there may be a 
1TI
sv  that is 
closer to
q
v . 
 Case 2: IT is empty (i.e. no data stored). qv  has to be sent to both neighbors (i.e. 
IT-1 and IT+1) of IT to find the most similar data. 
In SSA, three functions are proposed referred as backward probing, forward probing 
and bi-directional probing where backward probing and forward probing are used to 
deal with Case 1 and bi-directional probing is used for Case 2. 
2.2.3.3.  Data Aggregation 
In [83], the authors propose four application profiles where two are aggregation profiles 
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called ConsAggr and ProdAggr. Data aggregation is proposed using replication nodes 
proposed in QAR, see Section 3.7. In ConsAggr the profile consumer queries dominate 
production queries. In this profile, events produced in a given area are aggregated using 
the replication node for that area. In contrast, with the ProdAggr profile the production 
traffic dominates consumption traffic. Replicas aggregate events received from 
producers to achieve an effective overall traffic reduction. In Resilient Data Centric 
Storage (RDCS) [81], three types of event query called List, Summary and Attribute-
based are proposed for the DCS scheme. A query request for all stored data for a 
particular event type is referred to as a List while a query request for aggregated or 
summarized data for a particular event type is called a Summary query. On the other 
hand, an Attribute-based query requests data for all events that match certain constraints 
based on attribute values. However, it is not mentioned how the monitor node will 
aggregate data for an event type to give a response to the summary query. TinyDB [17], 
madwise [84] and TAG [85] are some of the aggregation mechanisms proposed mainly 
for WSN databases, which can be adapted to DCS networks as well. 
2.2.3.4.  Sensor Network Field Non-Uniformity 
Load Balanced Data Centric Storage (LB-DCS) [67], Section 3.5, deals with non-
uniformity of the sensor network based on two mechanisms. At first it estimates 
network distribution and then exploits data dissemination methods based on the 
estimation. A closest sensor node, called the sentinel, to the watch point, which is the 
region centre, is responsible to identify its neighbors by sending broadcast messages. 
Every sentinel node sends its own region’s sampling density estimation toward other 
sentinel nodes using both proactive (Broadcast) and reactive protocols (Stripes and 
FatStripes). 
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2.2.3.5.  Multi-Replication 
In GHT [10], illustrated in Section 3.1, a home node is called a hotspot if too many 
events with the its key are detected. To address this issue the authors have extended 
GHT by employing SR referred to as SR-GHT. SR-GHT introduces a hierarchical 
scheme where one node can have 4
d
 – 1 mirror images of the root home node.  
 
Figure 2-6 Structured Replication [10] 
 
The hierarchy depth is denoted by d. As shown in Figure 2-6, a decomposition of two 
levels (d=2) is deployed having 4
2 – 1 (15) mirror images at different levels. A producer 
node can store the detected event to its closest mirror node reducing the storage cost to 






d
nO
2
 from  nO . In the retrieval phase, GHT needs to forward queries to all mirror 
images. The query is first sent to the root node, which then forwards it to all mirror 
images in level 1 and then level 1 nodes forward this query to level 2 mirror images. 
This again increases the retrieval cost to  nO d2  from 





d
nO
2
. 
Table 2-3 Summary of Multi-Replication DCS Schemes [24] 
 Schemes Policy 
RoutingAmong  
Replica Nodes 
Remark 
1 SR-GHT[10] 
Hierarchical Grid 
Replication Mechanism 
(4
d
) 
Recursive 
Hierarchical 
As data never replicated to all 
nodes, basic data lost problem 
exists. 
2 SDS[62] 
Head node stores copy of 
all client data. 
N/A 
Single point of head zone 
failure. Head zone energy 
depletes quicker than others. 
Root point: (3, 3) 
Level 1 point: (53, 3), (3, 53), (53, 53) 
Level 2 mirror point: (28, 3), (3, 28), (28, 28), (78, 3), (53, 28), (78, 28), (3, 78), (28, 53), (28, 78), (78, 53) (53, 78), (78, 78) 
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3 ToW [70] 
Hierarchical Grid 
Replication Mechanism 
(4
d
) 
Combing 
Extends SR-GHT by adding two 
modes of operation. It inherits 
drawbacks from SR-GHT. 
4 SSA[65] 
Create mirror of index 
node using Mirror Hilbert 
Curve & Mirror Mapping 
Function 
Not Specified 
It doesn’t explain how data 
would be mirrored rather just a 
proposal is mentioned by 
couple of lines. 
5 RDCS[81] 
Each zone has at most 
one replica node of mirror 
node. 
GPSR 
Selection of mirror node is not 
specified clearly.  
6 QAR[20] 
Hierarchical Grid 
Replication Mechanism 
with Quadratic Evolution 
(d
2
) 
Combing 
Inherits drawbacks from SR-
GHT 
6 
Double Rulings 
[71] 
Stores data replica at a 
curve instead of one or 
multiple isolated sensors. 
Greedy Routing 
on a Curve 
Can only employ 2 global 
replicas while tow and qar are 
adaptable to traffic load with 
multiple replicas. 
7 
Dynamic 
Random 
Replication [86] 
Replicate data in 
randomly selected set of 
data replication nodes. 
Minimum 
Spanning Tree 
Two major limitations: static 
WSN and consideration of 
homogenous spatial 
applications. 
In SDS [62], Section 3.2, the head node keeps a copy of all data to be replicated, which 
may be unrealistic due to storage space availability, and if any head node fails then data 
cannot be recovered from the head node. ToW [70] also replicates the root node into 4
d
-
1 mirror images like GHT but the authors used a combing routing protocol, taking 
advantage of the grid structure (see Figure 2-6) to create a shorter replication tree for 
transferring messages among replica nodes. Like GHT and ToW, QAR also proposes 
replication of the home node but in a more adaptable quadratic evolution Nr = d
2
. QAR 
also provides an analytical model defining the optimal number of replicas (Nr
*
), thus 
minimizing the overall network traffic. However, Unlike GHT, ToW and QAR replicate 
producer data to all replicas in their second mode of operation. Nevertheless, the mode 
of operation is not deterministic since the mode of operation depends on the resolution 
(see Section 3.6) and hence ToW and QAR might also suffer from the data loss problem 
during their first mode of operation i.e write_one_query_all. SSA [65] creates a mirror 
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of the index node using a mirror Hilbert Curve and mirror mapping function. However, 
the replication process is not explained in the paper. RDCS [81] proposes at most one 
mirror node for each zone, which will keep a copy of the zone’s index node. An index 
node stores all data directed toward its responsible zone and therefore creation of a 
hotspot surrounding the index node is possible. Nevertheless, the hotspot issue has not 
been mentioned in the selection process for the mirror node. Dynamic random 
replication for DCS [86] and double rulings [71], described in Section 3.8, are two 
important research outcomes related to multi-replication research for DCS. Relative to 
previous work, random replication is a simpler and more flexible technique that enables 
an effective reduction of network traffic. The schemes, specifically, considers the case 
where nodes can determine the current set of Nr replicas associated with a given 
application by generating Nr random spatial locations with a hash function 
]1,0[),( 
ri
Niepochapphash ,  where app is the application’s name and epoch is a 
shared time identifier employed to change replicas over the time. The paper 
demonstrates that by placing a replica node randomly in the network it is possible to 
outperform ToW, QAR and GHT. Also by changing replication nodes over time it is 
possible to equalize the energy burdens across the network and hence a 60% 
improvement in network lifetime may be possible. However, the wireless network in the 
model is assumed to be static and the application is considered to be spatially 
homogenous.  
Table 2-1Table 2-3 shows a summary of mutli-replication DCS schemes based on their 
functionalities. 
2.2.3.6. Load Balancing 
In DLB [66], Section 3.4, to balance the load among sensors in a grid, a scheme named 
the Cover-up scheme is used. According to this scheme every node of a grid has storage 
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threshold levels. For instance, a sensor node has two threshold levels, e.g. 1
st
 level = 30 
and 2
nd
 level = 60. A grid point forwards packets to the closest grid node for storage. 
When the node closest to the grid point reaches the first threshold level it modifies its 
virtual co-ordinate to (∞, ∞) in order to hide its original location. Hence, the geographic 
routing protocol forwarding event data to a storage node will ignore the original closest 
node and find a new node that is the next closest node to the grid point. This process 
continues until all nodes reach their first threshold level. The last node, farthest from the 
centre, reaching this threshold broadcasts that the first threshold has been reached and 
the second threshold storage level is established. However, following this mechanism at 
some point, all of the nodes within a grid could become saturated. If this occurs, the 
paper proposes an extended grid that uses adjacent grids to the saturated one to select a 
new home node. 
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Figure 2-7 Multiple Shortest Routes [62] 
 
The authors introduce two types of load balancing schemes in SDS [62]: 1) storage load 
balancing and 2) routing load balancing. In storage load balancing, the storage load is 
balanced among different zones. Every zone maintains a threshold, denoted by , of the 
percentage of a zone’s used storage to indicate when a zone is at risk of being 
overloaded. When a zone’s storage crosses , it starts forwarding all storage requests to 
a lightly loaded neighbor zone. Every zone calculates its storage status 

N
i
i
NS
1
/ and 
forwards this status to its neighbor zones periodically. In routing load balancing instead 
of routing packets using one specific route, SDS calculates more than one shortest route 
between a source or relay and destination. This reduces congestion in any specific route. 
The calculated shortest path between Ha (Xa, Ya) and Hb (Xb, ,Yb), as shown in Figure 
2-7, is not unique. For simplification let’s consider 
baba
YYXX  and then the 
maximum number of inflexion points in the horizontal and vertical routing process 
is CXXC
ba
 . The number of choices in choosing j inflexion points among C is 








kc
c 1
, which is equivalent to the problem of putting C balls into j boxes. There are 2
j
 
possible routes for each choice with j inflexion points, hence the maximum number of 
Ha: Source or 
relay 
Hb: Destination 
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possible shortest routes between Ha and Hb is  








c
j
j
kc
c
1
2
1
. When two nodes frequently 
communicate to each other, each query issuer randomly choose one at each time from 
the list of all the shortest paths calculated. 
In HVGR [76], Section 3.12, for balancing the load among sensor nodes, the name 
based routing approach is modified. During the landmark selection, the network is 
divided unevenly. For example, an event E has a probability 1/m1 of being assigned to 
the first level landmarks (L1, L2 . . .). If the network is divided unevenly (L1>L2), L2 is 
more likely to be overloaded earlier than L1. Hence the load is balanced by assigning a 
task to regions in proportion to the region size. An event is stored in a node in Lk’s first 
level region if: 




k
i
i
k
i
i
N
N
EHN
N 1
1
1
1
1
)(
1
 (  2-15 ) 
Here, iN is the number of nodes in landmark Li’s first level region and 

1
1
m
i
i
NN  
In LB-DCS [67], for handling load balancing across a dynamic network, the hash 
function includes a network density estimation f. To estimate sensor density, the WSN 
is divided into n x n non-overlapping square regions of side length p. A sensor node 
closest to the center of a zone is referred to as a watch point and is called a sentinel 
node. Each sentinel node broadcasts a request to its neighbors to count them. The 
number of neighbors is used as an estimation of the local density in the region. One 
proactive (Broadcast) and two reactive protocols (Stripes and FatStripes) are used to 
deliver the estimate computed by sentinels to other sensor nodes. After collecting 
estimates a sensor uses 



ij ij
ij
ji
w
w
d
,
and 
m
ddm
d
i jji N jiij
ji







 
2
, ,
,
to calculate density in 
each region and final approximation based on first computation respectively. Here, wij is 
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the density estimated by the sentinel for the i, j region and m is the number of neighbors 
in this region. In two situations referred to as false zeroes and over reporting, 
ji
d
,
might 
give a misleading density estimation value. A region with sparse nodes near the watch 
point or a concentration of nodes near the border may report a zero or very low density 
representing false zeroes. In another situation, a region with high concentration of nodes 
near a watch point and sparse nodes near borders may report higher density than normal 
representing over reporting. To overcome these situations the final approximation 
ji
d
,
is 
computed as a weighted mean of the approximation computed in the first step for region 
ij. Table 2-4 shows a summary of load balancing DCS schemes based on their 
functionalities. 
Table 2-4 Summary of Load Balancing DCS Schemes [24] 
Functionalities Schemes Method Used 
Intra-Zone Load Balance DLB[66] Cover-up Scheme 
Inter-Zone Load Balance 
SDS[62] 
Measuring 
Storage Usage 
Status ( 

N
i
i
N
S
1
) 
DLB[66] 
Extended Grid 
(Cover up grid) 
HVGR[76] 
Proportional 
Assignment of 
Storage Task to 
Regions 
LB-DCS[67] 
Sampling Density, 
Broadcast, 
Stripes, FatStripes 
KDDCS [87] 
Weighted Split 
Median 
Routing Load Balance SDS[62] 
Distributing 
Routing Load to 
All Possible 
Routes Equals to 









C
j
j
kc
c
1
2
1
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2.2.3.7.  Routing Algorithm 
The DCS scheme might incur high update traffic due to the lack of an optimally 
synchronized routing algorithm. Initial research in DCS focused on designing an 
efficient technique that could be used to map data to the rendezvous node/zone rather 
than concentrating on developing an optimal packet routing technique. Most of the DCS 
methods, for data storage, routing and search, rely on a locating system (e.g. GPS) that 
places an energy burden on the WSN. However, in the last couple of years several DCS 
techniques were proposed putting a focus on packet routing enhancements. The 
different routing algorithms can broadly be divided into two categories namely point-to-
point routing and tree based hierarchical routing. In point-to-point routing the deployed 
network field is divided into zones or sectors and data usually propagates from one zone 
or rendezvous node to another in multi-hop point-to-point fashion. Tree based 
hierarchical routing relies on a tree-construction technique dividing the whole network 
into a tree-structure and provides a mapping of data transfer paths with minimal 
assumption about the underlying infrastructure. DIM [21], K-D tree based Data-Centric 
Storage (KDDCS) [87] are developed based on K-D trees while HVGR [76] and 
PathDCS [75] were developed on top of hierarchical Voronoi Graph and path based tree 
structure respectively. Table 2-5 summarizes DCS schemes based on these two types of 
routing algorithm used. 
Table 2-5 Summary of DCS Schemes Based on Routing Algorithm [24] 
Routing Algorithm Schemes 
 
Point-to-
Point 
Routing 
GPSR 
MDA[78], GHT[10], 
DLB[66], DIM[21], D-
GHT [88], LB-DCS[67], 
Q-NIGHT[68], SSA[65], 
Tug-of-War [70], 
RDCS[81] 
Logical Stateless Routing 
(LSR) 
KDDCS [87] 
CAR-POOLING SDS [62] 
COMBING Tug-of-War [70] 
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Recursive Hierarchical 
Routing 
SR-GHT[10] 
Tree Based 
Hierarchical 
Routing 
GPSR DIFS[73], DIM [21] 
PATH BASED TREE 
STRUCTURE 
PathDCS [75] 
HIERARCHICAL VORONOI 
GRAPH BASED ROUTING 
HVGR[76] 
VPCR GEM [89] 
 
Table 2-6 Summary of DCS Schemes Highlighting Their Key Features [24] 
 Title Routing 
Category 
Dimension 
(attribute) 
Range 
vs. 
Point 
Query 
Data 
Aggregati
on 
Similari
ty 
Search 
Multi 
Replication 
Load 
Balanc
e 
1 
Geographic Hash Table 
(GHT) [10] 
Point-to-
Point 
Routing 
Single Point No No No No 
2 
Data Storage and Range 
Query Mechanism for 
Multi-dimensional 
Attributes. [78] 
Point-to-
Point 
Routing 
Multi Range No No No No 
3 
Distributed Spatial-
Temporal Data Storage 
Scheme. [62] 
Point-to-
Point 
Routing 
Multi Range No Yes No Yes 
4 
Load Balanced and 
Efficient Hierarchical 
Data-Centric Storage. 
[76] 
Point-to-
Point 
Routing 
Single Point No No No Yes 
5 
Dynamic Load Balancing 
Approach [66] 
Point-to-
Point 
Routing 
Single Point No No No Yes 
6 
Load Balanced Data-
Centric Storage (LB-DCS) 
[67] 
Point-to-
Point 
Routing 
Single Point No No No Yes 
7 Tug-of-War [70] 
Point-to-
Point 
Routing 
Single Point No No Yes No 
8 
Efficient Mechanism for 
Similarity Search [65] 
Point-to-
Point 
Routing 
Single Both No Yes No Yes 
9 
DIFS: A Distributed Index 
for Features in Sensor 
Network [73] 
DCS 
Based on 
Tree-
Structure 
Single Range No No No No 
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10 PathDCS [75] 
DCS 
Based on 
Tree-
Structure 
Single Point No No No No 
11 DIM [21] 
DCS 
Based on 
Tree-
Structure 
Multi Both No No No No 
12 GEM [89] 
DCS 
Based on 
Tree-
Structure 
Single Range No No No No 
13 KDDCS [87] 
DCS 
Based on 
Tree-
Structure 
Single Range No No No Yes 
14 RDCS [81] 
Point-to-
Point 
Routing 
Single Range Yes No No No 
15 
Modeling Data 
Aggregation [83] 
Point-to-
Point 
Routing 
Single N/A Yes No Yes No 
2.3. Cluster Routing Protocols 
In increasing the scalability and lifetime of WSN, cluster routing protocol has been 
proved to be an effective routing scheme [90-94].  In this scheme, nodes are divided 
into groups – cluster heads (CHs) and member nodes (MNs). A cluster consists of a CH 
and several MNs associated to each CH. MNs report their sensed event or data to their 
parent CH. CHs aggregate data received from MNs before transmitting it to the Base 
Station (BS) or destination node. Thus, cluster routing includes two types of 
communication which are intra-sector or single hop and inter-sector or multi-hop 
communication. In the following sub-sections a few reflective and popular clustering 
mechanisms from the existing knowledge domain have been illustrated briefly. 
2.3.1. LEACH 
A self-organizing, adaptive clustering protocol, referred to as LEACH [95-97], which 
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distributes the energy load evenly among the sensors in the network by using 
randomization, is proposed by Heinzelman, et al. in [92]. In LEACH, nodes are 
organized into local clusters, with one node acting as the local base station or CH.  In 
contrast to the conventional clustering algorithms, LEACH distributes the load evenly 
by using randomized rotation of the high-energy cluster-head position technique. 
Furthermore, CHs in LEACH compress data received from corresponding MNs and 
send an aggregated packet to the BS. This local fusion reduces energy dissipation and 
enhances the overall network lifetime.  In order to reduce inter-cluster or intra-cluster 
collisions, a TDMA/code-division multiple access (CDMA) MAC is used.  
The operation of LEACH is divided into two phases that include setup phase followed 
by steady state phase. In the setup phase, the network is converged through the 
organization and selection of CHs, while in the steady state phase traffic is forwarded to 
the base station from end nodes.  
In the setup phase, nodes elect themselves to be the local CH with a certain probability. 
A node chooses a random number r, between 0 and 1. If this random number is less than 
a threshold value, T(n), the node becomes a CH for the current round. The threshold 
value is calculated based on the following equation:  
 














otherwise
Gnif
p
rp
p
nT
0
1
mod1  (  2-16 ) 
In Equation 2-16), p denotes the desired percentage of cluster heads, r denotes the 
current round and G is the set of nodes that have not been selected as a CH in the last 
(1/p) rounds. Elected CHs broadcast an advertisement message to the rest of the nodes 
using Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) MAC protocol, and all CHs transmit in 
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same energy level. After receiving this advertisement, all of the MNs decide on the 
cluster to which they want to belong based on the signal strength of the advertisement. 
The MNs inform the appropriate CH that they will be a member of the cluster. After 
receiving all the messages from the nodes that would like to be included in the cluster 
and based on the number of nodes in the cluster, the CH node creates a TDMA schedule 
and assigns each node a time slot when it can transmit. This schedule is broadcasted by 
CHs to all the nodes in the clusters. 
During the steady state phase, the sensor nodes start transmitting the sensed data. The 
CHs aggregate the received data from MNs before transmitting it to the BS.  
After a certain time, the network returns to the setup phase again and starts another 
round of selecting new CHs. Each cluster communicates using different CDMA codes 
to avoid interference from nodes of other clusters. However, LEACH has raised a 
number of questions about the assumptions used in this protocol. LEACH presumes that 
if needed all nodes can transmit with enough power to reach the BS and each of the 
nodes has computational power to support various MAC protocols. As a result, it is not 
scalable to networks with large zones. 
The LEACH approach assuments that nodes always have data to send and nodes placed 
close to each other have correlated data.  It is also not clear how the number of 
predefined CHs (p) is going to be uniformly distributed throughout the network. On this 
note, the probability of concentration of CHs in one part of the network is high. Hence, 
some part of the network won’t have any CH and will be left disconnected. 
Additionally, the idea of dynamic clustering causes overhead of head changes, 
advertisements, etc.; which may minimize the gain in energy consumption. Lastly, the 
protocol considers that all CHs of the previous round consume approximately the same 
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amount of energy.  
LEACH should consider non-uniform energy nodes (i.e., use an energy based 
threshold). However, an extension to LEACH, LEACH with negotiation, was proposed 
in [90].  In the proposed extension, the idea of preceding data transfers with high level 
negotiation using meta-data descriptors was incorporated from Sensor Protocols for 
Information via Negotiation (SPIN) [92]. This ensures that only data that provides new 
information is transmitted to the CHs before being transmitted to the BS.  
2.3.2. TEEN 
In [98], a hierarchical routing protocol referred to as Threshold-Sensitive Energy 
Efficient Sensor Network (TEEN) was proposed for time-critical applications where the 
network is reactive. TEEN is an extension of the LEACH cluster routing protocol. In 
TEEN, during every cluster change time, each CH broadcasts two new values in 
addition to other attributes to its member nodes: Hard Threshold (HT) and Soft 
Threshold (ST).  HT is used to reduce traffic by allowing MNs to transmit only those 
sensed attributes that are in the range of interest. ST further limits traffic by allowing 
transmissions only when the change between two attributes is greater than the provided 
threshold. 
By using HT and ST, it is possible to find the optimal trade-off point between energy 
efficiency and data accuracy. When a sensed event reaches the HT for the first time, 
MNs turn on their transmitter and transmits the sensed data to the CH. During this time, 
the sensed data is stored in an internal variable referred to as Sensed Value (SV). MNs 
will transmit their next value only when;: 1) the current value is greater than HT ; and 2) 
the difference between the current value and SV is greater or smaller than a threshold 
value. 
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TEEN is suitable for time-critical sensing applications and consumes less energy than 
proactive networks. Since the threshold values are broadcast at every cluster change 
time, it is possible to tune the threshold value during the operation of the network after 
deployment. 
2.3.3. APTEEN 
Manjeshwar et al. extended their work and proposed a new hybrid routing protocol 
called Adaptive Periodic TEEN (APTEEN) [99]. In APTEEN, it is possible to fine-tune 
the periodicity or threshold values of TEEN protocols based on the type and necessity 
of application. In addition to thresholds, APTEEN also broadcast: (1) Attributes (A), a 
set of physical parameters which the user is interested in obtaining data about; (2) 
Schdeule, a TDMA schedule to assign a slot to each node; and Count Time (TC), the 
maximum time period between two successive reports sent by a node. Although each 
node senses data continusouly, only a set of nodes, which senses a data value at or 
beyond HT transmits to the CH. APTEEN also uses HT and ST in order to limit traffic 
from MN to CH. However, unlike TEEN, a node is forced to sense and transmit data if 
there is no uplink data flow for CT time period. A TDMA schedule is also used in 
APTEEN to assign a time slot to each node in the cluster. As a hybrid protocol, 
APTEEN combines both proactive and reactive policies.  It provides more flexibility in 
controlling the energy consumption.  However, implementing additional complexity is 
considered to be one of the major constraints.  
The node senses the environment continuously, and only those nodes that sense a data 
value at or beyond HT transmit. Once a node senses a value beyond HT, it transmits 
data only when the value of that attributes changes by an amount equal to or greater 
than ST. If a node does not send data for a time period equal to CT, it is forced to sense 
and retransmit the data. A TDMA schedule is used, and each node in the cluster is 
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assigned a transmission slot. Hence, APTEEN uses a modified TDMA schedule to 
implement the hybrid network. The main features of the APTEEN scheme include the 
following. It combines both proactive and reactive policies. It offers a lot of flexibility 
by allowing the user to set the CT interval, and the threshold values for energy 
consumption can be controlled by changing the CT as well as the threshold values. The 
main drawback of the scheme is the additional complexity required to implement the 
threshold functions and CT. Simulation of TEEN and APTEEN has shown that these 
two protocols outperform LEACH. The experiments have demonstrated that APTEEN’s 
performance is somewhere between LEACH and TEEN in terms of energy dissipation 
and network lifetime. TEEN gives the best performance since it decreases the number of 
transmissions. The main drawbacks of the two approaches are the overhead and 
complexity associated with forming clusters at multiple levels, the method of 
implementing threshold-based functions, and how to deal with attribute-based naming 
of queries. 
2.3.4. CAR-POOLING 
In solving the spatial-temporal SDS challenge, Shen et al. propose a cluster routing 
protocol referred to as carpooling in SDS [62]. In carpooling, based on each hash value 
a source head determines the closest next hop among its neighbour heads and 
carpooling is likely to have common next hop for data packets intended for different 
destinations. The source head applies the carpooling method for all data packets with a 
common next hop in order to reduce overhead. The next hop after receiving data from 
previous head node applies the same method of carpooling and this continues until the 
packets reach their destination. In order to reduce the cost, Shen et al. improved the 
carpooling algorithm by combining the messages heading towards the same direction as 
much as possible.  
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2.3.5. HEED 
Younis et al. proposed a hybrid, energy-efficient, distributed clustering approach for ad 
hoc sensor networks referred to as HEED in [91]. HEED was proposed to extend the 
WSN lifetime by: 
 Dividing the energy consumption among the nodes equally, 
  Repeating the clustering procedure in cycles to have changeable CHs in each 
cycle, and Producing a uniform distribution of CHs over a network. 
Depending on its remaining energy and intra-cluster communication cost, every node in 
HEED has a chance to act both as a Cluster Head (CH) or Cluster Node (CN). The 
residual node energy is found by measuring the energy used in communicating between 
nodes per bit, while the intra-cluster communication is identified based on the cluster 
range size and the level of energy to perform an intra-cluster communication. However, 
the selection of CHs in HEED is performed constantly. As the procedure of CHs 
selection repeats itself in every cluster processing cycle. Assuming that the duration of 
the cycle is TCP and the time between a cycle and another is TNO then nodes in HEED are 
set to be selected as CHs every TCP + TNO seconds. Since HEED performs node selection 
constantly, the probability of a node to be a CH can be calculated by: 
max
E
E
CCH residual
PROBPROB
  (  2-17 ) 
Where, CPROB is the original percentage of CHs with respect to the total number of 
nodes, Eresidual is the anticipated recent energy of the node and Emax is the maximum 
energy of a fully charged node. After calculating the CHPROB of each node, clustering 
process in HEED goes through few steps in order to determine the final CHs in that 
cycle. The steps are: 
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1. Checking the CHPROB value of each node. 
2. Nodes with CHPROB value = 1 become permanent CHs. These nodes remain as 
CHs until the cycle ends. 
Nodes with CHPROB < 1, distribute messages to their neighbours and increase their 
CHPROB value until it equals 1. These nodes are called temporary CHs. Temporary CHs 
return to be CNs if they find a CH with lower cost in the same range. Otherwise they 
remain to be CHs until the end of the process. After determining the CHs and CNs in the 
network, each CH sends a message to the surrounding CNs in its range inviting them to 
join it. Data starts to be aggregated once the CNs join the CH in their range. After that, 
the CNs forward the collected data to the CH. The CH at this stage plays the role of a 
coordinator as it sends the data to the BS. Using TDMA in the HEED protocol allows 
the network to be more energy-efficient. The TDMA implementation means that the 
data transmission is done within a time slot. This feature allows the node to sleep when 
it is not in the active mode; hence, saves its power and extend its lifetime. 
2.4. Medium Access Control Protocols 
The medium in WSN is intrinsically broadcast in nature and, hence, prone to 
interference. Due to this inherent WSN behavior, designing a highly MAC protocol 
became an important requirement. Limited and constraint WSN resources have also 
driven the research towards primarily reducing the energy consumption of MAC 
functions.  
One of the key roles of the MAC layer is to synchronize access and transmission of data 
from nodes using a common medium [100]. The broadcast nature of common medium 
wireless channels makes the role more complicated i.e. within communication range an 
ongoing transmission interferes with other transmissions. This interference may cause 
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packet losses that need to be identified by retransmission mechanisms. To minimize 
interference and packet collisions an appropriate MAC needs to be put in place. 
Over the last couple of decades, a significant number of MAC protocols [101] have 
been proposed, however, a WSN standard MAC protocol has not been identified. One 
of the reasons for this is that the MAC protocol choice, in general, is application 
dependent. Lack of standardization of the physical layer is also identified as second 
reason. However, in this context, it is worthy and convenient to provide a 
comprehensive state-of-the-art review in order to highlight the choice of protocol for the 
proposed DCS framework presented in this research. 
2.4.1. Design Drivers 
Design of MAC protocols for WSN is mainly driven by a few diverse challenges 
including high energy constraints, low computational capabilities, low memory 
footprints, low complexity of the nodes and last but not the least poor synchronization 
capabilities. The following sub-section briefly highlights some of the key reasons of 
energy waste. 
2.4.1.1. Reasons for Energy Waste 
A few of the potentials reasons of energy waste in WSN is briefly discussed as [102-
103]: 
 Collisions. Collisions happens when more than one node within the same 
transmission range transmit simultaneously. The energy consumed due to the 
transmission and reception of frames that have collided is wasted. An idle MAC 
protocol should have a mechanism to reduce or avoid collisions. 
 Overhearing. If a node drains its energy due to the reception of irrelevant packets 
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it is called overhearing. For example, redundant broadcast packets or a unicast 
packet that was actually destined for other node. An idle MAC protocol should 
reduce overhearing as much as possible. 
 Idle Listening. One of the most significant sources of energy dissiptation is idle 
listening. It happens when a node listens on a radio channel potential packets. 
Regardless of the situation whether a node is receiving or transmitting, listening 
drains significant energy due to the radio being on. It is, therefore, expected by an 
idle MAC protocol to shorten the length of idle listening as much as possible. 
 Overhead. Data packets, in general, are very small in WSN and control packets 
such as RTS/CTS used in different protocols do not carry any useful information. 
As a result, the protocol incurs significant overhead due to control packets which in 
turn consumes transmission energy. In some cases, for example, RTS/CTS control 
packets might use 40%~75% of channel capacity. 
2.4.1.2. Properties of well-defined MAC protocol 
A good MAC protocol should consider the following attributes [104]: 
 Energy Efficiency. It is desirable in WSN to have prolonged network lifetime. In 
order to attain this goal, an idle MAC protocol has to be efficient in terms of energy 
dissipation.  
 Scalability and Adaptability. After energy efficiency, the next important attribute 
that is to be considered is scalability and adaptability. For successful adaptation, a 
desired MAC protocol should handle any change in network size, topology and node 
density efficiently and quickly. 
 Latency, Throughput and Bandwidth. The MAC protocols also need to trade 
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among latency, throughput and bandwidth, however, throughput is rarely a primary 
design factor. 
2.4.1.3. Types of Communication  
The three types of communication identified by Kulkarni [105] are: 
 Broadcast. A broadcast pattern is generally used by a base station (sink) to transmit 
information to all of the network sensor nodes. 
 Convergecast. A group of sensors communicate events to a specified sensor. 
 Local gossip. The sensors that detect an event communicate with other neighbor 
sensors.  
2.4.2. Classification of MAC Protocols 
MAC protocols in WSN can be classified into four broad categories based on their 
suitability for different applications [106]: a) Scheduled Protocols are optimized for 
periodic high-load traffic; b) Protocols with Common Active Periods are well suited for 
medium-load traffic scenarios; c) Preamble Sampling Protocols are the most convenient 
for rare reporting events; and d) Hybrid Protocols combine the benefit of several 
protocols.  
 Scheduled Protocols. In this approach, TDMA and FDMA are used to assign 
different time slots and frequency channels to different nodes. Once the schedule is 
set there are no collisions, no overhearing and minimized idle listening. In high-load 
traffic applications TDMA guarantees delimited latency and good throughput. Thus, 
these protocols are suitable for periodic and high-load traffic. 
 Protocols with Common Active Periods. In this approach, nodes define common 
active or sleep periods through a certain level of synchronization. During the active 
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period, nodes transmit or listen using contention-based approaches such as CSMA, 
IEEE 802.11, DCS etc. This approach is useful for applications where traffic is 
periodic and keep-alive packets are used to ensure network reliability is maintained. 
Protocols in this family are classified and summarized extensively in [106]. 
 Preamble Sampling Protocols. Preamble sampling protocols are suitable for 
applications where events are rarely reported. In this approach, each node chooses its 
active schedule independently of other surrounding nodes. Nodes spend most of their 
time in sleeping state and they wake up only for a short duration to check whether 
there is a transmission on the medium. 
 Hybrid Protocols. Hybrid protocols incorporate advantages identified in the other 
protocols and try to tune themselves according to the variable traffic patterns. Hybrid 
protocols use a contention-based approach under light traffic conditions and a 
scheduled based approach when the traffic load is high. 
2.4.3. Protocols with Common Active Periods 
In this research project, scheduling is done in the routing layer, Section 3.3, and the 
interest was on minimizing energy consumption and latency in the MAC layer. A 
review of state-of-the-art routing and scheduling approaches which use common active 
periods is provided in this section. Table 3 summarizes the key protocols and classifies 
them according to their functionality [106] and a brief summary of two representative 
(SMAC [54] and TMAC [107]) protocols is also provided. 
Table 2-7 Summary of Protocols Using Common Active Period [106] 
Function Description Protocols 
Canonical Solution First introduce use of common active periods. SMAC [54] 
Increasing 
Flexibility 
Introduce Flexibilty in terms of variable 
length of active slot, controlling traffic and so 
TMAC [107], 
E2MAC [108], 
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on.  SWMAC [109] 
Minimizing Sleep 
Delay 
Protocols of this type downsize sleep delay by 
applying different technique such as: use of 
overhearing to reduce sleep delay, alter duty-
cycle based on demand, keeping nodes wake 
up for extra time based on the information 
piggybacked on the previous data packets and 
so on. 
FPA [110], Q-
MAC [111], 
Adaptive 
Listening [104], 
nanoMAC 
[112], DMAC 
[113], DSMAC 
[114],  
Handling Mobility 
Extend SMAC to mobile environment. 
Incormporates SMAC duty-cycle technique to 
improve connection setup times in mobile 
environment. 
MSMAC [115] 
Minimizing 
Schedules 
Intorduce a common global schedule 
phenomena to the number of active schedules 
exist on the network. 
GSA [110] 
Statisitical 
Approaches 
Uses statistical analysis on the previously com 
municated traffic in order determine the 
optimal length of active and sleep period. 
U-MAC [116], 
RL-MAC [117] 
Using Wake-Up 
Radio 
Uses wake-up radio to increase the 
communication reliability in sensor networks. 
E2RMAC 
[118], RMAC 
[119] 
2.4.3.1. SMAC 
SMAC [54] alternates nodes between active and sleep periods.  During active periods, 
node radios are turned on to communicate and during sleep periods the node radios are 
turned off to save energy. Nodes establish and maintain synchronization in order to 
choose common fixed active periods. The active period is divided into two sub-periods 
for exchanging SYNC and data packets.  
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Figure 2-8  S-MAC Communication Scheme [100] 
Each node is assigned a radio on/off schedule. A node, after deploying, waits for one 
cycle of active and sleep period to receive existing network schedule. If a SYNC packet 
is found then it accepts the schedule carried by the SYNC packet otherwise it uses its 
own schedule. Nodes broadcast their schedule to neighbour nodes using the SYNC 
packet. Nodes having the same schedule form a virtual cluster. However, it is likely that 
a node might receive transmissions from several nodes and several virtual clusters can 
be formed in a network due to the factors such as transmission errors, large end-to-end 
delays, self-schedule selection and so on. Some nodes, referred to as border nodes, 
receive several SYNC packets with various schedules. Border nodes incorporate the 
schedules and keep their radios on during all of the active periods.  
Nodes use carrier sense (CS) for avoiding collisions and request-to-send (RTS) and 
clear-to-send (CTS) for unicast communication.  
SMAC saves energy by reducing idle listeing with sleep schedules. However, 
predefined and constant sleep and listen periods is a reason for reduced efficiency of 
SMAC under variable traffic. 
For Sync For RTS For CTS 
Receiver Listen Period Receive/Sleep 
Period 
Sender 
CS CS 
TX SYNC TX RTS Got CTS 
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2.4.3.2. Timeout-MAC 
Timeout-MAC (TMAC) [107] extends SMAC keeping the basic idea of using 
active/sleep schedules. In TMAC, the SMAC limitations were overcome by including 
an adaptive duty cycle where the length of the active period is varied according to 
traffic. Each node predicts channel activity during an active period so that it can adjust 
the length of its current active period. TMAC significantly increases the network 
lifetime by downsizing the length of the active periods and by using traffic indicators at 
the beginning of the active periods, nodes determine when to remain active or to 
transition to a sleep period.  
 
Figure 2-9 Operations Comparison between SMAC and TMAC [106] 
Since, TMAC reduces the size and number of active periods, it reduces the 
synchronization between nodes within a virtual cluster and to ensure that nodes are 
aware of when to transition between active and sleep periods Future Request to Send 
(FRTS) frames are used. 
2.5. Erasure Encoding 
According to classical encoding theory [120-123], a data packet consisting of k pieces 
can be encoded into n=k+m coded fragments using an (n, k) maximum distance 
Traffic 
SMAC 
TMAC TA TA TA 
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separable (MDS) code and stored in n nodes. The original packet, then, can be 
recovered from any set of k coded fragments stored in k nodes. The classical erasure 
encoding complexity of encoding, updating and decoding is O(mn), O(m) and O(mn) 
respectively. However, classical MDS erasure codes are optimal in terms of the 
redundancy-reliability tradeoff i.e., they maximize the error tolerance for minimum 
redundancy. The most well-known family of MDS erasure codes includes Reed 
Solomon Codes (RS), which work for any value of k and n. However, n-way dot 
product for each coding device and Galois Field (GF) multiplication operations slow 
down MDS RS performance. One of the most popular variations of RS is Cauchy Reed 
Solomon Codes [124]. Another line of research for MDS erasure coding in storage 
applications is parity array codes. This type of encoding depends on XOR operations 
with the objective of achieving lower encoding, decoding and updating complexity. 
Popular variants of parity array codes includes EVENODD [125], X-code [126], STAR 
[127], WEAVER [128], HOVER [129], BLAUM-Roth [130] and others. In contrast to 
MDS erasure encoding, the distinctly non-MDS Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) 
[131] codes perform far better than optimal MDS. LDPC utilizes parity checking, has 
increased complexity, and is relatively straightforward to implement. A widely used 
variation of LDPC is the Luby-Transform (LT) code. Figure 2-10 provides a 
performance comparison among selected classical erasure encoding approaches. 
Another family of erasure codes named Fountain codes are rateless codes and have been 
of increasing interest to the research community. In Fountain codes [132], given a set of 
k native data blocks B = {b1, b2, …, bk} and a probability distribution ρ(k), the encoder 
samples ρ(k) for a value 1≤ di ≤ k, at the i
th
 step. di random data blocks are uniformly 
selected by the encoder from the set B. The blocks are then XORed in encoder using 2 
generating an encoded set ei. The encoder then appends a k-dimensional binary 
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encoding vector Gi = {g1, g2, …, gn} to ei. It then sets every entry gij, which is referred 
to as encoding co-efficient, of Gi to 1 if bj is used to construct ei and 0 otherwise. Given, 
a set of encoded blocks and encoding vectors denoted by Ei = {e1, e2, …, en} and Gi 
respectively,  the decoder on the receiving side keeps on receiving encoded blocks until 
the system of liner equations E1×n = B1×k Gk×n is solved for B. In general, (1+ϵ) k 
encoded blocks are required by the decoder to recover all of the native data blocks, 
where ϵ > 0. 
 
Figure 2-10 Erasure Encoding Performance Comparison [133] 
Coding theory generally focuses on the tradeoff between redundancy and error 
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tolerance. Redundancy must be continually invigorated as nodes fail or leave the region 
of interest. This reconstruction of the lost fragments involves large data transfers across 
the network.  
In [72], the Redundant Residue Number System (RRNS) is used as a distributed erasure 
code and employed in the two DCS approaches: DCS-GHT [10] and Q-NIGHT [68]. 
RRNS also defines a probabilistic approach to evaluate the probability of correct data 
encoding and decoding on the parameters of the erasure code, WSN configuration, 
number of expected faults and the way in which the erasure code keys are distributed to 
the sensors. However, the evaluation of the proposed model is carried based on the 
probabilistic model and Monte Carlo simulation, and thus the lack of proximity persists 
between the simulation result and the real systems.  
A decentralized Fountain code based algorithm is presented by Kong, et al. [134] for 
distributed storage in WSN where the k source packets are encoded and stored in n 
storage nodes so that the original source packets (k) can be recovered from any set of 
k(1+ϵ) nodes where ϵ > 0.  In contrast to all previously developed schemes, the authors 
rationalized their algorithm as truly distributed since nodes do not know n, k or network 
connectivity except in their neighborhood. In addition, the nodes do not maintain a 
routing table.  However, the network model turns out to be expensive due to the inflated 
ratio between storage node and sensor node (9:1). Moreover, during the decoding 
process the requisite number of packets that need to be collected to recover the original 
source packets is not limited to any explicit figure which results in variable bandwidth 
during recovery operations.  
The code efficiency and low complexity of Fountain codes  inspired Dimakis et al. 
[135] to propose a decentralized realization of Fountain codes using fast random walks 
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to disseminate source data packets to the storage nodes and geographic routing over a 
grid with the assumption that every node knows its own location. Another solution 
employing random walks with stops and the Metropolis Algorithm specifying transition 
probabilities to the random walks is proposed by Lin et al. [136]. 
However, despite having low complexity encoding and decoding, the Robust Soliton 
Distribution [137] that has been considered in [134-136] is constrained to the initial 
distribution of data. Nevertheless, the random walk that has been used requires 
excessive energy to implement in WSN where limiting energy consumption is crucial. 
Moreover, random walk protocols require a large number of nodes to converge to the 
essential distribution. 
2.6. Summary 
The literature review provided in Chapter 2 has established the background principles, 
algorithms and direction being taken to further develop DCS as an efficient approach 
for data storage and search in WSN. This review has discussed the representative state-
of-the-art DCS schemes. The chapter has also provided a thematic taxonomy in which 
schemes are classified according to the problems dealt with including range query, 
similarity search, data aggregation, sensor network field non-uniformity, multi-
replication, load balancing and routing algorithm.  
The literature review has also provided a discussion on the relevant routing and MAC 
protocols based on their relevance to the research project. A brief introduction of WSN 
MAC protocols, their classification and a concise discussion of the protocols with 
common active periods has been presented.  
The chapter has also included a discussion on the different erasure encoding techniques 
and the way to mold erasure encoding technique in to a distributed storage system. 
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CHAPTER 3. DISK BASED DATA CENTRIC 
STORAGE 
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3.1. Overview 
This chapter provides the design, modeling and analysis of the proposed DCS 
framework in WSN. In Section 3.2, the system model including the proposed DBDCS 
architecture, physical layer and MAC layer are illustrated briefly. Section 3.3 presents 
and discusses the proposed SBD routing protocol. DCSMSS, presented in Section 3.4, 
takes advantage of the idea of a vector index method, called iDistance and transforms 
the issue of similarity searching into the problem of an interval search in one dimension. 
Section 3.5 discusses the DDEC algorithm, which is implemented in the DBDCS 
architecture. DDEC encodes the acquired information into n fragments and disseminates 
across n nodes inside a sector so that the original source packets can be recovered from 
any k surviving nodes. 
3.2. SYSTEM MODEL 
3.2.1. Network Architecture 
The surface of a platter of a magnetic disk storage device consists of tracks and sectors 
and provides an interesting approach that may be applied to a large WSN. This 
assumption led to the DBDCS architecture, as shown in Figure 3-1(a), dividing the 
rectangular field into a matrix of storage cells (referred to as sector) where row and 
column represent track (Ti) and sector (Sj) respectively. The physical deployment is 
mapped to an m x n matrix, where m is the number of tracks and n is the number sectors 
for each track. Hence, the nodes in the network are divided into S (mxn) sectors, each 
comprising a Sector Head (SH) and sector members that communicate via one hop to 
the SH (see Figure 3-1(c)), where  SSH
i
..1 . Each node is configured to be aware of the 
deployment layout by knowing: (1) all SH are assigned with the sector number as a 
virtual address and node id; and (2) all member nodes know their own node id and 
number of tracks (m) and sectors (n) of the network field. As shown in Figure 3-1(b), 
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the intra-sector communication (i.e. communication from sector members to SH or vice-
versa) is constrained to one hop while inter-sector transmission is multi-hop. For 
simplification, the sensor nodes inside each sector are not shown explicitly in Figure 
3-1(b). Instead, an aggregated link (see Figure 3-1(c)) is shown to represent the total 
traffic from member nodes to head node. 
 
Figure 3-1 (a) DBS Mapping (b) Inter-sector communication (c) Intra-sector member node to head 
node communication. 
3.2.2. Physical Layer  
The optimal synchronization of a routing layer is determined by modeling several layers 
of the WSN. Modeling the physical layer was carried out by considering average path 
loss, modulation, demodulation, encoding, decoding, and radio parameters that link 
major parameters such as signal to noise ratio (SNR), bit error rate (BER), power and so 
on. The DCS framework model was implemented in Castalia and according to [138-
139], the following average path loss model is: 

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In Equation 3-1), PL(d) is the path loss at distance d, PL(do) is the known path loss at a 
reference distance do, η is the path loss exponent and Xσ is a Gaussian zero-mean 
random variable with standard deviation σ. The lognormal shadowing model has been 
shown in [140] to give accurate estimates for average path loss for the WSN, where the 
separation among nodes ranges from a couple of meters to a hundred meters. However, 
in capturing the link transmission correlation, the lognormal shadowing model doesn’t 
always provide a precise result, thus a Gaussian zero-mean random variable (Xσ) was 
added in order to provide reasonable variance. The SNR at a receiver node located at a 
distance d from the source node can be defined by [141]: 
dBmndBdBmtxdB
PdPLPdSNR

 )()(  (  3-2 ) 
In Equation (3-2),
dBmtx
P

, 
dB
dPL )( and 
dBmn
P

represents transmit power, average path loss 
at distance d and the noise floor respectively. According to the definition of the Texas 
Instrument CC2420 radio [138], this project considers the Phase Shift Keying (PSK) 
modulation-demodulation (MODEM) technique, and thus the BER is defined by [141]: 
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In Equation (3-3), BN and R refer to noise bandwidth and data rate in bits per second 
(bps) respectively. 
Table 3-1 RX MODES (CC2420) 
Attributes Values 
dataRate(kbps) 250 
modulationType Phase Shift Keying (PSK) 
bitsPerSymbol 4 
bandwidth (MHz) 20 
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Attributes Values 
noiseBandwidth (MHz) 194 
noiseFloor (dBm) -100 
Sensitivity (dBm) -95 
powerConsumed (mW) 62 
 
Table 3-2 Possible Transmission Power Levels (CC2420) 
Tx 
(dBm) 
0 -1 -3 -5 -7 -10 -15 -25 
Tx 
(mW) 
57.4
2 
55.1
8 
50.6
9 
46.2 
42.2
4 
36.3 
32.6
7 
29.0
4 
 
Table 3-3 Delay Transition Matrix (CC2420) 
State Delay (msec) 
RX - 0.01 0.194 
TX 0.01 - 0.194 
SLEEP 0.05 0.05 0.194 
 
Table 3-4 Power Transition Matrix (CC2420) 
State Power Consumed (msec) 
RX - 62 62 
TX 62 - 62 
SLEEP 1.4 1.4 - 
Table 3-1, Table 3-2, Table 3-3 and Table 3-4 show CC2420 RX modes, different 
transmission power levels, delay transition matrix and power transition matrix 
respectively. 
One of the key WSN design challenges is the limited energy budget of a wireless sensor 
node together with the requirement for a long life time. In typical wireless sensor 
applications, the node’s radio consumes the most energy [142]. In [29], it is identified 
that a common node continuously powered on drains an AA battery of 300 mAh in 4 
days where the typical operation target is several years. Hence, this research focuses on 
radio power that can be adjusted to attain lower energy consumption. The average 
transmission energy consumption for node x, when transmitting a data bit to node y with 
the transmission power of )(
,, xytxtxcirxytx
dPPP  , can be expressed as [143]: 
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1
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Where,
txcir
P
,
, which is constant, is the power consumed by a node transmitting a bit and 
)(
xytx
dP is the power consumed by the amplifier of node x in transmitting the signal to y 
at a distance d. A fixed node transmission power was used in the simulations and 
therefore the nodes consume the same power regardless of the location of the target 
node (see Table 3-2), however, the sector member nodes were set to transmit using less 
power than the SH node. Similarly, the energy consumed by the recipient node 
is
R
P
PE rx
rx
)( , where Prx, a constant, is the power consumed by the target node to 
receive a bit (see Table 3-2).  
3.2.3. MAC Layer 
In this research, SBD is cross-pollinated with both contention based MAC protocols 
TMAC [107] and SMAC [54] in order to achieve optimal energy efficient 
communication. Compared to the traditional contention-based CSMA protocol IEEE 
802.11 [144], both SMAC and TMAC achieve similar reductions, up to 98%, in energy 
consumption under homogeneous load. SMAC and TMAC achieve this objective by: 
(a) Sending nodes to sleep periodically in order to reduce energy consumption; (b) 
forming virtual clusters with neighbor nodes to auto-synchronize sleep schedules; and 
(c) applying message passing to reduce contention latency for sensor network 
applications requiring store-and-forward processing during data movement through the 
network. Nevertheless, in a scenario with a variable load, TMAC outperforms SMAC 
by a factor of 5 [107]. TMAC introduces an adaptive duty cycle by dynamically 
handling load variations over time and location. Thus, TMAC is suitable for networks 
with low message rates and insensitivity to latency. Due to the fixed long activation 
period SMAC has high throughput and thus it is suitable in the case of a high message 
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rate. 
3.2.4. Network Layer 
3.3. Sector Based Distance Routing 
The SBD operation is divided into rounds that include a learning phase followed by a 
relaying phase.  
3.3.1. Learning Phase 
The learning phase consists of three stages: (a) TDMA slot assignment among sectors 
using GCA (b) Member-SH association stage, and (c) TDMA sector slot assignment 
stage for member nodes managed by the SH. 
3.3.1.1. TDMA Slot Assignment Using GCA 
During the first stage of the learning phase, SH select their operating slots 
independently. A description of the proposed GCA for conflict free TDMA frame slot 
assignment is:  
Algorithm 1. Conflict free TDMA frame slot assignment GCA (implemented at each 
SH node) 
Input: HD = 2 (circular hop distance between two sectors), m, n (total number of tracks 
(or rows) and sectors (or columns) in the grid respectively) 
Output: Conflict-free schedule with frame length L = 4*epoch (length of the slot 
assigned to a sector) 
1: for j = 1 to m do 
2:  for i = (j-1) × n to (j × n-1) do 
3:   if i < n × j then 
4:          Assign slot C0 to SHi 
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5:   end if 
6:   if  i +1 < n × j then 
7:          Assign slot C1 to SHi+1 
8:   end if 
9:   if i + n < m × n then 
10:         Assign slot C2 to SHi+n 
11:   end if 
12:   if i+n+1 < m × n then 
13:         Assign slot C3 to SHi+n+1 
14:   end if 
15:   i = i + HD 
16:  end for 
17:  j = j + HD 
16: end for 
 
Figure 3-2 Slot Assignment using Algorithm 1 (GCA) 
  
Consider a grid of five tracks and six sectors shown in Figure 3-2. It is noted that, after 
implementing Algorithm 1, each sector in the grid (Figure 3-2) is assigned with a 
conflict free time slot by reusing only four time slots (C0 ~ C3). Hence, using GCA 
(Algorithm 1), it is possible to assign non-overlapping conflict free time slots to each 
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sector by reusing only four slots regardless of the size of the network. The slot length L 
can be defined as: 
tL  4  (  3-6 ) 
30,  iCt
i
 (  3-7 ) 
Here, t is the length of the time slot. From this point forth, t  will be referred to epoch 
(an epoch consists of time slots allocated to its member nodes by the SH). 
3.3.1.2. Member-SH Association Stage 
In the member-SH association stage, each SH broadcasts a beacon frame (see 
Algorithm 2). A member could receive beacon messages from more than one SH.  Each 
member node then sorts the received beacon frames that come from more than one SH 
node based on Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) into vector  
ii
RSSISH
,
 , 
where RSSIi ≥ RSSIi+1. In the presence of channel noise, fading and attenuation, it is not 
always possible to estimate the closest SH using RSSI only. Hence, in order to 
accurately find the closest SH, the round trip time (RTT) method has been used as well. 
According to this method, each MN sends a packet request to all candidate SHs in the 
list and waits for an immediate acknowledgment. After receiving the acknowledgment 
the MN calculates the distance of the corresponding SH from time of flight (TOF). It 
then calculates a ranking number for each candidate SH based on both RSSI and TOF 
and selects a SH from the candidate list that has highest ranking (see Algorithm 3). 
According to this method, the time of flight, referred to as TTOF is calculated as follows 
2
TCPRTT
TOF
TT
T

  (  3-8 ) 
  
Here, TRTT = Round Trip Time of Flight 
 TTCP = Time to Process Packet 
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The distance between two nodes can be calculated as 
cTd
TOFRTT
  (  3-9 ) 
Here, c = Speed of Light 
The equation (  3-9 ) can further be rewritten after adding the faultiness as [145]: 
NLOS
RTT
LOS
RTTRTT
dd    (  3-10 ) 
Here, LOS
RTT
 Error occurs for ranging in a like of sight setting 
 NLOS
RTT
 Error due to ranging in a non-line of sight environment 
The negative impacts of multipath effects, a big factor, in LOS
RTT
 can be minimized using 
an empirical approach [146]. Uncertainties and noise in the hardware especially jitter 
effects play a key role in NLOS
RTT
 . Considering the jitter component TTOF can be calculated 
as [147] 
2
)(
2211 tcTCPctTCPRTT
TOF
JJTJJTT
T

  (  3-11 ) 
TCPctARctRTT
TJJTOFTOFJJT 
3300
 (  3-12 ) 
In (  3-11 ) and (  3-12 ), 
TOFR = TOF for the request packet  
TOFA = TOF for the acknowledgment packet 
 JtN = jitter caused by the clock of transceiver 
 JcN = jitter caused by the clock of microcontroller 
The timestamps that are used to calculate the time between sending a request packet and 
receiving an acknowledge packet contain the jitter values Jt0, Jc0, Jt3 and Jc3. Another 
two timestamps that are considered in calculating the computation time between 
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receiving a packet and sending the first bit of the ACK packet contain the jitter values 
Jt1, Jc1, Jt2 and Jc2. 
The MNs then calculate the rank matrix for each candidate SH as 
   
iRTT
M
i
iRTT
i
M
i
i
i
d
d
RSSI
RSSI
rank
NN
11
maxmax










  (  3-13 ) 
The MNs, then send an association request to the SH, which has the highest rank in its 
list. This ensures the association of a member node to its closest head node (see 
Algorithm 3).  
Algorithm 2. Send_Beacon(), implemented in SH nodes which is triggered at 1.0 msec 
of the learning phase. The SH node broadcasts a beacon packet (see Figure 3-3). The 
sector member nodes in the vicinity will receive this beacon packet. 
1: Create a network layer packet, beaconCtrlPacket 
2: // Assigning Packet Type and Source  
3: Set Packet Type = 3 in beaconCtrlPacke 
t4: Set SELF_NET_ADDR as source and -1 (broadcast) as destination in 
beaconCtrlPacket 
5: //Broadcast this packet 
6: toMacLayer(beaconCtrlPacket, BROADCAST_NET_ADD) 
Algorithm 3. Head_Selection(), implemented in member nodes, selects the closest SH 
based on the rank calculated using (  3-13 ).  
Input: rank, SHInfo 
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1: Sort SHInfo in descending order based on rank 
2: Create network layer packet joinCntrlPacket 
3: SHD = Pop top element from SHInfo.SHS 
4: Set SELF_NET_ADDR as source, SHD as destination and Packet Type = 4 to 
joinCntrlPacket  
5: //Unicast joining request to the closest head node. 
6: toMacLayer (joinCntrlPacket, SHD) 
 Member-SH Association Packet Format 
 
Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4 show the format of packets used in this stage. 
Packet Type=3 Source = SH ID  Destination ID = -1 
Figure 3-3 SBD Beacon Frame (Packet Type = 3) 
 
Packet Type=4 Source = Member Node ID SH ID 
Figure 3-4 SBD Head Join Packet (Packet Type = 4) 
3.3.1.3. TDMA Slot Assignment among Sector Member Nodes 
After receiving association requests from member nodes, a SH forms the list of children 
and broadcasts Ck (0 ≤k ≤3), ∆t and an array Ψ[i] = Mi, where Mi is the member node 
ID, declaring the index position of each member in the array (see Equation 3-14 and 
Algorithm 4). A member node receiving the array from its parent SH can calculate its 
transmission slot by: 
     },|)(){(
1
jiMitCit
IDSki
 

  (  3-14 ) 
In Equation (3-14),  and MS-ID are the length of the intra-sector TDMA time slot and 
the node’s self-network address i.e. node’s self-ID respectively (see Algorithm 4). 
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Algorithm 4. TDMA_SLOT_ASS(), implemented in SH nodes. Using this algorithm, a 
SH will make a list of member nodes, who send a join request and assign a conflict free 
TDMA frame slot to each member node. 
Input: joinCntrlPacket, sectorMembers, slotArray 
1: //Extract node id from each incoming packet of type 4 //and insert into an array  
2: Extract member node id and assign it to MID  
3: if the packet is destined for this node i.e. SH ID == SELF_NET_ADDR 
4:  push MID to sectorMembers 
5: end if 
6: slotArraySize = size of sectorMembers 
7: Create network layer packet TDMACntrlPacket 
8: Set Packet Type = 5, SELF_NET_ADDR as source and -1 (broadcast) as 
destination to  TDMACntrlPacket 
9: for each node i of sectorMembers do 
10:  Assign sectorMembers[i] to slotArray[i] 
11: end for 
12: set slotArraySize and slotArray to TDMACntrlPacket 
13: // Broadcast TDMACntrlPacket 
14: toMacLayer(TDMACntrlPacket, BROADCAST_NET_ADD) 
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 TDMA Scheduling Packet 
Figure 3-5 shows the format of packets used in this stage 
Packet Type=5 Source Sector ID Destination ID = -1 Size of Slot Array Slot Array 
Figure 3-5 TDMA Scheduling Packet (Packet Type =5) 
3.3.2. Relaying Phase 
In the relaying phase, all member nodes report their buffered or aggregated sensed data 
to their associated SH node during their allocated intra-sector TDMA transmission slot. 
A SH, after one epoch, i.e. after collecting data from all member nodes, forwards the 
mapped event data in a multi-hop fashion to the corresponding sector for storage. In this 
inter-sector communication, SH nodes continue forwarding their packets to their 
immediate neighbor node, which lies on the same row in the virtual grid (Figure 3-1(a)) 
until the packet reaches the node that is on the same column as the destination node. 
The packet will then be forwarded vertically up or down until it reaches the destination 
(Figure 3-1(b)). The same process is also followed for the routing query request and 
response. A description of the next hop selection process or algorithm during the 
relaying phase is: 
Algorithm 5 Search_Next_Hop (SHi), implemented at each sector head node.  
Input: Target Sector Head Node
i
SH , where  SSH
i
1 , m- number of tracks (rows) 
and n- number of sectors per track (columns) 
Output: Next Hop
k
SH , where  SSH
k
1  
1: //Finding the row and column position of //destination sector head and current 
head in the //grid 
2: destCol = SHi % n;  
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3: destRow = SHi / n; 
4: curCol=nextHopCol= (SELF_NET_ADDR)%n 
5: curRow=nextHopRow= (SELF_NET_ADDR)/n 
6: SHk = -1 
7: //Moving the packet to the same column where //destination sector lies 
8:   if curCol < destcol 
9:  /*Move toward right */ 
10:  nextHopCol = nextHopCol + 1  
11:  else if curCol > destcol 
12:  /*Move toward left */ 
13:   nextHopCol = nextHopCol - 1  
14: //It is in same column so move toward up or down 
15: else if curCol = destCol 
16:  if curRow < destRow 
17:   /*Move vertically up*/ 
18:   nextHopRow = nextHopRow + 1 
19:  else if curRow> destRow 
20:   /*Move vertically down*/ 
21:   nextHopRow = nextHopRow – 1 
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22:  end if 
23: end if 
24: /*convert to sector number*/ 
25: SHk = nextHopRow × n + nextHopCol 
26: Return SHk 
A SH calls Algorithm 5 while acting as either: i) a relaying node (receives a packet 
from MAC layer) or ii) a source node (receives packet from application layer). 
 Local Update to Head Node 
As stated in Section 3.2.1, intra-sector communication between head node and member 
node is a single hop and the member nodes unicast their buffered data to the SH node 
directly during their allocated time slot as shown in Equation (3-14). Figure 3-6 shows 
the SBCR local data update packet format (Packet Type = 1). 
Packet  Type=1 Source Member ID Destination Sector ID Aggregated Sensed Data 
Figure 3-6 SBD Local Data Update (Packet Type = 1) 
 
  Remote Update to Relevant Sector 
A SH, after collecting data in one epoch, sends or forwards the mapped range to the 
corresponding sector in a multi-hop fashion. The principle behind this multi-hop routing 
is to keep on transmitting the packet until it reaches the same column where the target 
sector lies and then continue transmitting vertically until it reaches the destination (for 
example see Figure 3-1(b) and Algorithm 6). The packet format is shown in Figure 3-7 
Packet Type=2 Source Sector ID Destination Sector ID Previous Hop ID Next Hop ID DATA 
Figure 3-7 SBD Remote Data Packet (Packet Type = 2) 
Algorithm 6 Remote_Data_Update (dataPacket) is implemented at each SH and 
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triggers when it receives a type 2 packet from the MAC layer by the function 
fromMacLayer() or from the application layer by the function fromApplicationLayer(). 
Input: SBD Remote Data Packet (Figure 3-7), which includes: SHD-Destination Sector 
ID, SHs-Source Sector ID, SHN-Next Hop ID, SHP-Previous Hop ID, DS-D- Data Packet 
sent by SHs for SHD 
1: Extract SHS, SHD, SHP, SHN and DS-D from SBCR dataPacket 
2: //Either this node is target next hop or the packet //comes from the application 
layer of this node 
3: if SHN == SELF_NET_ADDR or the packet is from application layer 
4:  // call Algorithm 5 
5:  nextHop = Search_Next_Hop (SHD) 
6:  duplicate dataPacket as network layer packet 
7: Set SELF_NET_ADDR and nextHop as previous hop and next hop 
respectively to dataPacket. 
8: //unicast the received dataPacket to next hop 
9:  toMacLayer(dataPacket, nextHop) 
10:  //The packet reaches the destination 
11: else if  SHD == SELF_NET_ADDR 
12:  extract and send DS-D to application layer 
13:   end if 
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3.3.3. SBD Analysis 
Table 3-5 Notations Used in Analysis 
Notations Description 
Clu Cost of local update 
Α Local update rate 
Cru Cost of remote update 
Λ Remote update rate 
Cqr Cost of query request and response 
Η Query rate  
Si i
th sector number 
ti i
th track number (row) 
si i
th sector number (column) 
Cru,to,so,n Cost of remote update from S0 to S1, S2, . . , Sn 
Ctx,SH Transmission cost between two SH 
This section analyzes the SBD performance in terms of routing message complexity 
(total number of message transfers in the network). The notations used in this section 
are summarized in Table 3-5. For simplicity it is assumed that the data transmission is 
error-free. Assume that the local sensor sampling and reporting rate to SH is α, the 
remote update rate is λ and the query rate is η. Let Clu, Cru and Cqr be the cost of local 
update, cost of remote update and cost of getting an answer to a query respectively.  
Hence, based on this assumption the overall message routing complexity can be defined 
as shown in Equation (3-16) and Equation (3-17). 
qrrulu
CCCC    (  3-15 ) 
rurulu
CCCC  2  (  3-16 ) 
)(rCC
txlu
  (  3-17 ) 
Here, Ctx is the cost of transmission by a wireless sensor node that covers a transmission 
range of r inside a sector. 
For a single remote update issued by S0 (represented by track (t0) and sector (s0)) to SH 
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in S1 (t1, s1), S2 (t2, s2) . . . ., Sn (tn, sn) SBD sends out n updates to n different SH. Let 
Cru,to,so,n and Ctx,SH be the cost of remote update from S0 to S1, S2, . . , Sn and transmission 
cost between two SH nodes respectively. Hence the cost of this remote update routing 
can be given by: 
 

n
i
SHtxiinstru
CssttC
0
,00,,,
)(
00
 (  3-18 ) 
For simplicity, consider that the data first travels toward a corresponding track and then 
sector. So, the longest distance the data travels up or down is: 
 
n
tttt 
010
,.......,max  
or 
 
n
tttt 
010
,........,min  
(  3-19 ) 
Similarly the longest distance the data moves left or right is: 
 
n
ssss 
010
,.......,max  
or 
 
n
ssss 
010
,........,min  
(  3-20 ) 
Before forwarding an update it is possible to merge the packets having the same 
destination as their next hop and hence it is possible to optimize the traffic. Thus, the 
horizontal and vertical routing cost can be minimized to: 
 
 
n
n
tttt
tttt


010
010
,.......,min
,.......,max
  
and 
 
 
n
n
ssss
ssss


010
010
,.......,min
,.......,max
 
(  3-21 ) 
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In the ideal situation the lower bound for the routing cost that can be achieved is: 
 
 
 
 
n
n
n
nnstru
ssss
ssss
tttt
ttttC




010
010
010
010,,,
,.......,min
,.......,max
,.......,min
,.......,max
00
 (  3-22 ) 
Based on Equation (3-18) and Equation (3-22): 
 
 
 
 
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(  3-23 ) 
The producer SH node and target storage node are considered to be randomly 
distributed. It is assumed that all sectors have the same probability to disseminate 
updates. The remote update cost can be defined as: 
S
C
C
S
t
S
s
nstru
ru
i i
 
  0 0
00 ,,,
 (  3-24 ) 
Where S is the total number of sectors. 
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3.3.4. Alternate Route 
 
Figure 3-8 some of the possible alternate routes from SHs→SHD 
In the case of primary route failure (first travels toward a track and then a sector), SBD 
switches to recovery mode. In recovery mode, SHs follows an alternate route:   
Case 1: Route interruption along track path 
a) The last relay SHR forwards the packet one hop up or down along sector path. 
b) SBD returns to its normal mode of operation.  
Case 2: Route interruption along Sector  
a) The last relay SHR forwards the packet one hop left or right along the track path 
i. The recipient SHR forwards the packet up or down along sector path 
b) SBD returns to its normal mode of operation. 
For example, Figure 3-8, the source of the packet is SH0 and destination is SH23. Hence 
the primary and possible routes of transmission are: 
1. (0)→(1)→(2)→(3)→(8)→(13)→(18)→(23) 
2.                    (7)→(8)→(13)→(18)→(23) 
3.                    (1)→(6)→(7)→(8)→(13)→(18)→(23) 
4.                                      (11)→(12)→(13)→(18)→(23)  
     and so on … 
(13) 
(23) 
SHs SHR 
SHD 
(0) 
(3) 
SHR 
(2) (1) 
(8) 
(18) 
(7) 
(6) 
(11) 
(12) 
SHR 
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3.4. Metric based Similarity Searching 
In this section, a distributed DCS with DCSMSS scheme is presented that balances the 
load across the network and provides efficient similarity searching in terms of three 
types of queries – range query, k-query and skyline query. The domain of the derived 
hash key (Section 3.4.2) of an aggregated sensed event, denoted by HD, is mapped into 
the metric space of the DBDCS architecture (Section 3.2.1). In order to balance the load 
among the sectors, a pivot point generation procedure (Section 3.4.3) is used dividing 
HD into almost equally populated sub-intervals, denoted by hDi, where hDi ≠ hDj and 
0≤i≤j≤S. A simplified variant of iDistance is used to store an event based on the derived 
hash key. Furthermore, the target SH distributes the load among the member nodes 
based on the hash key value and distance to the member nodes. 
3.4.1. Metric-Based Searching:  
Metric space M can be defined as a pair M = (D, d), where D is the domain of objects 
and d is the distance function - d: D×DR satisfying the following constraints for all 
objects Dcba ,, :  
  0, bad  (non-negativity) 
(  3-25 ) 
  0, bad iff a = b (identity) 
),(),( abdbad   (symmetry) 
),(),(),( cbdbadcad   (triangle inequality) 
In this metric space, two types of similarity queries can be defined including range 
query  rqRange ,  and K-nearest neighbor search  kqKNN ,  [148-151] by the resultant 
set X, considering DI  to be a finite set of indexed objects: 
Range(q, r):  
  raqdIaX  ,|  (  3-26 ) 
KNN(q, k):  
),(),(:\,,: bqdaqdXIXkXIX
ba
  (  3-27 ) 
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Another extended similarity query, referred to as a skyline query [152-155], is useful to 
define due to its promising application in multi-criteria decision making. The result set 
of a skyline query is defined as that not dominated by any other data in a certain range. 
Considering that smaller values are preferable to larger smaller ones for all attributes, 
for a set of l-dimensional data, the result set of skyline query can be defined as: 
Skyline(q, r):  
     
   
  




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
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






raqd
and
lbAaA
and
lbAaAIba
X
ggg
ggg
,
],1[,
,1,|,
 (  3-28 ) 
In Equation (  3-28 ), Ag denotes the value of the g
th 
attribute of an object. 
The data space can be divided into n sectors with a pivot point, denoted by Pi, for each 
sector Si. The iDistance key for an object Dx can be defined as (Figure 3-9(a)): 
    cixPdxiDist
i
 ,  (  3-29 ) 
In Equation (3-29), c is the separating constant for individual sectors. Given Dq  , the 
range query for q with the range of r can be defined as (Figure 3-9(b)): 
    rciqPdrciqPd
ii
 ,,,  (  3-30 ) 
 
 
Figure 3-9 a) Data Mapping b) Range Query Example 
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3.4.2. Data Processing and Mapping 
A sensed event E can be defined by an l-dimensional tuple, (A1, A2, A3,…, Al) where  
 lA
gg
,1,   denotes the g
th
 attribute and DAg  is the domain of attribute Ag. Each member 
node of a sector transmits the sensed event as an l-dimensional tuple 
kilii
vvv ,......,,
21 , 
where 1≤ i ≤ Mk, Mk is the total number of member nodes in the k
th
 sector and vij denotes 
the value of the j
th
 attribute received from i
th
 member node of the k
th
 sector. The 
corresponding SH, after collecting tuples from all the member nodes, aggregates them at 
the end of each epoch before finding the target SH mapping. Hence, after aggregation at 
epoch t 
 

kM
ilii
tvvv
1iAgg
21k
,......,,  (Agg(t))E  (  3-31 ) 
                   t
l
 ,.......,,
21
  (  3-32 ) 
Here, 
 
   Skljhere
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kkk
,1,,1,
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111




 (  3-33 ) 
 It is assumed that the attribute’s aggregated values of
i
  have been normalised to be 
between the range of 0 and 1. As shown in Table 3-6, weights have been assigned to 
different attributes based on their importance in the event description. Hence, an 
attribute with higher weight has greater influence on the similarity among events. 
Table 3-6 Weight Settings 
Attribute Weight 
A1 w1 
A2 w2 
.... .... 
Al wl 
3.4.3. Pivot Point Generation 
The domain of the one dimensional derived hash key HD of an aggregated l-dimensional 
sensed event can be defined by α (αmin, αmax). In (  3-34 ) ~ (  3-37 ), Ai(min), Ai(max), 
Ai(avg) and Ai(θ) denote the minimum, maximum, average and threshold value of i
th
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attribute. 
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  (  3-37 ) 
The centre of mass (COM), denoted by β, is derived in (  3-36 ) to find the normalized 
centre point of the domain of the hash key HD whereas δ is the separating factor 
between two pivot points. However, in order to balance the load among sectors, it is 
important to find the range where the concentration of the data points is high. Hence, β 
and δ can be used to find this COM range, denoted by β (βrange-min, βrange-max) as shown in 
(  3-38 ): 
 
minrange
 
 
maxrange
 
(  3-38 ) 
Thus, the separating step, denoted by η, between two pivot points in the  COM range 
can be defined by: 
 
1
minmax


 
S
rangerange

  (  3-39 ) 
Thus the pivot points for S sectors can be defined in each sector head by: 
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 (  3-40 ) 
Algorithm 7. Pivot Point Generation Algorithm (implemented at each SH node) 
Input: attrRangeTable (containing minimum, maximum, average and theta of each 
attribute), W (weights to different attributes based on their importance in the event 
description). 
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Output: P (derived pivot point for each sector) 
1:  mapRec.minRange = mapRec.maxRange = 0 
2:  m = lengthof(attrRangeTable) 
3:  for i = 1 to m do 
4:  mapRec.minRange+= (attrRangeTable[i].min ∕ attrRangeTable[i].max) × W[i] 
5:  mapRec.maxRange += (attrRangeTable[i].max) ∕ attrRangeTable[i].max) × W[i] 
6: mapRec.com += (attrRangeTable[i].avg) ∕ attrRangeTable[i].max) × W[i] 
7:  mapRec.theta += (attrRangeTable.theta) ∕ attrRangeTable[i].max) × W[i] 
8: i = i + 1 
9:   end for 
10: comLowerLimit = mapRec.com - mapRec.theta 
11: comUpperLimit = mapRec.com + mapRec.theta 
12: η = (comUpperLimit - comLowerLimit) ∕ (S - 1) 
13: for j = 0 to S 
14:  if (j == 0) 
15:  P[j] = mapRec.minRange 
16: else if (j == S) 
17:  P[j] = mapRec.maxRange 
18: else 
19:  P[j] = comLowerLimit + j × η 
20: end if 
21: j = j + 1 
22: end for 
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Figure 3-10 Pivot Point Generation Example 
3.4.4. Mapping 
Given l attributes in an attribute list associated with weight wj (1≤j≤l) in a WSN 
application, the source SHk generates the hash value by: 
   


l
j
jjij
M
i
wAvavgh k
1
(max)1  (  3-41 ) 
Hence, after each epoch, SHk forwards the aggregated event     ,,,,,, 21 htE lk    where 
t denotes the epoch number, to the destination sector head denoted by SHi where, 
1

ii
PhP . Pi and Pi+1 are the lower and upper limit of i
th
 sub-interval respectively. 
 
Figure 3-11 Formation of Balls or Segments inside a Sector 
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Figure 3-12 Segmentation Architecture of Member Nodes inside a Sector 
 
Table 3-7 Member Table of a SH node 
Member Node Id Received Signal  
Strength Indicator 
M1 RSSI1 
M2 RSSI2 
M3 RSSI3 
m4 RSSI4 
.. .. 
.. .. 
mi RSSIi 
.. .. 
.. .. 
.. .. 
.. .. 
MK RSSIk 
3.4.5. Insertion 
Within a sector, data is further distributed among nodes according to their distance from 
the SH. To do this, a sector is divided into segments. Figure 3-11, Figure 3-12 and 
Table 3-7 illustrate the idea of sector segmentation. Given a k
th
 sector containing Mk 
member nodes, the SHk first sorts all member nodes based on RSSI in ascending order. 
The member nodes are then divided into r segments. Each segment forms a ball, 
denoted by B(X,Y) (ri), where the ball centred in (X,Y) of radius ri.  (X, Y) is the 
geographic co-ordinates for SHk. The number of segments depends on the WSN 
application, the size of a sector and the number of member nodes in each sector. Thus 
the set of sensors that are within a Euclidean distance ri from (X, Y) form the segment 
defined by: 
      
iiYX
ryxYXyxrdinateSensorsCoorB  ,,,:,)(
),(
 (  3-42 ) 
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By (3-43) and (3-44), the pivot points for r segments within the k
th
 sector are calculated. 
An event with hash value, denoted by h, is stored in a member sensor node of i
th
 
segment where
)1()( 

iMiM KK
h . In order to balance the load, data is distributed among 
the nodes inside a segment in a round robin fashion (see Algorithm 8). 
Algorithm 8. Search_Target_Node (segment[i]), implemented at each SH node. 
Input: segment[i] (a data structure containing member node ID and tally to count the 
number of packets stored in this member node) 
Output: return the target Member Node ID. 
1: sort segment[i] in ascending order based on segment[i].tally 
2: segment[i].tally[156] = segment[i].tally[156] +1 
3: memberNodeId = segment[i].ID[156] 
4: return memberNodeId 
3.4.6. Querying 
In this section the query techniques utilised are discussed. 
3.4.6.1. Range Query 
 Range query, issued by the query nodes from a sector of the network, denoted by 
Range (q, r), where q can be defined by an l-dimensional tuple, (q1, q2, q3, …, ql) 
where  lq
gg
,1,  , denotes the query value of the g
th
 attribute and r is the weighted range 
to be considered. Hence, the query node first calculates 
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where, hq denotes an aggregated query hash. The query range can be defined by [hq-r, 
hq+r]. The target head nodes where the query is to be forwarded are SHj, SHj+1, …, SHk 
where Pj ≤ hq-r ≤ Pj+1, Pk ≤ hq+r ≤ Pk+1 and j ≤ k.  
SHj pulls data from the member nodes belonging to the segments -   tYX rB , ,   1, tYX rB , 
……,   rYX rB ,  of the j
th
 sector, where 
)1()( 

tMrqtM jj
h . In contrast, SHk pulls packets 
from the member nodes belonging to the segments   0, rB YX ,    1, rB YX , ……,   tYX rB , where 
)1()( 

tMrqtM jj
h . The rest of the head nodes: SHj+1, SHj+2,…, SHk-1 pull data from all of 
their member nodes.  
Suppose, Figure 3-13, hq is the hash value of the query (q, r). Hence, the range of the 
hash is [hq-r, hq+r], where hq-r belongs to i-1
th
 sector and hq+r belongs to i+1
th 
sector. 
Thus the target head nodes are (i-1)
th
, i
th
, (i+1)
th
 sectors. Within the i-1
th
 sector, data is 
fetched from the member nodes of r
ti
th
i
r

}{ segments, where
)1()( 11  

tMrqM iti
h . On the 
other hand, within i+1
th
 sector data is fetched from the sensor nodes of t
i
th
i
r
1
}{

 
segments, 
where
)1()( 11  

tMrqtM ii
h . Finally, within i
th
 segment, data is fetched from the whole 
sector. 
 
Figure 3-13 Range Query Example 
S×C 2C 
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3.4.6.2. K-nearest Neighbour Query 
Like range query, a query node first calculates hash hq using Equation (  3-45 ) for K-
nearest Neighbour Query denoted by KNN (q, k). Here, q is defined by an l-dimensional 
tuple (q1, q2, q3,…, ql) where  lq gg ,1,  , denotes the query value of g
th
 attribute and k is 
the number of nearest neighbor nodes containing similar data to q. Thus the KNN (q, k) 
is first forwarded to the target sector head node, denoted by SHi, where Pi ≤ hq ≤ Pi+1.  
The KNN retrieval protocol is iterative. The SH scans through its segmentation table 
and includes the closest segment one after another until the following condition is true: 
rzwherek
z
j
j


,
1
 (  3-46 ) 
In Equation (3-46), Φj denotes the total number of member nodes in the j
th
 segment of 
the target i
th
 sector. The SHi then broadcast a query request to all the member nodes of 
the z
j
thj
1
}{

 segments. The member nodes of the corresponding segments respond to the 
query request. The SHi accumulates the received responses and sends them to the source 
query node. 
 
Figure 3-14 The k (q, 9) – nearest neighbour nodes containing similar data to q inside Sth sector are 
m1, m3, m14, m17, m8, m10, m4, m9,  m5. 
 
3.4.6.3. Dynamic Skyline Query 
For multiple criteria decision making, skyline [157] and its variants such as traditional 
skyline and dynamic skyline [158-160] have been applied in many applications. 
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Traditional skyline (TS) retrieves all the points, which are not being dominated by 
others, from a set of points. Given a data set X, a point x1 is not being dominated by x2, 
if x1 is not worse than x2 for each dimension li   (i.e. x1[i] ≤ x2[i]), and x1 is better than 
x2 for at least one dimension lm  (x1[m] < x2[m]). Dynamic skyline (DS) retrieves a set 
of points which are not dynamically dominated by others with respect to a data point q 
denoted by DS(q, X)). A point x1 dynamically dominates x2 with respect to q if for each 
dimension in li  ,        iqixiqix 
21
and for at least one dimension in 
lm ,        mqmxmqmx 
21
. Figure 3-15(a) shows an example, where each point is 
drawn taking two dimensions i and j as coordinators; points x1, x3, x6 and x10 are in the 
skyline set considering that a point with the least value for each dimension is desirable. 
In Figure 3-15(b), points x1, x2 and x4 are the dynamic skyline points of q. Each point xi 
= (xi[j], xi[i]) is transformed to xi′ = (xi[j]-q[j], xi[i]-q[i]). 
 
Figure 3-15 a) TS b) DS (q, X) 
 
 Threshold Based Hierarchical Approach 
A threshold based hierarchical approach referred to Distributed Efficient Dynamic 
Skyline (DEDS) has been used in this research to calculate DS (q, r). The threshold 
based hierarchical approach uses the temporal correlation among the sectors and 
segments of a sector. 
 Tree Structure Construction 
Each SH constructs a tree with itself as the root using Algorithm 3. Figure 3-16 and 
Figure 3-17 illustrate an example of the formation of a tree rooted at the 13
th
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Sector. Sector (2, 0), (2, 1), (2, 2), (2, 3), (2, 4) and (2, 5) are the child nodes of Sector 
(2, 3).  The sectors lying at the same column but upper row and lower row of each of the 
child nodes of root node are added to the left and right branch respectively. For 
example, Sector (1, 0), (0, 0) and (3, 0), (4, 0) are added to the left and right branch 
respectively of Sector (2, 0). The hierarchy is further maintained among segments inside 
each sector as shown in Figure 3-18. 
 Basic System Operation 
A query node first calculates hash hq using (10) for the Dynamic Skyline Query (DS (q, 
r)). The query is then forwarded to the SHi where Pi ≤ hq ≤ Pi+1. SHi finds the range of 
the query i.e. [hq-r, hq+r]. Hence, the target sectors where the sample data set of the 
query need to be considered are SHj, SHj+1,…, SHk, where Pj ≤ hq-r ≤ Pj+1, Pk ≤ hq+r ≤ 
Pk+1 and j ≤ k. The threshold based hierarchical approach includes three phases – Tree 
Propagation, Regular Update and Triggered Query. 
 
Figure 3-16 SH of 13th Sector implies Algorithm 3 in order to convert the 5x5 grid into a tree rooted at 
13th (2, 3) Sector. 
 
 
Figure 3-17 Tree rooted at 13th Sector (2, 3) 
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Figure 3-18 Hierarchy based on segmentation 
 
Table 3-8 Skyline Notation 
Symbol Description 
ei 
An event at SHi or segment ri of a sector 
E A set of events 
θi The threshold point of SHi or Segment ri 
LDSi The local dynamic skyline of SHi or Segment ri 
ei     (q, r) ej Event ej  is dominated by event ei with respect to query point q and within 
the range r from q. 
ei  _ (q, r)  ej Event ej  is dominated by or equal to event ei with respect to query point q 
and within the range r from q 
ei     (q, r) E Each event in E  is dominated by event ei with respect to query point q and 
within the range r from q. 
ei  _ (q, r)  E Each event in E  is dominated by or equal to event ei with respect to query point q and 
within the range r from q 
Algorithm 9. Build_Tree(), implemented at each SH.  
Input: n (total number of sectors (columns)), SELF_NET_ADDR 
SHi 
r1 
r2 
rr 




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Output: Node (to store the node values), L (to store the address of left child of each 
node), R (to store the address of right child of each node) 
1: // Finding the Track (row) number of current sector 
2: i = (SELF_NET_ADDR)/n;  
3: index = S; 
4: for j = 0 to S-1; 
5:  node [j] = (i, j) 
6:  if (i-1 ≥ 0) 
7:   L[j] = index; 
8:   N[index] = (i-1, j) 
9:  end if  
10:  Li = i - 1   
11:   while (Li-1≥0) 
12:   L[index] = index + 1 
13:   Node[index] = (Li-1, j)  
14:   index++ 
15:   Li--; 
16:  end while 
17:  index++ 
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18:  if (i+1<T) 
19:   R[j] = index; 
20:   N[index] = (i+1, j) 
21:  end if 
22:  Ri = i+1 
23:  while (Ri+1<T) 
24:   R[index] = index+1 
25:   N[index] = (Ri+1, j) 
26:   index++ 
27:   Ri++ 
28:  end while 
29:  index++ 
30: end for 
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Figure 3-19 Basic Approach Example (3x3 Grid) 
SHi issues a Triggered Query containing LSi to SHj+1, SHj+2 ...…, SHk. The Triggered 
Query is issued to ensure fetching all possible events that might be included in the final 
skyline but was not reported during the Regular Update phase. SHi sends Triggered 
Query to each of its child SHj that satisfies LSi  θj. Any child node SHj satisfying LSi  
θj can be discarded since there cannot exist any event that can be eligible to be included 
in the final skyline. An internal child node SHj after receiving Triggered Query LSp 
from its parent computes LSj among LSp and its non-reported points. SHj then forwards 
LSj to each of its children SHk that satisfies LSj  θk and waits for a reply with new 
points that are not dominated by LSj. SHj updates the local skyline after receiving replies 
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from all of its child nodes and finally replies to its parent SHp with the new skyline 
event set. A leaf node SHj reports nothing if it reports ej in the first phase or satisfies LSi 
 θj. Otherwise, it reports event ej. 
Figure 3-19 illustrates the functionality of the two phases – Regular Update and 
Triggered Query in a particular scenario.  In the first phase (Regular Update), see 
Figure 3-19(a), SH0 and SH7 reports eo and e7 to SH3 and SH4 respectively. However, e7 
and e3 have been pruned by e4. Thus the skyline set after the first phase includes {e0, e4} 
(see Figure 3-19(b)). Figure 3-19(c) and Figure 3-19(d) illustrates the second phase. SH4 
issues a Triggered Query containing {e0, e4} to SH3, SH6, SH5, SH8 (here, it is assumed 
that [hq-r, hq+r] covers all of the tree SH). SH0, SH1, SH7 and SH2, are discarded since 
their corresponding thresholds are dominated by e4.  After receiving the Triggered 
Query SH5 prunes e5 and forwards the updated skyline set {e0, e4} to SH8. SH8 calculates 
its local skyline and prunes among the query it receives from its parent and its own 
event e8. Since, e8 is not dominated; it has also been included into the final local skyline 
set i.e. {e0, e4, e8} and is finally sent back to the SH4. It is to be noted that, during both 
phases SH1 and SH2 do not need to transmit any event. 
3.5. Distributed Erasure Encoding 
In this section, a DDEC algorithm is proposed for the DBDCS architecture. Being 
motivated by the approach taken in [134], DDEC, also referred to as minimum-
bandwidth regenerating (MBR) code, draws a fundamental tradeoff between storage and 
repair bandwidth. In contrast to MDS, also referred to as Minimum-Storage 
Regenerating (MSR) codes, MBR minimizes bandwidth by having fragments slightly 
bigger in size. DDEC, designed using a product-matrix MBR code construction 
technique [161], is implemented in the DBDCS architecture (Section 3.2), where a 
rectangular network is divided into l tracks (rows) and m sectors (columns). The 

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smallest storage unit of the deployed network is the sector, which is considered to be a 
system unit. Hence, the nodes in the network are divided into S (lxm) sectors. Each 
sector comprises a SH and sector members. Member nodes communicate via one hop to 
the SH. An event (file of size O), which is mapped to a sector to store, is divided into k 
pieces (of size O/k), which are then encoded into n fragments. The encoded fragments 
are stored in n nodes within the corresponding network sector. Then, the original event 
can be recovered by the SH from any set of k coded fragments retrieved from k nodes. 
3.5.1. Coding Models 
In this section the coding models used are discussed. 
3.5.1.1. Information Flow Graph 
Given a j
th
 sector, a directed acyclic graph is considered to show the information flow 
between SH and a set of storage nodes (denoted by η, where |η| = n), which is a subset 
of member nodes (i.e., 
j
M  and  
j
mmmmM
j ,...,,, 321 . Hence, the graph can be 
denoted by G consisting of three kinds of nodes: a Data Source (SHj), storage nodes (η), 
and a data collector (SHj). The SHj divides an object O into k initial fragments of size 
O/k.  Each k fragment is then encoded into n encoded fragments of size θ, where θ 
consists of α symbols and is slightly greater than O/k. The fragments are then forwarded 
to η. This creates a virtual link between SHj and active storage nodes denoted by 
SHj→η. During this step, the storage nodes are active and they represent a distributed 
erasure code, corresponding to the desired state of the system. If a node mN (N = ψj + l, 
where l > 0) joins this sector, it can only be connected to the active storage nodes 
creating a directed edge from active storage nodes to new node denoted by η → mN. If a 
node leaves the sector, the surviving nodes communicate a packet of size μ with the new 
node producing a new erasure code to be stored in mN. During the repair process, it 
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might be necessary for nodes to communicate more data than they store (i.e., dμ > α, 
where d is the number of surviving nodes). Finally, a data collector (SHj), which 
corresponds to a request to reconstruct the data, is connected to the subset of active 
nodes through directed edges denoted by β→SHj, where   . 
3.5.1.2. Code Construction 
In this research, the product-matrix MBR code construction technique [161] has been 
used to generate a codeword. Under this framework, C is an (n×α) code matrix which is 
the product of an (n×d) encoding matrix and a (d×α) message matrix denoted by Ρ and 
O respectively.  
POC   (  3-47 ) 
The encoded message that will be stored in i
th
 node can be given by: 
Opc
t
i
t
i
  (  3-48 ) 
In Equation (  3-48 ), the i
th
 row of P, denoted by
i
p ,
 
refers to the encoding vector for 
node i.  
 
Figure 3-20 a) A possible architecture of a sector b) Information flow between SHj and member nodes. 
For normal redundancy, active storage nodes of n store α symbols. A newcomer communicates μ 
symbols with each surviving nodes whenever a node fails 
With the assumption that it is possible to construct an [n, k, d] MBR code for μ = 1 then 
the possibility of construction of an MBR code for larger value of μ is accepted. Hence, 
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in order to have an MBR code with μ = 1, the MBR code should hold data-
reconstruction and exact-regeneration properties. The code should satisfy Equation (  
3-49 ). 







2
k
kdB d ,  (  3-49 ) 
Hence, the message matrix O can be defined as the (d×d) symmetric matrix, given by: 







0tT
TS
O  (  3-50 ) 
In (  3-50 ), S is a (k×k) matrix. The      entries of the upper-triangular region of S are      
distinct         messages from the   set. The      elements of the lower triangular 
region of S is chosen in such a way so that it makes S symmetric. The other matrix T (k 
× (d-k)) of Equation (  3-50 ) is filled up with the remaining k(d-k) message symbols. 
The Ρ in Equation (  3-47 ) can be either a Vandermonde or a Cauchy matrix.  
The data collector (SHj) can recover all the B message symbols connecting to any of the 
k nodes from ΡDCO.  ΡDC is the sub-matrix of Ρ consisting of the k rows taken from k 
nodes to which the SHj connects. PDCO can be expanded as: 
 
DCDCDC
P   (  3-51 ) 
 TTSOP
DC
t
DCDCDC
  (  3-52 ) 
Hence, first T and then subsequently S can be recovered from PDCO matrix by 
multiplying it with 1
DC
. 
In the repair process, the code of a failed node can be restored exactly by:  
   1
1
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Op  (  3-53 ) 
In Equation (  3-53 ), Ρrepair is the sub-matrix of Ρ consisting of d rows for d storage 
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nodes referred to as helper or surviving nodes, 
j
p denotes the encoding matrix of j
th 
surviving or helper node and O is the message matrix. Here, j denotes the index of a 
node from an arbitrary set of d helper nodes {h1, h2, …, hd} to which SHi connects. 
3.6. Summary 
This chapter has presented a novel cluster routing protocol denoted by SBD. SBD is 
specifically designed for the WSN DCS storage scheme. SBD uses GCA for assigning 
conflict free TDMA slot to different sectors. GCA incorporates slot reuse concept to 
achieve minimum TDMA frame length.  
This chapter has also presented the distributed similarity search scheme referred to as 
DCSMSS that applies a unique hashing algorithm based on the attribute’s normalized 
value. A weight matrix is actualized in the proposed DCSMSS scheme. DCSMSS has 
mapped one dimensional domain of hash key to a two-dimensional metric space of 
DBDCS network using normalized and modified variant of iDistance and hence events 
generating the common hash key are stored in the same sector. Three types of most 
useful and commonly used similarity queries, range query, K-nearest neighbor search 
and skyline query are used to retrieve similar sensed data in the metric space. 
The chapter has also presented an MBR code referred to as DDEC in a distributed DCS 
WSN. DDEC encodes the acquired information into n fragments that are disseminated 
across n nodes inside a sector so that the original source packets can be recovered from 
any k surviving nodes. It is shown in Section 5.4 that in contrast to 3-way replication, 
using DDEC it is possible to achieve similar level of reliability with less redundancy. 
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CHAPTER 4. CASTALIA 
IMPLEMENTATION 
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4.1. Overview 
Castalia [139] has been built using the OMNeT++ platform and can be used to simulate 
WSN, Body Area Networks (BAN) and other networks of low-power embedded 
devices. Castalia’s scalable module structure provides a stable and flexible framework 
for simulation that incorporates new and innovative distributed algorithms and 
protocols. This chapter starts out by explaining the structure of Castalia. The procedure 
to create a new module within Castalia is presented to illustrate the investigation of new 
algorithms or protocols. Finally, a step by step implementation of the proposed 
framework incorporating DCS is shown. In the process of this implementation, two 
modules have been added in the Application and Routing layers.  
Castalia provides a reliable and flexible framework for first order validation of an 
algorithm, protocol or framework. Castalia is modularized and can be configured, 
adapted and enhanced for a range of scenarios. Section 4.2 and Section 4.3 illustrate 
Castalia’s architecture and the procedure that can be followed to create a new module 
respectively. Castalia’s Manual [53] has been used as a guide for the work presented in 
this chapter so that the example provided can be replicated and used when developing 
new algorithms and protocols. Step by step implementation procedure of the proposed 
DCS framework has been briefly illustrated in Section 4.4, Section 4.5 and Section 4.6. 
4.2. Architecture 
Castalia is built on top of OMNeT++. It follows the modular structure of OMNeT++ 
[162] and modules communicate with each other by passing messages. Each node, as 
shown in Figure 4-1(b), provides an interaction between the physical processes and 
wireless channels.  
As shown in Figure 4-1(a), nodes are composed of five modules including the Sensor 
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Manager, Application, Communication, Resource Manager and Mobility Manager. The 
Communication module is a composite module consisting of three sub-modules - 
Routing, MAC and Radio. Resource Manager is solely responsible for Battery, CPU 
state and Memory of each node while Mobility Manager keeps a node mobile by 
periodically updating its location. Similar to the TCP/IP model, each node has four 
basic layers including Application, Routing, MAC and Radio. Sensor Manager provides 
an interface to sensing devices. A node might have multiple sensing devices which 
could be affected by either a single or multiple distinct physical processes.  However, 
Sensor Manager establishes a one-to-one correspondence between sensing device type 
and a physical process module when there are complex interactions.  
Information flows between the physical processes and the wireless channels occurs 
using module interfaces and messages. This process of information flow should be 
familiar to developers of state machines for telecommunication and network devices. 
Information flows and message passing to the Resource and Mobility Managers occur 
from modules utilizing a separate structure from the sensor to radio information flow 
process. 
In Castalia, nodes are not directly connected to each other and communicate through a 
wireless channel module (Figure 4-1(b)). The wireless channel module permits the 
specification of a range of wireless channels within Castalia and this provides an 
approach for the simulation of real-world wireless communications between low-power 
sensor devices. The Castalia design permits communication between more than one 
wireless channel types, though it is more common that simulations would use wireless 
channel modules of one type. 
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Figure 4-1 a) The Node Composite Module b) Communication among modules [53] 
4.2.1. Castalia Directory and File Structure 
Figure 4-2 shows the Castalia Version 3.2 directory and file structure. Castalia-3.2 is 
the root directory containing three sub-directories bin, simulations, and src.  Castalia-
3.2/bin contains all of the scripts provided by Castalia to run simulations, parse and plot 
simulation results and carry out other management tasks. Castalia script is used to run a 
simulation while CastaliaResults and CastaliaPlot are used to parse the simulation 
output file in order to process, summarize and plot the result. All of the simulations are 
stored under the directory Castalia-3.2/Simulations. Each simulation directory contains 
a file called omnetpp.ini, simulation result and trace file. Castalia-3.2/src contains the 
module source files and has four sub-directories including helpStructures, node, 
physicalProcess and wirelessChannel. Castalia-3.2/src/node again contains five sub-
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directories including application, communication, mobilityManager, resourceManager 
and sensorManager. All of the application layer modules are defined under the 
Castalia-3.2/src/node/application directory. Castalia-3.2/src/node/communication 
consists of three communication sub-directories i.e., mac, radio, and routing. The sub-
directories Castalia-3.2/src/node/communication/mac and Castalia-
3.2/src/node/communication/routing contain corresponding MAC and Routing 
protocols.  Castalia-3.2/src/physicalProcess consists of two sub-directories defining 
two physical processes. 
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Figure 4-2 Castalia Directory and File Structure 
bin { Castalia, CastaliaPlot, CastaliaResults, extractOmnetppINI } 
Simulations 
BANtest { omnetpp.ini } 
BridgeTest{ omnetpp.ini } 
connectivityMap { omnetpp.ini } 
Parameters { Castalia.ini } 
MAC{ SMAC.ini } CSMA.ini, 
PhysicalProcess{ node0_assignedValue40.ini } node0_assignedValue40.ini, 
Radio{ CC2420.txt } BANRadio.txt, CC1000.txt, 
SensorDevice { Accelerometer.ini } 
WirelessChannel { ideal.ini } 
BANmodels { pathLossMap.txt,  temporalModel.txt } 
radioTest { omnetpp.ini } 
simpleAggregation { 
omnetpp.ini } 
valuePropagation { omnetpp.ini } 
valueReporting { 
omnetpp.ini } 
src { CastaliaMessages.h,  SensorNetwork.ned } 
helpStructures { CastaliaModule.cc, CastaliaModule.h, DebugInfoWriter.cc, DebugInfoWriter.h, 
TimerService.cc TimerService.h, TimerServiceMessage.msg } 
node { Node.ned } 
application { iApplication.ned,  VirtualApplication.cc, VirtualApplication.h } 
bridgeTest { BridgeTest.cc,  BridgeTest.h, BridgeTest.ned } 
connectivityMap{ 
simpleAggregation { 
throughputTest { 
valuePropagation{ 
valueReporting{ 
ConnectivityMap.cc,  ConnectiviyMap.h, 
SimpleAggregation.cc,  
ConnectivityMap.ned} 
SimpleAggregation.h, 
ThroughputTest.cc,  ThroughputTest.h,  ThroughputTest.ned } 
ValuePropagation.cc,  ValuePropagation.h,  ValuePropagation.ned }  
ValueReporting.cc,  valueReporting.h,  ValueReporting.ned }  
communication { CommunicationModule.ned }  
mac { iMac.ned, MacPacket.msg, VirtualMac.cc, VirtualMac.h } 
baselineBanMac { BaselineBanMac.cc, B..Mac.h, B..Mac.ned, 
bypassMac{ BypassMAC.cc, BypassMAC.h, bypassMAC.ned} 
mac802154{ Mac802154.cc, Mac802154.h, Mac802154.ned 
tMac{ TMAC.cc, TMAC.h, TMAC.ned TMacPacket.msg } 
tunableMac{ TunableMAC.cc, T..MAC.h, T..MAC.ned, T..MacControl.msg, 
radio{ Radio.cc, Radio.h, Radio.ned, R..Co..Me...msg, R..Su..Fu..cc, R..Su..Fu.h } 
routing{ iRouting.ned, RoutingPacket.msg, VirtualRouting.cc, 
bypassRouting{ BypassRouting.cc, By..ing.h, B..ing.ned, B..ing.msg } 
multipathRingsRouting{ M..ing.cc, M..ingControl.msg, M..ing.h, M..ing.ned, 
Castalia – 3.2 { CHANGES.txt, LICENSE, makemake, Readme.txt, VERSION } 
SimpleAggregation.ned } 
VirtualRouting.h } 
mobilityManager{ iMobilityManager.ned, Mo..erMessage.msg, VirtualMo..er.cc, 
lineMobilityManager{ Li..ger.cc, Li..ger.h, Li..ger.ned } 
noMobilityManager{ No..ger.cc, No..ger.h, No..ger.ned } 
resourceManager{ ResourceManager.cc, Re..ger.h
, 
 Re..ger.ned,  Re..ger.msg } 
sensorManager{ SensorManager.cc, Se..ger.h,  Se..ger.ned,  Se..ger.msg } 
physicalProcess{ iPhysicalProcess.ned, PhysicalProcessMessage.msg,} 
carsPhysicalProcess{ 
customizablePhysicalProcess{ 
wirelessChannel{ 
Cars..ss.cc, Cars..ss.h, Car..ss.ned } 
Cus..ss.cc, Cus..ss.h, Cus..ss.ned } 
Wir..nel.cc, Wir..nel.h, Wir..nel.ned, Wir..ges.msg, Wir..ral.cc, Wir..ral.h } 
VirtualMo..er.h } 
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4.2.2. List of Modules 
Figure 4-2 shows the Castalia Version 3.2 module structure [53]. Referring to Figure 
4-3 and Figure 4-1, there are six application modules: bridgeTest, connectivityMap, 
simpleAggregation, throughputTest, valuePropagation and valueReporting. The six 
modules share a common interface i.e., iApplication.ned. Similar to the Application 
module the MAC, Routing and MobilityManager modules also share a corresponding 
interface. The Castalia Version 3.2 modules are shown at the bottom of Figure 3 within 
curly brackets. 
 
Figure 4-3 Module List 
4.3. Creating Modules 
Modules that implement new distributed algorithms or protocols can be added to 
Castalia utilizing Castalia’s flexible framework which includes an easy to follow 
approach for module development and placement within the code tree. The Castalia 
directory structure is hierarchical for example: 
Application: src/node/application/  
Routing: src/node/communication/routing/  
SN 
Wireless Channel Physical Process [*] Node[*] 
Application Communication Mobility  
Manager 
Resource 
Manager 
Sensor 
Manager 
MAC RADIO ROUTING 
Application – {BridgeTest, ConnectivityMap, SimpleAggregation, ThroughTest, 
ValuePropagation, ValueReporting} 
MAC – {BaselineBANMAC, BypassMAC, Mac802154, TMAC, TunableMAC} 
Routing – {BypassRouting, MutlipathRingsRouting} 
MobilityManager – {LineMobilityManager, CustomizablePhysicalProcess} 
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MAC: src/node/communication/mac/  
MobilityManager: src/node/mobilityManager/  
 
Modules are placed in subdirectories and consist of three files with extensions .ned, .h 
and .cc. The three files are given the new module’s name. The .ned file is written in 
OMNeT++’s NED language that defines input/output gates and parameters,  the .h file 
declares all variables and a new C++ class, which will implement the new module and 
the .cc file includes the module code and defines (or redefines) methods based on 
virtual class methods. 
Assume a new module to be created is called NewProtocol. Using the Castalia naming 
scheme the module directory will be newProtocol (note the naming convention; the first 
letter is lowercase). Hence, the name of the three files within newProtocol will be 
NewProtocol.ned, NewProtocol.h and NewProtocol.cc. 
 NewProtocol.ned 
The basic structure of NewProtocol.ned is shown in Figure 4-4. The first line includes 
a package definition, for example assuming newProtocol is an application module:  
package node.application.newProtocol; 
It is to be noted that, each module’s parent directory contains a .ned file, referred to as 
an interface file, which has a name starting with ‘i’.  To include newProtocol into 
Castalia’s structure a linkage to the appropriate interface module is made using the like 
keyword. For example, to recognize newProtocol as an application module, the 
definition would be: 
 simple NewProtocol like node.application.iApplication 
Lists of parameters that will be passed to the module at runtime from the simulation 
configuration are declared in NewProtocol.ned. An example of NewProtocol.ned is 
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provided in Figure 4-4. 
 
Figure 4-4 NewProtocol.ned 
The first five parameters are also defined in the iApplication.ned interface file and 
hence, they must be included within NewProtocol.ned. Two new parameters are also 
defined in NewProtocol.ned. It is to be noted that, a module loads parameter values 
from the omnetpp.ini configuration file; however, if they are not assigned there then it 
loads the default value assigned in the .ned file. For example, newParameter must be 
assigned a value from either the .ini or the .ned file, and hence, it’s a good practice to 
provide default values for all parameters in the .ned file.  
Gates are fully defined within the interface and .ned files and it is normal for the gates 
section to be entirely copied from interface file and placed in the .ned file.  
 NewProtocol.h 
The module .h file includes a C++ class declaration and the class name should match 
the module name, .cc and .ned filename. The class inherits the corresponding virtual 
class. 
Application: class NewProtocol : public VirtualApplication{  
Routing: class NewProtocol : public VirtualRouting {  
package node.application.newProtocol; 
simple NewProtocol like node.application.iApplication { 
parameters: 
 string applicationID = default ("newProtocol"); 
 bool collectTraceInfo = default (false); 
 int priority = default (1); 
 int packetHeaderOverhead = default (8); 
 int constantDataPayload = default (8); 
 
  int newParameter1;  
string newParameter2 = default("default value"); 
  
gates:  
output toCommunicationModule;  
output toSensorDeviceManager;  
input fromCommnicationModule;  
input fromSensorDeviceManager;  
input fromResourceManager;  
} 
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MAC: class NewProtocol : public VirtualMac {  
MobilityManager: class NewProtocol : public VirtualMobilityManager{ 
It should also be noted that, according to the convention, all of the variables are 
declared private and methods declared protected. An example NewProtocol.h is shown 
in Figure 4-5. 
 
Figure 4-5 NewProtocol.h 
 NewProtocol.cc 
In the NewProtocol.cc file, NewProtocol.h is included and then the Define_Module 
macro is used to register NewProtocol as an OMNeT++ module.  
Define_Module(NewProtocol);  
 
Then either inherited methods (at least one) are redefined or new methods are defined. 
At this stage, the basic task of creating a new module is complete and the code can be 
compiled: 
Castalia $ make clean  
Castalia $./makemake  
Castalia $ make 
#ifndef _NewProtocol_H_ 
#define _NewProtocol_H_ 
 
#include "VirtualApplication.h" 
 
class NewProtocol:public VirtualApplication { 
 private: 
 int variable1; 
 double variable2; 
 ----------------- 
 ----------------- 
 protected: 
 void startup(); 
 void finishSpecific(); 
 void fromNetworkLayer(ApplicationPacket *, const char *, 
double, double); 
 ------------------------- 
 void timerFiredCallback(int); 
 void handleSensorReading(SensorReadingMessage *); 
}; 
 
#endif    // _NewProtocol_H_ 
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The first two commands ensure that new modules will be added to a code build. If code 
changes are made within an existing module then by only using the make command will 
ensure the fastest code build occurs. 
The functionality of virtual class methods is briefly discussed in Sections 4.3.1 to 4.3.4. 
4.3.1. Application 
Methods provided by VirtualApplication class (Figure 4-6) can be categorized into two 
main kinds: callback and pre-defined methods. 
4.3.1.1. Callback Methods 
Callback methods are called when certain events occur. For example, 
fromNetworkLayer methods are called when a packet is received from the 
communication stack. 
 void startup() 
This method is called when the module is first used and includes app-specific parameter 
initialization and assignment to class variables.  
 void finishSpecific()  
Output collection and memory release are carried out by this method which is called at 
the end of a simulation. 
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Figure 4-6 Methods Provided by Virtual Application Class 
 
 void fromNetworkLayer(ApplicationPacket *packet, const char 
*srcAddr, double RSSI, double LQI)  
fromNetworkLayer is called when a packet is received from the Network Layer. It 
receives a packet, Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI), Link Quality Indicator 
(LQI) and the network source address as arguments. RSSI and LQI are measured by the 
Radio module and a network address is a string.  
 void handleSensorReading(SensorReadingMessage *)  
When a sensor reading is returned from the sensing device, handleSensorReading is 
called to handle the sensor values. 
 void handleNetworkControlMessage(cMessage *)  
handleNetworkControlMessage is called when the module receives a control message 
from the Network Layer. 
 void handleMacControlMessage(cMessage *)  
VirtualApplication.cc 
CallBack Pre-defined 
void handleSensorReading(SensorReadingMessage *) 
void handleNetworkControlMessage (cMessage *) 
void handleMacControlMessage(cMessage *) 
void handleMacControlMessage(cMessage *) 
void startup() 
void finishSpecific() 
void fromNetworkLayer(ApplicationPacket *packet, 
const char *srcAddr, double RSSI, double LQI) 
void handleRadioControlMessage 
(RadioControlMessage *) 
void requestSensorReading(int index)  
void toNetworkLayer(cMessage *msg) 
void toNetworkLayer(cPacket *pkt, const char 
*dstAddr) 
ApplicationPacket *createGenericDataPacket(double 
data, int sequenceNum, int size) 
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handleMacControlMessage is called after receiving a control message from the MAC 
Layer. 
 void handleRadioControlMessage(RadioControlMessage *) 
handleRadioControlMessage provides access to control messages from various 
Communication Layers. 
4.3.1.2.  Pre-defined Methods 
Pre-defined methods are called by Application modules to perform common actions.  
 void requestSensorReading(int index) 
The sensor reading result is returned after calling the handleSensorReading Callback 
method. The result is provided by calling the requestSensorReading pre-defined 
method. 
 void toNetworkLayer(cMessage *msg) 
toNetworkLayer is used to send a control packet from the Application Layer to lower 
layers of the Communication Layer stack. Unlike for a data packet, the packet 
transmitted is used to send commands; for example, setting parameters in the Network 
or MAC Layers, changing the RX mode, or TX power of the radio and so on.  
 void toNetworkLayer(cPacket *pkt, const char *dstAddr) 
toNetworkLayer can also be used to send a data packet to the Network Layer. The 
second argument refers to the destination address, which is a literal string. Hence, the 
address can be either macros like SINK_NETWORK_ADDRESS, 
BROADCAST_NETWORK_ADDRESS or simply a node’s ID. 
BROADCAST_NETWORK_ADDRESS is used to send packets to all 1-hop neighbors 
while SINK_NETWORK_ADDRESS is used to send a packet to the sink node.  An 
extensive use of this method will be shown in Section 4.4 
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 ApplicationPacket *createGenericDataPacket(double data, int 
sequenceNum, int size) 
createGenericDataPacket is used to create an application data packet. It takes three 
arguments – a double-type number as data, a sequence number and an optional size. The 
constantDataPayload parameter of the application determines the default packet size. 
As mentioned earlier, iApplication.ned defines five parameters, which are parsed and 
used by VirtualApplication. The 5 parameters are:  
 string applicationID 
applicationID is used to filter packets from different applications. In Castalia, multiple 
applications could be run in a deployed network, and in this case, applicationID allows 
developer to filter packets based on ID. However, if the value of this parameter is left as 
null i.e., an empty string, then no filtering is done and fromNetworkLayer() is called for 
all packets received from the Routing Layer. 
 bool collectTraceInfo 
collectTraceInfo is used to enable or disable trace collection.  
 int priority 
priority is defined to indicate implied quality of service priority. 
 int packetHeaderOverhead 
packetHeaderOverhead is used to add overhead, measured in bytes, to all application 
packets before going to the Routing Layer. The overhead is added in the 
virtualApplication code and applies to both the constant payload case and the case 
where the size is given by the user for each packet.  
 int constantDataPayload 
If the size of a packet is not defined or zero then VirtualApplication sets the packet size 
to constantDatapayload. 
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4.3.2. Routing 
The base of the Castalia routing module is defined by VirtualRouting. Like 
VirtualApplication, methods provided by VirtualRouting classes (Figure 4-7) can also 
be categorized into two main kinds: Callback and Pre-defined Methods. 
 
Figure 4-7 VirtualRouting Class Methods 
4.3.2.1. Callback 
 void startup()  
The startup method is called at initialization and loads router-specific parameters for 
assignment to class variables. 
 void finishSpecific()  
Output collection and memory release are carried out by this method which is called at 
the end of a simulation. 
 void fromApplicationLayer(cPacket *pkt, const char 
*dstAddr)  
This mandatory method is called when a routing module receives a packet from the 
VirtualRouting.cc 
CallBack Pre-defined 
void fromMacLayer(cPacket *pkt, int srcMacAddress, 
double RSSI, double LQI) 
void handleNetworkControlCommand(cMessage *) 
void handleRadioControlMessage(cMessage *) 
void startup() 
void finishSpecific() 
void fromApplicationLayer(cPacket *pkt, const char 
*dstAddr) 
void encapsulatePacket(cPacket *, cPacket *) 
int bufferPacket(cPacket *pkt) 
cPacket *decapsulatePacket(cPacket *) 
void toApplicationLayer(cMessage *msg) 
void handleMacControlMessage(cMessage *) 
void toMacLayer(cPacket *pkt, int macAddr) 
int resolveNetworkAddress(const char *) 
bool isNotDuplicatePacket(cPacket *pkt) 
void toMacLayer(cMessage *msg) 
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Application Layer. This packet is intended to be forwarded to MAC Layer of the 
Communication stack. The arguments of this method include application-level packet 
and destination address, which is a literal string.  
 void fromMacLayer(cPacket *pkt, int srcMacAddress, double 
RSSI, double LQI)  
fromMacLayer is a mandatory method which is called when the routing module 
receives a data packet coming from the MAC Layer. It’s an incoming packet and is 
supposed to be either passed to the Application Layer, or forwarded via MAC Layer or 
discarded. Its arguments include the packet itself, source MAC address, RSSI and LQI 
of the received packet.  
 void handleNetworkControlCommand(cMessage *)  
handleNetworkControlCommand is called when a 
NETWORK_CONTROL_COMMAND is received, and is used to change operational 
parameters of a routing protocol. This type of message could come from both the 
Application and MAC Layers. It is to be noted that unlike 
NETWORK_LAYER_PACKET, this method is defined to exchange messages with other 
Communication stack layers of the same node to control the behaviour of the routing 
module. 
 void handleMacControlMessage(cMessage *)  
This method reacts when it receives a control message coming from the MAC Layer. 
By default, Castalia passes any MAC control message to the Application Layer, but it is 
possible to redefine the method to handle them in the Network Layer.  
 void handleRadioControlMessage(cMessage *)  
handleRadioControlMessage reacts to a control message coming from the Radio. For 
example, the Radio might send a carrier sense interrupt (that the MAC has forwarded). 
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By default, Castalia passes any MAC control message to the Application Layer, but it is 
possible to redefine the method to handle them in the Network Layer. 
4.3.2.2. Pre-defined Method 
Pre-defined methods are called by protocol modules to perform common actions. 
 void encapsulatePacket(cPacket *, cPacket *)  
encapsulatePacket encapsulates an outgoing application packet into a routing packet. It 
also sets the different Routing Layer fields to the appropriate values. This method is 
usually called by the fromApplicationLayer callback method. 
 int bufferPacket(cPacket *pkt) 
bufferPacket is used to store an encapsulated packet in the buffer. This method is 
usually called by the fromApplicationLayer callback method. If the buffer becomes 
full, it automatically creates and sends a control message to the application.  
 cPacket *decapsulatePacket(cPacket *)  
decapsulatePacket decapsulates a routing packet to extract an application packet, and 
sets appropriate fields in that packet (RSSI, LQI, source). This method is usually called 
by the fromMacLayer callback method. 
 void toApplicationLayer(cMessage *msg)  
This method sends control messages and packets to the Application Layer.  
 void toMacLayer(cMessage *msg) 
This method sends control messages to the MAC Layer.  
 void toMacLayer(cPacket *pkt, int macAddr)  
This method passes a data packet to the MAC Layer. The argument of the method 
includes the destination MAC address and the data packet. The MAC destination is 
essentially the next hop. The routing protocol will decide on the next hop based on the 
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information it has. The next hop address will be in a string format (routing address). The 
MAC address used is an integer and resolveNetworkAddress is used for the string to int 
conversion.  
 int resolveNetworkAddress(const char *)  
Converts Network Layer address to MAC Layer address. 
 bool isNotDuplicatePacket(cPacket *pkt)  
isNotDuplicatePacket performs a valuable test by checking whether the packet has been 
received or seen before (extracting the source address and sequence number). It can be 
used to avoid sending duplicate packets to the Application Layer. 
4.3.3. MAC 
The VirtualMac class defines the basic methods used to operate MAC modules within 
the Castalia framework. Similar to VirtualApplicaiton and VirtualRouting there are two 
kinds of methods defined by VirtualMac: Callback and Pre-defined (Figure 4-8). 
4.3.3.1. Callback 
 void startup()  
The startup method is called at initialization and loads MAC-specific parameters to be 
assigned to class variables.  
 void finishSpecific()  
 Output collection and memory release are carried out by this method which is called at 
the end of a simulation. 
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Figure 4-8 VirtualMac Class Methods 
 
  void fromNetworkLayer(cPacket *pkt, int dstAddr)  
fromNetworkLayer is called when the node MAC Layer receives an outgoing packet 
from the Network Layer. The method arguments include the packet and destination 
address as an integer. 
 void fromRadioLayer(cPacket *pkt, double RSSI, double LQI)  
fromRadioLayer is a mandatory method which is called when the MAC module 
receives a data packet coming from Physical or Radio Layer. It’s an incoming packet 
and is supposed to be either passed to the Network Layer, or forwarded via the Radio 
Layer or discarded. Its arguments include the packet, RSSI and LQI of the received 
packet. 
 int handleControlCommand(cMessage * msg)  
handleControlCommand is called when MAC_CONTROL_COMMAND is received. 
These messages are defined to alter MAC protocol operational parameters and are 
usually issued from the Application or Routing Layers. However, the messages need to 
be customized or defined by the developer based on the requirements of the MAC 
VirtualMac.cc 
CallBack Pre-defined 
void fromRadioLayer(cPacket *pkt, double RSSI, 
double LQI) 
int handleControlCommand(cMessage * msg) 
void startup() 
void finishSpecific() 
void fromNetworkLayer(cPacket *pkt, int dstAddr) 
int bufferPacket(cPacket *pkt) 
void toNetworkLayer(cMessage *msg) 
void toRadioLayer(cMessage *msg) 
void encapsulatePacket(cPacket *, cPacket *) 
void handleRadioControlMessage(cMessage *) 
bool isNotDuplicatePacket(cPacket * pkt) 
cPacket *decapsulatePacket(cPacket *) 
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protocol to achieve the desired control outcome.   
 void handleRadioControlMessage(cMessage *)  
 handleRadioControlMessage is triggered when the MAC module receives a control 
message from the Radio, for example, a carrier sense interrupt sent from the Radio. By 
default, Castalia passes any radio control message to the Routing Layer, but it is 
possible to redefine the method to handle radio control messages in the MAC Layer. 
4.3.3.2.  Pre-defined 
Pre-defined methods can be called from protocols to perform common actions:  
 int bufferPacket(cPacket *pkt)  
bufferPacket is used to store an encapsulated packet in the buffer. It is usually called by 
the fromRadioLayer callback method. 
 void toNetworkLayer(cMessage *msg)  
toNetworkLayer sends packets or messages received from the Radio layer to the 
Routing Layer. It is usually called from the fromRadioLayer callback method 
 void toRadioLayer(cMessage *msg)  
This method Sends packets or messages received from the Network Layer to Radio. 
 void encapsulatePacket(cPacket *, cPacket *)  
This method encapsulates a routing packet in a MAC packet 
 cPacket *decapsulatePacket(cPacket *)  
This method decapsulates a MAC packet to extract a routing packet.  
 bool isNotDuplicatePacket(cPacket * pkt)  
This method performs a valuable test by checking whether this packet has been received 
or seen before (extracting the source address and sequence number). It can be used to 
avoid sending duplicate packets to the Network Layer. TunableMAC provides an 
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example of how to use this method. 
4.3.4. Mobility Manager 
Similar to Application, Routing and MAC, the MobilityManager module is based on the 
VirtualMobilityManager class. However, in contrast to Communication modules, 
MobilityManager has no extra layer of abstraction with methods like startup(), 
fromXYlayer() and timeFiredCallback().initialize() or finishSpecific() methods need to 
be redefined for specific initialization or finalization.  Furthermore, MobilityManager 
hasn’t defined OMNeT++’s handleMessage and hence, it is user defined. A close 
inspection of the LineMobilityManager() module provides a better understanding. 
4.3.4.1. Pre-defined 
 void notifyWirelessChannel() 
notifyWirelessChannel notifies the wireless channel about the node’s location. Usually a 
periodic notification of the node’s position is sent to the wireless channel by calling this 
method. The periodic event could be created by scheduling a self-message in 
handleMessage().  
 void setLocation(double x, double y, double z) 
 void setLocation(NodeLocation_type) 
These methods are used to change the location of a node, send automatic notifications to 
the wireless channel and may be altered to provide enhanced location information. 
4.4. DCSMSS Module 
In order to realize DCSMSS (illustrated in Section 3.4) in Castalia a module of the same 
name was added in the Application layer.  Figure 4-9 shows the activity diagram of the 
DCSMSS application module. One single module is created for the SH and MN 
application layer; however, depending on the type, different corresponding code 
segments are executed. A node starts through the initialization of its primary knowledge 
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by loading parameter values from the .ini file. All SH nodes then run Pivot Selection 
and Segment Pivot Selection algorithms according to (  3-53 ) and (3-44) by triggering 
corresponding events at the 0
th
 and 10
th
 sec. At the same time, MNs sample different 
parameters sensed through the associated sensor devices periodically at 0.1 sec. Each 
time the Request Sample event is triggered it aggregates the current sample with the 
previous sample and generate max, min and average of each attribute and stores the 
value in the aggregated sample parameter. The Send Packet to SH event is triggered 
periodically at 0.2 sec that sends the last aggregated sample to their associated SH. A 
SH aggregates all the packets received from MNs and sends the generated packet to the 
target mapped sector illustrated in Section 3.4.2. The Generate Query event is triggered 
in a few randomly selected nodes at the 60
th
 sec so that random samples are made and 
sent to the target mapped SH for retrieval. 
The correct location for the Application Module is: 
    src/node/application/ 
According to OMNeT++’s naming convention the name of the module is dCSMSS. The 
DCSMSS.ned file is created to define the basic structure of a module by defining 
input/output gates and parameters. In the NED file, default values for the parameters 
can also be defined. The structure of the DCSMSS.ned file is given for developers’ or 
readers’ convenience. 
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Figure 4-9 DCSMSS Application Module Activity Diagram 
The definition of the module package is always included in the first line. For DCSMSS 
to be recognized as a Castalia Application Module, it has been declared using the ‘like’ 
keyword in next line, referencing the iApplication interface module, which I s a .ned 
interface file and belongs to the parent directory of the module (highlighted in Figure 
4-10). 
package node.application.dCSMSS; 
simple DCSMSS like node.application.iApplication { 
 
Member Node Sector Head 
Initialize 
Send Packet 
to SH 
Request 
Sample 
Aggregate 
<<Time Event>> 
Repeat (0.2 s) 
 
<<Time Event>> 
Repeat (0.1 s) 
Aggregated 
Event 
Initialize 
Pivot Selection 
Segment Pivot 
Selection 
Aggregate 
Packets Received 
from MN 
Send to Target 
SH 
Generate Query  
[Query Node] 
[else] 
{Trigger at τ = 0s} 
{Trigger at τ = 10s} 
 
[Trigger at  
τ = 0.1 s] 
[Trigger at  
τ = 0.2 s] 
<<Time Event>> 
Repeat (60 s) 
 
{Trigger at τ = 60} 
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Figure 4-10 DCSMSS.ned 
A list of parameters are declared and initialized with default values that will be passed 
to the module at runtime from the simulation configuration. Interface files including the 
iApplication.ned file include a set of parameters that are mandatory for all Application 
Modules. In DCSMSS.ned, Figure 4-10, the first five parameters are mandatory and also 
declared in iApplication.ned. Rests of the parameters are specific to the DCSMSS 
module and are not shown here (for further details see Appendix A1). Modules use 
parameter values from the configuration input file if defined i.e., omnetpp.ini, 
otherwise the default value provided in the definition is used. Gates are the methods to 
//************************************************************* 
//* Copyright: Khandakar Ahmed, RMIT University, 2012-2013    *                       
//* Author(s): Khandakar Entenam Unayes Ahmed          *                
//* This file is distributed under the terms in the attached  * 
//* LICENSE file.               * 
//* If you do not find this file, copies can be found by      * 
//* writing to:                                           *                                        
//*    Khandakar Entenam Unayes Ahmed, SECE, RMIT University  *                    
//*    e-mail: khandakar.ahmed@rmit.edu.au     *              
//*    Attention:  License Inquiry.                           *                   
//*                                                           *                   
//************************************************************/ 
package node.application.dCSMSS; 
 
// The sensor node module. Connects to the wireless channel in 
// order to communicate with other nodes. Connects to physical 
// processes so it can sample. 
 
simple DCSMSS like node.application.iApplication{ 
 
 parameters: 
  string applicationID = default ("DCSMSS"); 
 bool collectTraceInfo = default (false); 
 int priority = default (1); 
 int packetHeaderOverhead = default (8); 
 int constantDataPayload = default (8); 
  
 double packetSpacing = default (100); // in ms 
double reportingTime = default (200); string 
applicationID = default ("DCSMSS"); 
 bool collectTraceInfo = default (false); 
 --------------------------------------------- 
 gates: 
  output toCommunicationModule; 
 output toSensorDeviceManager; 
 input fromCommunicationModule; 
 input fromSensorDeviceManager; 
 input fromResourceManager; 
} 
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communicate with other modules and should match the definition included in the 
interface iApplication.ned file. 
 
Figure 4-11 DCSMSS.h 
To write the module code, two files DCSMSS.h and DCSMSS.cc are created in the 
//************************************************************* 
//* Copyright: Khandakar Ahmed, RMIT University, 2012-2013    *                       
//* Author(s): Khandakar Entenam Unayes Ahmed     *                
//* This file is distributed under the terms in the attached  *  
//* LICENSE file.           * 
//* Copies can also be found by writing to:     *                                     
//*    Khandakar Entenam Unayes Ahmed, SECE, RMIT University  *                    
//*    e-mail: khandakar.ahmed@rmit.edu.au     *              
//*    Attention:  License Inquiry.                           *                                                              
//************************************************************/ 
#ifndef _DCSMSS_H_ 
#define _DCSMSS_H_ 
 
#include "VirtualApplication.h" 
#include "DCSMSS_m.h" 
 
using namespace std; 
struct neighborRecord { 
 int id; 
 int timesRx; 
 int receivedPackets; 
}; 
class DCSMSS: public VirtualApplication { 
 private: 
 int priority; 
 int packetHeaderOverhead; 
 int constantDataPayload; 
 ----------------------- 
protected: 
void startup(); 
 void fromNetworkLayer(ApplicationPacket *, const char *, 
double, double); 
 void timerFiredCallback(int); 
 void handleSensorReading(SensorReadingMessage *); 
 void requestSensorReading(const char *); 
 void updateNeighborTable(int nodeID, DCSMSSPacket 
*appPacket); 
 void updateStorageTable(int nodeID, DCSMSSPacket 
*appPacket); 
 bool updateSectorDataCollectionTable(int nodeID, int 
theSN); 
 bool updateQueryRequestTable(int nodeID, int theSN); 
 bool updateQueryResponseTable(int nodeID, int theSN); 
 void transmitBufferedPacket(); 
 void pushInteger(vector<int>&, int); 
 void parseStringParams(void); 
 void finishSpecific(); 
}; 
#endif    // _DCSMSS_APPLICATIONMODULE_H_ 
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directory src/node/application/dCSMSS. Castalia provides help through Virtual 
classes or base classes and hence DCSMSS needs to be represented by a C++ object, 
which is inherited from appropriate base classes. Where possible it is recommended that 
the methods and structure defined by the Virtual classes are used or overloaded. In the 
DCSMSS.h (Figure 4-11, Appendix- A2) file a new C++ class is declared that will 
implement the module. The class name matches the name of the module and .ned file.  
class DCSMSS : public VirtualApplication{ 
In the DCSMSS.cc file (Figure 4-12, Appendix – A3) the DCSMSS.h file is included and 
then Define_Module(DCSMSS) is called to register the new directory as an OMNeT++ 
module. Then methods are defined (or redefined) based on virtual class methods. The 
methods included in DCSMSS.cc are also declared in DCSMSS.h. 
 
Figure 4-12 DCSMSS.cc 
As mentioned earlier the startup() callback method is used to initialize variables and 
parse parameters from the .ned and omnetpp.ini files. However, since the DCSMSS 
module includes a significant number of parameters, a separate method 
//************************************************************* 
//* Copyright: Ahmed Khandakar, RMIT University, 2012-2013    *                       
//* Author(s): Khandakar Entenam Unayes Ahmed     *                
//* This file is distributed under the terms in the attached  *  
//* LICENSE file.         * 
//* If you do not find this file, copies can be found by      * 
//* writing to:                                           *                                        
//*    Khandakar Entenam Unayes Ahmed, SECE, RMIT University  *                    
//*    e-mail: khandakar.ahmed@rmit.edu.au     *              
//*    Attention:  License Inquiry.                           *                                                              
//*************************************************************  
 
#include "DCSMSS.h" 
#define DESTINATION_ADDRESS destAddress.c_str() 
 
Define_Module(DCSMSS); 
 
void DCSMSS::startup() 
{ 
   ----------------------- 
   ----------------------- 
} 
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parseStringParams() is called from startup() to parse parameters during run time. 
 
 
The timerFiredCallback() method reacts to timers expiring, and handles all 8 timers. 
The REQUEST_SAMPLE action prompts MNs to return a sample. The action is first 
set from the startup() method at 0 sec (i.e., start immediately) as the timer value. 
However, it is then repeatedly set with the timer value as sampleInterval sec (in this 
case study the value of sampleInterval was set to 0.1 sec in the .ned file) each time at its 
last trigger. It is to be noted that, once a timer is set it becomes active. When a timer 
expires it creates an event, which triggers the timerFiredCallback() method with the 
index of the expired timer as the argument. SEND_PACKET_TO_SH is also triggered 
periodically at 10
 sec. This timer is also first set in the startup() method with 
reportingTime sec (in this case study the value of reportingTime was 0.2 sec). 
PIVOT_SELECTION, SEGMENT_PIVOT_SELECTION and 
QUERY_GENERATION are set once from the startup() method at 0
th
, 10
th
 and 60
th
 
seconds of each round. 
 
void DCSApplication::parseStringParams(void){ 
 const char *parameterStr, *token, *test; 
----------------------------- 
} 
void DCSMSS::startup() 
{ 
 neighborTable.clear(); 
 parseStringParams(); 
----------------------------- 
} 
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fromNetworkLayer() is a callback method that is called when the Application Module 
receives a packet from the Network Layer. There are five types of Application packets 
that could come to the DCSMSS module. DCS_LOCAL_DATA_REPORT comes from 
MNs to SHs. SHs buffer and aggregate the packets until its transmission slot occurs 
when it transmits to target data storage sector.  DCS_REMOTE_DATA_UPDATE comes 
from a remote sector and if a SH receives this packet then it forwards the packet to a 
MN of a particular segment to store the packet within its memory.  A SH after receiving 
a DCS_REMOTE_RANGE_QUERY packet, sends a request to the MN of the 
corresponding segment to retrieve the answer to the query. 
DCS_REMOTE_RANGE_QUERY_RESPONSE_LOCAL is the response that a target SH 
receives from MN nodes of a particular segment in response to a query.  
DCS_REMOTE_RANGE_QUERY_RESPONSE_REMOTE is the final response that a 
void DCSApplication::timerFiredCallback(int timerIndex) 
{ 
   switch (timerIndex) { 
case SEND_PACKET_TO_SH:{ 
 ----------------------------- 
 setTimer(SEND_PACKET_TO_SH,10); 
 break; 
} 
case REQUEST_SAMPLE:{ 
 requestSensorReading("Temperature"); 
 ------------------------------- 
 setTimer(REQUEST_SAMPLE, sampleInterval); 
break; 
} 
case PIVOT_SELECTION:{ 
 ------------------------- 
 break; 
} 
case SEGMENT_PIVOT_SELECTION: 
{ 
 ------------------------- 
 break; 
} 
case QUERY_GENERATION: 
{ 
 ------------------------- 
 break; 
} 
  } 
} 
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query node receives in response to its query from the target SH.  
 
requestSensorReading() is a pre-defined method provided by Castalia. It takes the 
sensor type as an argument. This method is called from the REQUEST_SAMPLE action 
block in timerFiredCallback(). 
 
This callback method is called after a sensor reading is returned from the sensing device 
via requestSensorReading(). For the case of the DCSMSS module, index, sensType and 
sensValue for the sensor type is stored in a data structure. 
void DCSApplication::requestSensorReading(const char * type){ 
SensorReadingMessage *reqMsg =  new SensorReadingMessage("App to 
Sensor Mgr: sample request", SENSOR_READING_MESSAGE); 
------------------------------------------------------- 
} 
 
 
void DCSApplication::fromNetworkLayer(ApplicationPacket * rcvPacket, 
const char *source, double rssi, double lqi) 
{ 
 bool flag = false; 
DCSApplicationPacket *appPacket = 
check_and_cast<DCSApplicationPacket*>(rcvPacket); 
 switch(appPacket->getDCSApplicationPacketKind()){ 
  case DCS_LOCAL_DATA_REPORT:{ 
   --------------------------- 
   break; 
  } 
  case DCS_REMOTE_DATA_UPDATE:{ 
   --------------------------- 
   break; 
  } 
  case DCS_REMOTE_RANGE_QUERY:{ 
--------------------------- 
   break; 
  } 
  case DCS_REMOTE_RANGE_QUERY_RESPONSE_LOCAL:{ 
--------------------------- 
   break; 
  } 
  case DCS_REMOTE_RANGE_QUERY_RESPONSE_REMOTE:{ 
--------------------------- 
   break; 
  } 
 } 
} 
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updateSectorDataCollectionTable() is a new method defined specifically for the 
DCSMSS module. This method is called from the DCS_LOCAL_DATA_REPORT 
switch-case block of the fromNetworkLayer() method, i.e., a SH calls this method to 
store local data packets received from MNs. 
 
updateNeighborTable() is defined in the DCSMSS module to store packets received 
from a remote SH. This method is called from the DCS_REMOTE_DATA_UPDATE 
switch-case block of the fromNetworkLayer() method. It is to be noted that this method 
is executed only by SH. 
 
updateStorageTable() is defined in the DCSMSS module to store remote packets in MNs 
received from their associated SH. This method is called from the 
DCS_REMOTE_DATA_UPDATE switch-case block of the fromNetworkLayer() 
method. It is to be noted that this method is executed only by MNs. 
 
void DCSApplication::updateStorageTable(int nodeID, DCSApplicationPacket 
*appPacket) 
{ 
 int serialNum = appPacket->getSequenceNumber(); 
---------------------------------------------- 
} 
 
 
bool DCSApplication::updateSectorDataCollectionTable(int nodeID, int 
serialNum){ 
 int i = 0, pos = -1; 
--------------------------  
} 
 
void DCSApplication::updateNeighborTable(int nodeID, 
DCSApplicationPacket *appPacket) 
{ 
 int serialNum = appPacket->getSequenceNumber(); 
--------------------------------------------- 
} 
 
 
void DCSApplication::handleSensorReading(SensorReadingMessage 
*sensReading) 
{ 
 int Index =  sensReading->getSensorIndex(); 
-----------------------------------  
} 
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updateQueryRequestTable() is defined in the DCSMSS module to track the number of 
query request received by a SH. This method is called from the 
DCS_REMOTE_RANGE_QUERY switch-case block of the fromNetworkLayer() 
method and is executed by both SH and MN. 
 
updateQueryResponseTable() is defined in the DCSMSS module to track the number of 
query responses received by a query node against the number of query requests 
generated. This method is called from the 
DCS_REMOTE_RANGE_QUERY_RESPONSE_REMOTE switch-case block of the 
fromNetworkLayer() method. This method is executed by SH query nodes.  
 
bufferPacket() is a pre-defined method to buffer DCS_LOCAL_DATA_REPORT,  
DCS_REMOTE_DATA_UPDATE  and DCS_REMOTE_RANGE_QUERY types of 
Aapplication layer packets. Hence, this method is called from corresponding switch-
case blocks of fromNetworkLayer() method. 
 
transmitBufferedPacket() is a pre-defined method to transmit 
DCS_LOCAL_DATA_REPORT, DCS_REMOTE_DATA_UPDATE  and 
int DCSApplication::bufferPacket(cPacket *rcvFrame) 
{ 
 trace() << "Buffering Packet"; 
--------------------------------  
} 
 
bool DCSApplication::updateQueryResponseTable(int nodeID, int 
serialNum){ 
 int i = 0, pos = -1;  
-----------------------  
} 
 
bool DCSApplication::updateQueryRequestTable(int nodeID, int serialNum){ 
 int i = 0, pos = -1; 
----------------------  
} 
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DCS_REMOTE_RANGE_QUERY types of Application Layer packets from a buffer 
during corresponding node transmission slots. Hence, this method is called from the 
corresponding switch-case blocks of the fromNetworkLayer() method. 
 
finishSpecific() is a callback method, which is used to collect output and release 
memory. Debug output messages to the application trace file occurs within this method. 
 
 
4.5. SBD Routing Module 
Figure 4-13 shows the activity diagram of the SBD routing module. Depending on the 
node type (SH and MN), different code segments within SBD are used. A node is 
initialized by loading parameter values from the .ini file. All nodes at this stage also set 
the following two values:  
roundCounter = 0 
(  4-1 ) 
Current Round Time (CRT) = roundLength × roundCounter 
(  4-2 ) 
Here, roundCounter refers to the current round number and is incremented after each 
round. CRT refers to the start of the current round time and is used as a reference when 
timers are set and triggered by calling the timerFiredCallback method with the index of 
the expired timer as the argument. roundLength (Section 3.3.1) refers to the length of 
each round. 
void DCSApplication::finishSpecific() 
{ 
  //Collection of Remote Packets 
 declareOutput("Remote Packets received"); 
-----------------------------  
} 
 
void DCSApplication::transmitBufferedPacket(){ 
 while(!TXBuffer.empty()){----------------------------  
} 
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Each SH triggers Sector Slot Selection Round at CRT i.e., at the beginning of each 
round. At the beginning of this round, each SH broadcasts a beacon packet at (CRT+2) 
sec.  Each MN builds SHCandidate array after receiving beacon packets from the nearby 
SHs. MNs then send an association request at (CRT+4) sec to the candidate SH from 
which they received a beacon packet with the highest RSSI. After receiving association 
request, SHs build sectorMembersList with the ID of MNs from which they receive the 
association request. At this stage, each SH triggers Segmentation at (CRT+8) sec. At 
(CRT+14) sec, SHs send TDMA scheduling to their MNs and calculate transmission 
slots. MNs, after receiving a TDMA scheduling packet, calculate their slot of operation 
that refers to the transmission time (in sec). At their corresponding transmission time, 
MNs transmit sensed event to the corresponding associated SH and SHs transmit their 
aggregated packets of data received from the MNs to the target mapped destination 
(Section 3.4.2). It is to be noted that MNs continue to buffer sensed events received 
from the Application Layer until its transmission slot occurs. 
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Figure 4-13 SBD Routing Protocol Activity Diagram 
 
The correct location for the routing module is: 
src/node/communication/routing/ 
According to OMNeT++’s naming convention the name of the module is sBDRouting. 
Member Node Sector Head 
Initialize 
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The SBDRouting.ned file is created to define the basic structure of a module by 
defining input and output gates and parameters. In the NED file, default values for all 
parameters are defined. The structure of the SBDRouting.ned file is provided in Figure 
4-14 (Appendix- B1). 
The definition of the module package is included in the first line. For SBDRouting to be 
recognized as a Castalia routing module, it has been declared using the ‘like’ keyword 
in the next line, referencing the iRouting interface module, which is a .ned interface file 
and belongs to the parent directory of the module (highlighted in Figure 4-14). 
package node.communication.routing.sBDRouting; 
simple SBDRouting like node.communication.routing.iRouting { 
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Figure 4-14 SBDRouting.ned 
A list of parameters are then declared and initialized with default values that will be 
passed to the module at runtime from the simulation configuration file. Like each 
interface iRouting.ned file already includes a set of parameters that are mandatory for all 
routing modules. In SBDRouting.ned (Figure 4-14) the first four parameters are 
mandatory and also declared in iRouting.ned. Rests of the parameters are specific to the 
SBDRouting module. A module uses the value of the parameter from the configuration 
input file i.e., omnetpp.ini, otherwise the default value assigned here will be used. 
Gates are the methods to communicate with other modules and should match the 
definition provided in the interface iRouting.ned. 
//************************************************************* 
//* Copyright: Khandakar Ahmed, RMIT University, 2012-2013   *                       
//* Author(s): Khandakar Entenam Unayes Ahmed          *                
//* This file is distributed under the terms in the attached  * 
//* LICENSE file.               * 
//* If you do not find this file, copies can be found by      * 
//* writing to:                                           *                                        
//*    Khandakar Entenam Unayes Ahmed, SECE, RMIT University  *                    
//*    e-mail: khandakar.ahmed@rmit.edu.au     *              
//*    Attention:  License Inquiry.                           *                   
//*                                                           *                   
//*************************************************************
/ 
 
package node.communication.routing.sBDRouting; 
 
simple SBDRouting like node.communication.routing.iRouting { 
 parameters: 
 bool collectTraceInfo = default (false); 
 int maxNetFrameSize = default (0); // bytes, 0 ->no limit 
 int netBufferSize = default (32);  // number of messages 
 int netDataFrameOverhead = default (14); // bytes 
 
 int segmentsPerSector = default (3);// Segments Number  
 int nodesPerSegment = default(3); // nodes per segment 
 int packetsPerMemberNode = default (0); // 0 no limit  
double sectorSlotLength = default(4000); // ms 
 int totalRound = default(1);      
 double MemberNodeSelectionRoundTime = default(20);  
      ------------------------------------------------- 
 gates: 
 output toCommunicationModule; 
 output toMacModule; 
 input fromCommunicationModule; 
 input fromMacModule; 
 input fromCommModuleResourceMgr; 
} 
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Figure 4-15 SBDRouting.h 
To write the module code, two files SBDRouting.h and SBDRouting.cc are created in 
src/node/communication/routing/sBDRouting. In the SBDRouting.h (Figure 4-15, 
Appendix- B2) file a new C++ class is declared that will implement the SBDRouting 
module. The name of the class matches the name of the module and the .ned file.  
 class SBDRouting: public VirtualRouting{  
In the SBDRouting.cc file, SBDRouting.h is included and then 
Define_Module(SBDRouting) is called to register the new folder as an OMNeT++ 
module. Then methods are defined (or redefined) based on virtual class methods. 
//************************************************************* 
//* Copyright: Khandakar Ahmed, RMIT University, 2012-2013   *                       
//* Author(s): Khandakar Entenam Unayes Ahmed     *                
//* This file is distributed under the terms in the attached  *  
//* LICENSE file.         * 
//* If you do not find this file, copies can be found by      * 
//* writing to:                                           *                                        
//*    Khandakar Entenam Unayes Ahmed, SECE, RMIT University  *                    
//*    e-mail: khandakar.ahmed@rmit.edu.au     *              
//*    Attention:  License Inquiry.                           *                                                              
//*************************************************************  
#ifndef _SBDROUTING_H_ 
#define _SBDROUTING_H_ 
 
#include "VirtualRouting.h" 
#include "SBDRouting_m.h" 
 
using namespace std; 
 
class SBDRouting: public VirtualRouting { 
 private: 
 bool isSectorHead; 
 int sectorHeadID; 
 ------------------- 
 protected: 
 void startup(); 
 void fromApplicationLayer(cPacket *, const char *); 
 void fromMacLayer(cPacket *, int, double, double); 
 void timerFiredCallback(int); 
 bool updateRoutingTable(int,int,int,double,double); 
 ------------------------- 
public: 
 --------------------------- 
 int getSegmentsPerSector(void); 
bool cmpRSSI(nodeInfo a, nodeInfo b); 
      bool cmpTALLY(storageInMemberNode a, storageInMemberNode 
b); 
#endif    //SBDROUTING 
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Methods used in SBDRouting.cc are declared in SBDRouting.h. 
 
Figure 4-16 SBDRouting.cc 
Like DCSMSS and all other modules SBDRouting also has a startup() callback method, 
which is used to initialize variables and parse parameters from the SBDRouting.ned and 
omnetpp.ini files. However, since the SBDRouting module includes a significant 
number of parameters, a separate method is called from startup() to parse parameters 
during run time. 
 
parseStringParams() is defined to parse parameters during run time and is called from 
startup(). 
void SBDRouting::startup() 
{ 
 neighborTable.clear(); 
 ------------------------------  
} 
//************************************************************* 
//* Copyright: Khandakar Ahmed, RMIT University, 2012-2013    *                       
//* Author(s): Khandakar Entenam Unayes Ahmed     *                
//* This file is distributed under the terms in the attached  *  
//* LICENSE file.         * 
//* If you do not find this file, copies can be found by      * 
//* writing to:                                           *                                        
//*    Khandakar Entenam Unayes Ahmed, SECE, RMIT University  *                    
//*    e-mail: khandakar.ahmed@rmit.edu.au     *              
//*    Attention:  License Inquiry.                           *                                                              
//*************************************************************  
 
#include "SBDRouting.h" 
#include "algorithm" 
 
#define NEXT_HOP_ADDRESS nextHopAddress.c_str() 
#define SECTOR_HEAD_ADDRESS sectorHeadAddress.c_str() 
#define MEMBER_NODE_ADDRESS memberNodeAddress.c_str() 
#define SEGMENT_ADDRESS segmentAddress.c_str() 
#define SELF_SEGMENT_ADDRESS selfSegmentID.c_str(); 
 
Define_Module(SBDRouting); 
 
void SBDRouting::startup() 
{ 
   ----------------------- 
   ----------------------- 
 
} 
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The timerFiredCallback() method of the SBDRouting module reacts to timers expiring, 
and handles eight timers. The START_ROUND action is set for all nodes at the start of 
each round. For the first round, START_ROUND is called from startup(). At this switch-
case block, SHs set the SECTOR_SLOT_SELECTION_ROUND timer at 
currentRoundStartTime sec of each round, while all other nodes set 
MEMBER_NODE_SELECTION_ROUND at the MemberNodeSelectionRoundTime sec 
of each round. However, START_ROUND is set with the timer value as roundLength 
sec (in this case study, roundLength = no. of non-overlapping slot * sectorSlotLength + 
learningPhaseLength + queryTimeLength + 5.0, 5 sec is added as roundSpacing to keep 
a safe space between two rounds) every time the event triggers. The 
SECTOR_SLOT_SELECTION_ROUND switch-case utilizes GCA (Section 3.3.1.1) to 
assign a conflict free TDMA time slot to each sector (reuses only 4 slots). In the 
MEMBER_NODE_SELECTION_ROUND switch-case, SHs schedule two actions 
SEND_BEACON and SEGMENTATION_ROUND at sendBeaconTime and 
segmentationTime respectively and MNs schedule JOIN_SECTOR at joinSectorTime. In 
the SEND_BEACON switch-case, all SHs broadcast a beacon packet. In the 
JOIN_SECTOR switch-case block, MNs send a joining request to SH, from which they 
receive the beacon packet with the highest RSSI. In the SEGMENTATION_ROUND 
switch-case block, SH applies segmentation to divide associated MNs into different 
segments and schedules TDMA_SCHEDULING at TDMASchedulingTime of each 
round. At the TDMA_SCHEDULING switch-case block each SH broadcasts its Inter-
Sector Slot Number, Member Array, and Segment Number for each member node and 
void SBDRouting::parseStringParams(void){ 
 cStringTokenizer gridTokenizer(getParentModule()-
>getParentModule()->getParentModule()->par("deployment"), ";"); 
------------------------------------- 
} 
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also determines its own transmission slot. At TRANSMISSION_SLOT each node 
transmits their buffered packets. 
 
In the fromApplicationLayer() method, MNs receive sensed events and range query 
responses from the Application Layer, set packet types and encapsulate Application 
Layer packets into Network Layer packets, then finally push the packets into TXBuffer. 
void SBDRouting::timerFiredCallback(int index){ 
   double timer = uniform(0,1); 
   switch(index){ 
case START_ROUND:{ 
   ------------------------- 
   if(isSectorHead){ 
      setTimer(SECTOR_SLOT_SELECTION_ROUND, currentRoundStartTime)  
          } 
       setTimer(MEMBER_NODE_SELECTION_ROUND, MemberNodeSelectionRoundTime); 
   setTimer(START_ROUND, roundLength); 
   break; 
} 
case SECTOR_SLOT_SELECTION_ROUND:{ 
 ------------------------- 
 break; 
case MEMBER_NODE_SELECTION_ROUND:{ 
 if(isSectorHead){ 
  setTimer(SEND_BEACON,sendBeaconTime); 
  setTimer(SEGMENTATION_ROUND, segmentationTime); 
 } 
 else{ 
  setTimer(JOIN_SECTOR,joinSectorTime); 
 }  
 break; 
} 
case SEND_BEACON:{ 
 ------------------------ 
 break; 
} 
case JOIN_SECTOR:{ 
 ------------------------ 
 break; 
} 
case SEGMENTATION_ROUND:{ 
 ------------------------ 
 break; 
} 
case TDMA_SCHEDULING:{ 
 ------------------------ 
 setTimer(TDMA_SCHEDULING,TDMASchedulingTime); 
 break; 
} 
case TRANSMISSION_SLOT:{ 
 transmitBufferedPacket(); 
 break; 
} 
} 
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The SH receives and processes three types of packets: Update Received from Remote 
Sector for Storage, Remote Update to Forward and Query Packets from the 
Application Layer. SHs forward first type of packet to the corresponding MNs to store, 
the second type of packets are forwarded to the corresponding neighbor SH and the third 
type of packets are forwarded to the target SH for fetching query result.  After 
processing the first two packet types the SH push them to the MAC Layer while the 
third packet type is buffered in TXBuffer.  
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fromMacLayer() is a callback method that is called once the SBDRouting module 
receives a packet from the MAC Layer. There are seven types of Network Layer 
packets that could come to the SBDRouting module from the MAC Layer. SHs push all 
SBD_DATA_PACKET_LOCAL_UPDATE received from their associated MNs to the 
void SBDRouting::fromApplicationLayer(cPacket * pkt, const char 
*destination) 
{ 
 string dst(destination); 
 if(!isSectorHead){ 
  SBDRoutingPacket *netPacket = new SBDRoutingPacket("Local 
Data Update Packet", NETWORK_LAYER_PACKET); 
  if(atoi(destination)<0){ 
   netPacket-
>setSBDRoutingPacketKind(SBD_DATA_PACKET_LOCAL_UPDATE); 
  } 
  else{ 
   netPacket-
>setSBDRoutingPacketKind(SBD_RANGE_LOCAL_QUERY); 
  } 
  netPacket->setSource(SELF_NETWORK_ADDRESS); 
  netPacket->setDestination(SECTOR_HEAD_ADDRESS); 
  encapsulatePacket(netPacket,pkt); 
  if((int)TXBuffer.size() >= netBufferSize){ 
   TXBuffer.pop(); 
  } 
  else 
   bufferPacket(netPacket); 
 } 
 else{  
  if(atoi(destination) == atoi(SELF_NETWORK_ADDRESS)){  
   toApplicationLayer(pkt);  
  } 
  else if(atoi(destination)<0){  
   SBDRoutingPacket *netPacket = new 
SBDRoutingPacket("Remote Data Update Packet", NETWORK_LAYER_PACKET); 
   stringstream convert; 
   switch(-atoi(destination)/addPadDecider){ 
    case REMOTE_UPDATE:{  
     ------------------- 
     break; 
    } 
    case RANGE_QUERY:{ 
     ------------------- 
     break; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  else{  
   ------------------------------ 
   bufferPacket(netPacket); 
  } 
 } 
} 
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Application Layer. SBD_RANGE_LOCAL_QUERY is the query response from MNs to 
SHs. If the packet is destined for this node then it is pushed to an upper layer i.e., the 
Application Layer.  When a SH receives SBD_DATA_PACKET_REMOTE_UPDATE 
from the MAC Layer, there could be two different actions. In the first case, the packet is 
received by a target or relay SH from a remote SH, while in the second case the packet 
is received by MNs from their corresponding SH to store. In the first case, if the SH is a 
target node then it sends the packet to an upper communication stack otherwise it 
forwards the packet to the next hop. In the second case MNs send the packet to the 
Application Layer to be stored. SBD_RANGE_QUERY_PACKET is the range query 
request, which is pushed to the Application Layer, received by MNs from their target 
SH for query result retrieval. MNs, after receiving SBD_BEACON_PACKET from SHs, 
store the packets in an array along with the source of the Beacon Frame and RSSI as a 
possible parent candidate (SH). SH adds a member to its member list after receiving 
joining request through SBD_JOIN_PACKET. MNs receive 
TDMA_SCHEDULING_PACKET from SH and schedule their intra-sector conflict free 
slot.  
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The searchNextHop() method is defined to find the target SH or relay SH as the next 
hop address for a remote packet. 
 
transmitBufferedPacket() is a pre-defined method used to transmit 
SBD_DATA_PACKET_LOCAL_UPDATE, SBD_RANGE_LOCAL_QUERY, and 
int SBDRouting::searchNextHop(int destination){ 
 int destCol, destRow, currCol, currRow, nextHopCol,   nextHopRow; 
. . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . 
} 
void SBDRouting::fromMacLayer(cPacket * pkt, int srcMacAddress, double 
rssi, double lqi) 
{ 
SBDRoutingPacket *netPacket = dynamic_cast 
<SBDRoutingPacket*>(pkt); 
string destination(netPacket->getDestination()); 
if (!netPacket) { 
 return; 
} 
switch(netPacket->getSBDRoutingPacketKind()){ 
 case SBD_DATA_PACKET_LOCAL_UPDATE:{ 
  ------------------------- 
  break; 
 } 
 case SBD_RANGE_LOCAL_QUERY:{ 
  ------------------------ 
  break; 
 } 
 case SBD_DATA_PACKET_REMOTE_UPDATE:{ 
  -------------------------    
  break; 
 } 
 case SBD_RANGE_QUERY_PACKET:{ 
  ------------------------- 
  break; 
 } 
 case SBD_BEACON_PACKET:{ 
  -------------------------     
  break; 
 } 
case SBD_JOIN_PACKET:{ 
  ------------------------- 
   break; 
  } 
case SBD_TDMA_SCHEDULE_PACKET:{ 
  ------------------------ 
   break; 
  } 
 } 
} 
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SBD_DATA_PACKET_REMOTE_UPDATE types of Network Layer packets from the 
buffer during corresponding node transmission slots. Hence, this method is called from 
corresponding switch-case blocks of the timerFiredCallback() method. 
 
The destin4MemberNode() method finds the candidate member node where the event is 
to be stored. 
 
The sortSegmentMemberNode() method sorts the member nodes inside a segment in 
ascending order based on the number of packets that are stored within. 
 
4.6. Running a Simulation 
 To run the simulation a DCSMSSSimulation directory has been created in following 
location: 
Castalia/Simulations/ 
Hence, Castalia/Simulations/DCSMSSSimulation should include a simulation 
configuration file i.e., omnetpp.ini, which defines the simulation scenario. Figure 4-17 
and Figure 4-18 show omnetpp.ini. 
int SBDRouting::sortSegmentMemberNode(int index){ 
 int k,j,temp_tally, temp_ID; 
 double temp_rssi; 
. . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . 
} 
 
 
int SBDRouting::destin4MemberNode(int destinationSegmentPivotIndex){ 
 int index=0; 
. . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . 
} 
 
void SBDRouting::transmitBufferedPacket(){ 
 int numberOfPacketsSent = 0; 
. . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . 
} 
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Figure 4-17 omnetpp.ini 
[General] 
 
# ========================================================== 
# Always include the main Castalia.ini file 
# ========================================================== 
include ../Parameters/Castalia.ini 
 
sim-time-limit = 300s 
SN.field_x = 60     # meters 
SN.field_y = 60     # meters 
 
# Specifying number of nodes and their deployment 
SN.deployment = "[0..15]->4x4;[16..79]->8x8" 
SN.numNodes = 80 
 
# Removing variability from wireless channel 
SN.wirelessChannel.bidirectionalSigma = 0 
SN.wirelessChannel.sigma = 0 
#SN.node[*].Communication.Radio.mode = "IDEAL" 
#SN.node[*].Communication.Radio.collisionModel = 0 
 
# Select a Radio and a default Tx power 
SN.node[*].Communication.Radio.RadioParametersFile = 
"../Parameters/Radio/CC2420.txt" 
SN.node[0..15].Communication.Radio.TxOutputPower = "0dBm" 
SN.node[16..79].Communication.Radio.TxOutputPower = "-5dBm" 
#SN.node[80..84].Communication.Radio.TxOutputPower = "0dBm" 
 
# Configuring Physical Process of Sensing Data 
SN.numPhysicalProcesses = 5 
SN.physicalProcessModuleName = "CustomizablePhysicalProcess" 
 
SN.physicalProcess.printDebugInfo = true 
SN.physicalProcess.description = "Environment" 
SN.physicalProcess.inputType = 0 
SN.physicalProcess.directNodeValueAssignment = "(250) 17:260 
18:280 22:375 28:290 31:375 42:260 53:282"  
 
SN.physicalProcess[1].printDebugInfo = true 
SN.physicalProcess[1].description = "Environment" 
SN.physicalProcess[1].inputType = 0     #0 = direct node value 
assignment 1 = Scenario Based 
SN.physicalProcess[1].directNodeValueAssignment = "(20) 17:25 
18:23 22:21 28:24 31:23 42:21 53:24"  
 
SN.physicalProcess[2].printDebugInfo = true 
SN.physicalProcess[2].description = "Environment" 
SN.physicalProcess[2].inputType = 0     #0 = direct node value 
assignment 1 = Scenario Based 
SN.physicalProcess[2].directNodeValueAssignment = "(3.5) 17:4 
18:4.5 22:3.5 28:5 31:5 42:5.5 53:5" 
 
SN.physicalProcess[1].printDebugInfo = true 
SN.physicalProcess[1].description = "Environment" 
SN.physicalProcess[1].inputType = 0 
SN.physicalProcess[1].directNodeValueAssignment = "(250) 17:260 
18:280 22:375 28:290 31:375 42:260 53:282"  
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Figure 4-18 omnetpp.ini (continued) 
SN.physicalProcess[4].printDebugInfo = true 
SN.physicalProcess[4].description = "Environment" 
SN.physicalProcess[4].inputType = 0 
SN.physicalProcess[4].directNodeValueAssignment = "(250) 17:260 
18:280 22:375 28:290 31:375 42:260 53:282"  
 
SN.node[*].SensorManager.numSensingDevices = 5 
SN.node[*].SensorManager.pwrConsumptionPerDevice = "0.02 0.02 
0.02 0.02 0.02" 
SN.node[*].SensorManager.sensorTypes = "Light Temperature Smoke 
Smoke2 Smoke3" 
SN.node[*].SensorManager.corrPhyProcess = "0 1 2 3 4" 
SN.node[*].SensorManager.maxSampleRates = "1 1 1 1 1" 
SN.node[*].SensorManager.devicesBias = "20 5 0.5 20 20" 
SN.node[*].SensorManager.devicesDrift = "" 
SN.node[*].SensorManager.devicesNoise = "5 0.5 0.2 5 5" 
SN.node[*].SensorManager.devicesHysterisis = "" 
SN.node[*].SensorManager.devicesSensitivity = "0 0 0 0 0" 
SN.node[*].SensorManager.devicesResolution = "0.001 0.001 0.001 
0.001 0.001" 
SN.node[*].SensorManager.devicesSaturation = "1000 1000 1000 
1000 1000" 
 
# Using SectorBasedDistanceRouting and setting parameters 
SN.node[*].Communication.RoutingProtocolName = "SBDRouting" 
SN.node[*].Communication.Routing.sectorSlotLength = 5000 
SN.node[*].Communication.Routing.totalRound = 5 
SN.node[16..79].Communication.Routing.packetsPerMemberNode = 2 
 
# Adding Mobility 
SN.node[*].MobilityManager.collectTraceInfo = true 
 
# Using DCSApplication application module 
SN.node[*].ApplicationName = "DCSApplication" 
SN.node[0..15].Application.attributeWeight = "0.34 0.33 0.33 
0.33 0.33" 
SN.node[*].Application.attributeRange = "100:250:400:20 
0:20:30:5 0:3.5:7:0.5 100:250:400:20 100:250:400:20" # 
Min:Avg:Max:Theta 
SN.node[*].Application.weightValue = 0.75 
#SN.node[16..79].Application.sampleInterval = 1000 
SN.node[0..15].Application.isSectorHead = true 
SN.node[0..15].Application.packetsPerNode = 80 
SN.node[16..79].Application.packetsPerNode = 80 
 
[Config SMAC] 
SN.node[*].Communication.MACProtocolName = "TMAC" 
SN.node[*].Communication.MAC.listenTimeout = 61 
SN.node[*].Communication.MAC.disableTAextension = true 
SN.node[*].Communication.MAC.conservativeTA = false 
SN.node[*].Communication.MAC.collisionResolution = 0 
[Config varyTxPower] 
SN.node[*].Communication.Radio.TxOutputPower = 
${TXpower="0dBm","-1dBm","-3dBm","-5dBm"} 
[Config varySigma] 
SN.wirelessChannel.sigma = ${Sigma=0,1,3,5} 
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A sample simulation was run using the following command: 
 
An output file (131105-103946.txt) and a trace file (Castalia-Trace.txt)were created.  
 
In order to process and summarize results Castalia provides the script CastaliaResults 
 
Running the CastaliaResults script without any argument gives a list of valid Castalia 
output files (also called result files) with information about the configuration that 
created the files and the date they were created. The number in the parentheses (30) 
denotes the repetitions (with different seeds) for each of the executed configurations. 
~/Castalia-3.2/Simulations/DCSMSSSimulation$ CastaliaResults 
 
Castalia output files in current directory: 
+-----------------------+-----------------+--------------------------------+ 
|                       | Configuration | Date          | 
+-----------------------+-----------------+--------------------------------+ 
| 131105-103946.txt | SMAC (30)       | 2013-11-05 10:39 | 
+-----------------------+-----------------+--------------------------------+ 
~/Castalia-3.2/Simulations/DCSMSSSimulation$ Castalia –c SMAC –r 
30 
Running configuration 1/1 
 
~/Castalia-3.2/Simulations/DCSMSSSimulation$ ls 
 
131105-103946.txt  omnetpp.ini Castalia-Trace.txt 
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CastaliaResults parses the file and identifies the outputs recorded by each of the 
different modules. In this case study the DCSMSS application module produces six 
kinds of output:  1) Local Packets Received provides statistics of the sensed packets sent 
from MNs to SH; 2) Local Packets Received (aggregated) provides the total number of 
local packets received by each of the SH; 3) Query Response Packets Received provides 
the number of query requests received by a target SH; 4) Remote Packets Storage 
Received provides statistics of remote packets received by each of the MN for storage; 
5) Remote Packets Received provides outputs relating to the remote packets received by 
each of the SH with the source to destination mapping; and 6) Remote Packets Received 
(aggregated) provides the total number of remote packets received by SH. Rest of the 
output is provided by Castalia default settings. It is to be noted that SMAC is used as 
the preferred MAC Layer protocol. 
4.7. Summary 
Castalia provides a stable, flexible and easy to use framework for simulating WSN, 
BAN and other networks of low-power embedded devices. This chapter presented the 
modular architecture of Castalia and the node composite module, its connections, 
directory and file structure has been provided. A description of the development of a 
$ CastaliaResults –i 131105-103946.txt  
 
                                      
+---------------------+--------------------------------------+------------+ 
|              Module |                               Output | Dimensions | 
+---------------------+--------------------------------------+------------+ 
|         Application |               Local Packets Received | 16x64      | 
|                     |  Local Packets Received (aggregated) | 16x1       | 
|                     |      Query Response Packets Received | 16x16      | 
|                     |      Remote Packets Storage Received | 64x16      | 
|                     |              Remote Packets Received | 16x16      | 
|                     | Remote Packets Received (aggregated) | 16x1       | 
|   Communication.MAC |               Sent packets breakdown | 80x1(5)    | 
| Communication.Radio |                     RX pkt breakdown | 80x1(6)    | 
|                     |                            TXed pkts | 80x1       | 
|     ResourceManager |                      Consumed Energy | 80x1       | 
+---------------------+--------------------------------------+------------+ 
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new module has been included as a guide for algorithm and protocol development and 
testing. Finally, the step-by-step implementation of the proposed DCS framework has 
been demonstrated. Corresponding code and details of the configuration files have been 
given in the Appendices.  
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CHAPTER 5. RESULT 
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5.1. Overview 
Simulations were conducted using Castalia v3.2 [139] running on top of OMNET++ 
[162] to evaluate the SBD and DCSMSS performance. The system parameters and their 
settings used in the experiments are summarized in Table 5-1. The network model, 
illustrated in Section 3.2.1, was tested in four rectangular fields with different parameter 
settings. Simulations were run 30~40 times with varying-channel affecting seeds to 
provide results that included average and 95% confidence interval. In Section 5.2, the 
SBD performance was tested in terms of energy consumption, reliability and latency. 
For the experiments presented in Section 5.2.1 to 5.2.3, the SBD routing efficiency is 
evaluated against Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH) [60], GPSR 
[61], Directed Diffusion (DD) [15] and Car Pooling [62]. The querying performance of 
DCSMSS is evaluated in Section 5.3 in terms of Point Query, Range Query, KNN 
Query, Similarity Searching, Scalability and Skyline Query. For the experiments 
presented in Section 5.3.1 to 5.3.6 the querying performance of DCSMSS is evaluated 
against SDS, GHT [10] and DD. Performance of DDEC is evaluated and analysed in 
Section 5.4 in terms of storage performance, reliability and repair bandwidth. For the 
experiments presented in Section 5.4.1 to Section 5.4.3, performance of DDEC is 
evaluated against 3-way replication. 
Weight Matrix and thus level of significance is set using the configuration file that is 
used to initialize the network during the deployment of the network. In addition, an 
XML file is used that can be dynamically loaded any time from any SH and thus any 
change of the behaviour of the environment or network can be disseminated through out 
the network. The frequency of this dynamic dissemination technique is 1/round, where 
round =1, 2, 3, … This frequency is set based on how quickly the monitored network 
changes its behavior over time. The aggregation schemes are loaded at initialization of 
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the network and can be changed on-demand during run-time. On-demand update during 
run time doesn’t affect previously collected data. 
Table 5-1 Simulation Parameters 
Parameter Setting 
Field Size 60x60 m
2
, 90x90 m
2
, 120x120 m
2
,  150x150 m
2
 
Number of Nodes (n) 
80 (3600 m
2
), 180 (8100 m
2
), 320 (14400 m
2
), 500 
(22500 m
2
) 
Member Node Density (fm) 1 node / 56.25 m
2
  
Sector Head Node (SH) Density (fSH) 1 node / 225 m
2
 
Radio Range (member node) ~8 m 
Radio Range (SH) ~20 m 
Transmission Power  0 dBm (SH), -5 dBm (member node) 
Power Consumption in Sending and Receiving 
Messages 
57.42 mW (SH), 46.2 mW (member node) 
Power Consumption Per Sensing 0.02 mJoule 
Data Rate, Modulation Type, Bits Per Symbol, 
Bandwidth, Noise Bandwidth, Noise Floor, 
Sensitivity 
250 Kbps, PSK, 4, 20 MHz, 194 MHz,  -100 dBm, -
95 dBm  
pathLossExponent 2.4 
Initial Average Path Loss (PL(d0)) 55 
Reference Distance (d0) 1.0 m 
Gaussian Zero-Mean Random Variable (Xα) 4.0 
MAC Protocol, Maximum Transimission Retries SMAC [54], 2 
SMAC Acknowledgment, Synchronization, 
RTS, CTS Packet Size  
11, 11, 13, 13 bytes 
5.2. SBD Performance 
The SBD performance was evaluated using a comparison with DD, GPSR, LEACH and 
Car Pooling routing. The candidate routing protocols for evaluation were chosen from 
the literature based upon their being an acceptable representation of existing 
comparative techniques. DD, GPSR, and Car Pooling were used in different DCS 
schemes over the last decade. SBD, LEACH and Car Pooling are cluster routing 
algorithms and DD, a data-centric routing technique, floods the query to a region of 
interest that contains the data sought for. One of the widely used point-to-point routing 
algorithms is GPSR which is used in earlier DCS schemes. GPSR implements two 
distinct routing algorithms - greedy forwarding algorithm and perimeter forwarding 
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algorithm. Greedy forwarding algorithm moves packets progressively closer to the 
destination at each hop. At a void situation, where there is no greedy path, it switches to 
perimeter forwarding mode, in which a packet traverses consecutively closer along a 
planer sub-graph of the full radio network connectivity graph. This continues until it 
reaches to a node closer to the destination where greedy forwarding resumes. In 
LEACH and Car Pooling, sensor nodes are grouped into clusters with a Cluster Head 
(CH) for each group. A CH is responsible for data aggregation and communicating with 
other CH on behalf of the cluster nodes. Unlike LEACH, in Car Pooling routing, the 
next hop is determined from the neighbor head node which is closest to the destination 
head node. Nevertheless, packets with a common next hop are aged and sent together in 
order to reduce overhead though they might have different destinations. The consequent 
sub-sections present the performance evaluation of SBD in terms of energy 
consumption, reliability and latency against Car Pooling, LEACH, GPSR and DD.  
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Figure 5-1 a) Average Energy Consumption per Node (Joule) b) Total Number of Hops (Number of hops 
in storage and query routing) 
5.2.1. Energy Consumption 
This experiment was conducted in a network of 180 nodes in a 90 m x 90 m (8100 m
2
) 
field with a simulation time of 60 sec. The data production and consumption rate per 
sector was varied between 0.1~15 packets per second. Figure 5-1(a) and Figure 5-1(b) 
show the average energy consumption (joules) per node and total number of hop counts 
respectively as a function of packet rate per sector per sec. As shown in Figure 5-1(a), 
SBD exhibits lower energy consumption in all cases (low to high traffic rate). The 
energy consumption and total number of hop counts of DD are significantly higher than 
other methods and grows sharply due to its broadcasting. Figure 5-1(b) shows an 
interesting contrast where the total number of hops for SBD, LEACH and Car Pooling 
(a) (b) 
(a) (b) 
(b) 
(a) 
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is almost the same due to their similar clustering nature. Despite having similar hop 
counts SBD outperforms all other approaches in energy consumption because SBD 
employs GCA to allocate conflict free scheduling. This helps to avoid packet 
retransmission as the chances of packet loss due to interference or collision is very low 
(see Section 5.2.2, Figure 5-2(b)). 
 
 
Figure 5-2 a) Percentage of Packets Successfully Delivered b) Number of Packets that Failed due to 
Interference 
5.2.2. Reliability 
This experiment was conducted in four different network field sizes including 60x60 
m
2
, 90x90 m
2
, 120x120 m
2
 and 150x150 m
2
 containing 80, 180, 320 and 500 nodes 
respectively. 400 packets were originated and destined uniformly from and to different 
network sectors respectively. Figure 5-2(a) and Figure 5-2(b) show the percentage of 
(b) 
(b) 
(a) 
(b) 
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packets delivered and the number of packets that failed due to interference respectively 
as the function of network size in terms of total number of nodes. It is noted that SBD 
shows stable performance, Figure 5-2(a), with different network sizes. The rationale 
behind this result is illustrated in Figure 5-2(b), where it is shown that approaches with 
lower delivery rates face higher packet failures due to interference. DD has the highest 
packet failure rate due to interference and SBD has a lower packet failure rate. 
Interestingly, DD has dramatically lower delivery rate than the other methods when 
there are 80 nodes because DD broadcasts queries among a small number of nodes, 
which makes it more likely to generate collisions with the consequence of increased 
packet loss and lower delivery rate. SBD successfully maintained a lower packet failure 
rate using conflict free time slots based on GCA, as illustrated in Section 3.3.1.1. 
5.2.3. Latency 
The scenario for this experiment was the same as for the reliability experiment except 
for the total number of remote storage updates and queries which were set to 100 each 
(generating 300 application packets including 100 storage updates, 100 query requests 
and 100 query responses). Figure 5-3(a) shows the latency of each method. Here, 
latency is defined as the time from the source sending a remote packet (storage 
update/query/response) to the destination receiving it. As expected, the latency of each 
method increases gradually with the increase in network size except for one case. It is 
observed that DD leads to the highest latency with a higher value than the other 
methods especially when there are 80 nodes. This happened because DD broadcasts 100 
queries among the small number of nodes, which makes it more likely to generate 
congestion. LEACH, SBD and Car Pooling show similar low latency. Figure 5-3(b) 
depicts an interesting explanation for the result provided in Figure 5-3(a). In Figure 
5-3(b), it is noted that the number of total Request to Send (RTS) sent by SBD is almost 
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equal to the number of remote packets (remote update, query and response) while for 
DD it is almost a factor of two and for the other algorithms it is one and a half. Despite 
having lower packet loss and lower retransmission compared to LEACH and Car 
Pooling, SBD shows similar latency due to its store and forward technique. 
 
 
Figure 5-3 a) Latency (sec) b) Total RTS Sent 
5.3. Querying Performance 
In this section, the performance of DCSMSS with SBD and LEACH routing algorithm 
is evaluated in comparison with SDS, DD and GHT. As mentioned earlier, DD 
broadcasts a query to search for all of the desired data. GHT applies a hash function on 
the attribute name to find the location of the data and merges the located data to the 
query result. SDS uses the Locality Sensitive Hash (LSH) function and the number of 
(a) 
(b) 
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hash values for a data item after the LSH operation was set to 5.  
5.3.1. Point Query 
This experiment was conducted to evaluate the performance of each approach for point 
queries, which returns a single data item if it finds an exact match. The experiment was 
conducted using a 90 m × 90 m rectangular field, in which 180 nodes were randomly 
and independently disseminated. 300 queries, in total, were generated uniformly from 
different parts of the network. Queries were generated as a group referred to as a batch, 
which is sent out at the same time. The next group was released once all of the queries 
of the previous batch were resolved or the maximum response waiting time was 
exceeded. 
Figure 5-4 (a) shows the success rate of different methods. Success rate is defined as the 
ratio between the number of successfully resolved queries and the total number of 
queries generated. This metric is used to reflect the effectiveness of a data storage 
method. From Figure 5-4(a), it is observed that DD exhibits the worst performance and 
its success rate falls sharply as the number of queries per batch increases. With an 
increased number of queries per batch DD’s broadcasting causes excessive messages, 
which leads to congestion and high packet loss. DCSMSS+SBD maintains a low packet 
loss due to its collision avoidance technique. The other three approaches - GHT, 
DCSMSS+LEACH and SDS fall in the middle. Amongst these three, GHT’s 
performance is slightly lower. GHT routing uses a node as a step unit rather than zone 
or sector. As a result, it leads to a bit higher traffic causing more congestion and packet 
loss than those of the DCSMSS+LEACH and SDS. 
Figure 5-4 (b) shows that DD’s latency grows radically due to the congestion as traffic 
increases. Since DD uses broadcasting for data querying, it produces excessive message 
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and traffic congestion when the number of queries per batch increases. DCSMSS+SBD, 
DCSMSS+LEACH and SDS have almost similar latency. GHT takes the shortest path 
and thus it outperforms other approaches when the traffic was low but its latency is 
affected by the congestion caused by the increased traffic with the increase in the 
number of queries per batch. DCSMSS and SDS schemes do not need to send as many 
queries as GHT since they rely on neighbor zone or SH to forward queries, thus 
reducing traffic and congestion. DCSMSS+SBD produces less traffic by realizing the 
collision avoidance technique (GCA) when compared to DCSMSS+LEACH and SDS 
with Car Pooling. Due to the collision free time slot allocated to SH in the routing layer 
through GCA, SBD in DCSMSS uses a store and forward technique. The overhead that 
was added due to the store and forward technique is consistent regardless of traffic 
volume. Hence, it is observed from Figure 5-4(b) that SBD’s latency outperforms 
DCSMSS+LEACH and SDS with the increased number of queries per batch. 
 
(a) 
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Figure 5-4 a) Success Rate b) Latency 
5.3.2. Range Query 
This experiment was conducted in order to realize the performance of range query in 
various scenarios. The network size and number of queries was the same as the previous 
experiment. In Figure 5-5 (a), (b) and (c), experiments were conducted for four different 
variations of range query. The range of the queries was varied in such a way so that in 
case one to four the number of sectors (definition of sector: Section 3.2.1) for the target 
data varies from one to four. For example, DCSMSS+Sector = 2 refers to the case 
where the target result of the query is to be fetched from two neighbor sectors.  
Figure 5-5 (a) shows the average latency for each scenario as a function of number of 
queries per batch. As expected, the latency increases when the number of target sectors 
increases. If the target range of a query includes more than one sector all the 
corresponding SH fetch data from their respective segments and returns the data to the 
source SH. It is observed that, the latency for all scenarios grows slightly when the 
number of queries per batch increases except for the scenario DCSMSS+Sector = 4. In 
the case of DCSMSS+Sector = 4, latency begins to grow sharply when the number of 
queries increases from four to eight. This happens because of the congestion created due 
to the high number of reply packets flowing to the source query node from four 
(b) 
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neighbor sectors in response to a single query. 
 
 
 
Figure 5-5 a) Latency b) Success Rate c) Total Number of Events 
Figure 5-5 (b) shows the success rate of each scenario as a function of the number of 
queries per batch. As expected, the performance of different scenarios is inversely 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
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proportional to the number of target sectors. It is noted that the compared approaches 
fall slightly when the number of queries per batch increases from one to four but they 
start dropping sharply with an increase in the number of queries per batch from four to 
sixteen. Figure 5-5 (c) shows the number of discovered data items for each scenario 
when the number of queries per batch is four. It shows that the success rate varies from 
75% to 100%. For the scenario DCSMSS+Sector = 4, number of discovered events falls 
sharply to 75%. This happens because of the congestion created due to the high number 
of reply packets flowing to the source query node from four neighbor sectors in 
response to a single query 
5.3.3. KNN Query 
The scenario for this experiment was similar to that of the previous experiment and 
similar to the previous experiment, the value of k in KNN (q, k) in the four different 
scenarios was varied in such a way that the target number of sectors varied from one to 
four. It is observed from Figure 5-6 (a) that the latency is directly relative to the number 
of target sectors from which the resultant query is to be fetched. In addition, latency 
increases for each scenario with the increase in the number of queries per batch.  
 
 (a) 
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Figure 5-6 a) Latency b) Success Rate 
Figure 5-6 (b) shows the total number of events finally discovered in comparison to the 
total number of expected events when the number of queries per batch is four. The 
discovery rate was 100% when the number of target sectors is one but it gradually falls 
with the increase in the number of target sectors. This happens due to the packet loss 
during the response time. When the number of target sector increases with regard to the 
increase of the value of k, the volume of reported events for single query increases 
significantly.  This large number of reported events created hotspot and congestion 
around the query node and the corresponding relay SH of its route. 
5.3.4. Similarity Searching 
The scenario for this experiment was same as the previous experiment except the 
number of queries generated. The number of actual data items in the system and the 
number of discovered data items with no less than 50% similarity is shown in Figure 
5-7 (a). This similarity is measured in terms of range query. After calculating hq of a 
query, r is calculated as ±0.25hq. Thus, the range of the query was defined by [hq-
0.25hq, hq+0.25hq]. The target head nodes where query was forwarded were SHj, SHj+1, 
…, SHk, where Pj ≤ hq-r ≤ Pj+1, Pk ≤ hq+r ≤ Pk+1 and j ≤ k. From Figure 5-7 (a) it is 
observed that DCSMSS can always discover more than 85% of this type of data events. 
(b) 
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Figure 5-7 (b) shows the discovery rate of DCSMSS, SDS, DD and GHT in terms of 
similarity between the discovered data and the query. Discovery rate is defined as the 
percent of events that have certain similarity to a query and that can be discovered. In 
the second experiment, in total 100 queries were generated with four queries per batch. 
Since GHT is not locality preserving in data storage, its exact-mapping querying cannot 
locate similar data and thus for the GHT only 100% similar data is considered. Unlike 
other approaches, DD broadcasts queries to all SH and accordingly achieves 100% 
discovery rate. On the other hand, SDS and DCSMSS discover 85~90% similar data. 
DCSMSS provide an optimized trade-off between energy consumption, latency and 
discovery rate. 
 
 
Figure 5-7 a) Total Number of Events b) Discovery Rate 
 
(a) 
(b) 
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5.3.5. Scalability 
In this section the DCSMSS scalability performance is evaluated against SDS, GHT and 
DD. In Section 5.3.5.1, results in terms of total number of hop counts and latency has 
presented against different network sizes while in Section 5.3.5.2, the same has 
presented against different querying frequency. 
5.3.5.1. Network Size 
This experiment was conducted in four different network field size of 60x60 m
2
, 90x90 
m
2
, 120x120 m
2
 and 150x150 m
2
 containing 80, 180, 320 and 500 nodes respectively. 
In total 200 queries were generated with eight queries per batch. Figure 5-8 (a) shows 
the total number of hops. It demonstrates that DD’s total number of hop count is much 
higher than other approaches and grows sharply. This refers to the poor scalability of 
DD. The total number of hop counts for DCSMSS+SBD, DCSMSS+LEACH, SDS and 
GHT grows relatively slowly, which demonstrates the high scalability of these 
approaches. DCSMSS+SBD provides reasonably stable performance in terms of the 
total number of hops. This implies that this scheme has relatively stable routing 
performance for different size WSNs. 
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Figure 5-8 a) Total Number of Events b) Discovery Rate 
 
Figure 5-8 (b) demonstrates the latency performance of each approach for different 
network sizes. DD has higher latency than other approaches with a dramatically higher 
latency when the network size is small (80 nodes). This happened, because DD 
broadcasted the same number of queries in a small network creating high traffic with 
subsequent congestion in the network. DCSMSS+SBD, DCSMSS+LEACH and SDS 
exhibit low latency across varying network sizes. This indicates the high scalability of 
these approaches.  
5.3.5.2. Querying Frequency 
Figure 5-9 illustrates the experiments which were conducted in a scenario of 120 m × 
120 m rectangular field, in which 320 nodes are randomly and independently placed. 
(a) 
(b) 
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These experiments were executed for 50 sec with the querying frequency varied from 
0.1 to 100 queries/sec. Figure 5-9 (a) and Figure 5-9 (b) show the total hop count and 
latency as the function of the querying frequency. Figure 5-9 (a) demonstrates that the 
total number of hops for all approaches increases linearly. The performance of DD is 
lower because its broadcasting technique leads to vast traffic. It is also noted that the 
total number of hops for DCSMSS+SBD, DCSMSS+LEACH and SDS schemes is less 
than that of GHT. GHT always sends a query to ten different nodes for every attribute. 
SDS always sends queries to five zones and DCSMSS sends to i sectors depending on 
the range r. That’s why DCSMSS based schemes show lower hops while SDS is 
slightly higher. 
As shown in Figure 5-9 (b), the latency of each approach increases with an increase in 
the querying frequency. The latency of all approaches grows slightly with the increase 
in querying frequency from 0.1 to ten and then grows sharply when the frequency 
increases to 100 queries/sec. It is also noted that DD has the highest latency. Since DD 
broadcasts queries to all sectors it generates congestion, packet loss excessive 
retransmission. Despite having lower collision and subsequent packet loss and 
retransmission, DCSMSS+SBD’s latency is slightly higher than SDS and 
DCSMSS+LEACH due to the reasoning explained in Section 5.2.3. It is interesting to 
note that the latency of GHT is lower than other approaches when the querying 
frequency is 100 queries/sec. This happens because the number of sectors is lower than 
the number of nodes and under heavy traffic routing relying on SH became more 
congested than routing relying on nodes. The GPSR routing used in GHT uses the 
greedy forwarding technique which eventually selects the shortest path to route packets. 
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Figure 5-9 Total Number of Events b) Discovery Rate 
5.3.6. Skyline Query 
In this section, the DEDS, Section 3.4.6.3, performance is investigated in terms of 
efficiency and robustness. Efficiency is measured in terms of energy, latency and 
accuracy in Section 5.3.6.2, while robustness is measured in terms of network size and 
possible data distribution variation (presented in Section 5.3.6.1) in Section 5.3.6.3.  
5.3.6.1. Data Distribution 
Figure 5-10 exploits different possible data dispersal with the realization of the mapping 
algorithm illustrated in Section 3.4.2. This variation of data dispersal was used in 
experiements conducted in Section 5.3.6.3. The experiment was conducted in a network 
of 80 nodes in a 60m x 60m (3600 m
2
) field with a 60 sec simulation time. The data 
(a) 
(b) 
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production rate per sector was 5 packets per second.  Figure 5-10 (a) shows uniform 
distribution, which means are data are stored uniformly among all sectors of the 
network. Figure 5-10 (b) shows a centre distribution in which data are usually located 
among central sector of the network.  Figure 5-10 (c) and (d) shows the distribution 
around average, below average and above average respectively. From this point onward, 
the dispersals have been named as uniform, center, lower bound and upper bound. 
 
 
Figure 5-10  a) Uniform Distribution b) Center Distribution c) Lower Bound Distribution d) Upper 
Bound Distribution 
5.3.6.2. Efficiency  
This experiment was conducted in a 90m × 90m rectangular field, in which 180 nodes 
were randomly and independently disseminated. The data distribution used in this 
experiment was uniform. The query rate per sector was varied between 0.1 ~ 0.5 queries 
per sector per second and the simulation was run for 60 sec. The Skyline Query 
overhead is comparatively high due to its three phase query calculation. Figure 5-11 (a), 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
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(b) and (c) present the average energy consumption (KJ) per node, latency (sec) and 
accuracy (accuracy was defined as the percentage of skyline queries that were correctly 
resolved) as a function of query rate per sector per sec. 
 
Figure 5-11 a) Energy Consumption b) Latency c) Accuracy 
 
(b) 
(c) 
(a) 
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In this experiment the query rang was varied in four different. Here, the value of α 
indicates the number of average sectors that were considered to give response to a range 
query. The value of α has been varied from 6 ~36; here 36 is the maximum possible 
number of sectors in this 90m x 90m deployed network. From Figure 5-11(a) and Figure 
5-11(b), it is noted that the overhead in terms of energy consumption and latency grows 
radically as α increases. It is to be noted that data in Figure 5-11(a) is presented in 
logarithmic scale in order to reduce the wide range to a more manageable size.  The 
accuracy of the query response was very high (see Figure 5-11(c)) and close to 100%. 
Packet loss due to interference causes minor inaccuracy. 
5.3.6.3. Robustness 
This experiment was conducted in four different network field size including 60x60m
2
, 
90x90m
2
, 120x120m
2
 and 150x150m
2
 containing 80, 180, 320 and 500 nodes 
respectively. The value of α was kept 9 and the same experiment was repeated for four 
different data distributions – uniform, center, lower bound and upper bound distribution, 
Section 5.3.6.1. Figure 5-12(a) presents the average energy consumption by each node 
in different distribution. It is evident that energy consumption in uniform data 
distribution grows radically. In uniform distribution, data is distributed uniformly 
through every sector and hence each possible sector (in this case on an average 9 
neighbor sectors) has to be visited to find the target query. The other three distributions 
have data concentrated in a particular portion of the network. Hence, DEDS excluded 
null sector, which has no data to store, from the candidate sector list to be visited and 
they were not involved in any transmission.  Center and lower bound distribution have 
almost similar energy consumption while upper bound distribution falls in the middle. 
The distribution presented in Figure 5-10 gives the rational of this behavior. 
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Figure 5-12 a) Energy Consumption b) Latency c) Accuracy 
Figure 5-12(b) shows the latency performance of DEDS in different distribution. All the 
distribution show similar latency performance. From the figure it is evident that uniform 
distribution has slightly higher latency. 
Figure 5-12(c) shows the accuracy of DEDS in different distributions. It is observed 
that, accuracy of DEDS drops sharply with the increase of the size of the network. The 
(b) 
(c) 
(a) 
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accuracy of DEDS varies in between 70%~96% at uniform distribution, 85~99% at 
center and lower bound distribution and 80~99% at upper bound distribution. 
5.4. Performance of DDEC 
Several simulations were performed using Castalia in order to verify DDEC and to get a 
better understanding on how well the proposed solution works. With varying-channel 
affecting seeds, simulations were run 30~40 times to provide results that included 
average and 95% confidence interval. The network model (presented in Section 3.2.1) 
was tested in a 150x150 m
2
 rectangular field consisting 64 sectors (8x8 grid). Each SH 
was considered as both source and data collector while member nodes inside a sector 
were considered as the super set of storage nodes. A sector can have a maximum of 16 
member nodes and thus the value of n was varied up to 16 i.e., a k-fragmented packet 
was encoded into a maximum of 16 encoded fragments 
5.4.1. Storage Performance 
In this section, two experiments were conducted to evaluate the storage efficiency of 
DDEC. In both experiments, DDEC was compared against 3-Way Replication as it is 
one of the most popularly used flat replication approaches. In the first experiment 
(Figure 5-13), the simulation was run for 20 rounds where data production rate was 
varied between 1~25 packets/sector/round. SBD operation (Section 3.3) was divided 
into rounds that included a learning phase followed by a relaying phase. Figure 5-13 
shows that DDEC consumed almost 50% less resources to maintain a similar or even 
higher magnitude of redundancy.  In the second experiment, the simulation was run for 
five different (n, k) configurations to observe how storage overhead varies. For each 
configuration, the simulation was run for 20 rounds and the data production rate was 10 
Packet/Sector/Round. For this experiment, the cost of storing one byte was defined as 
the metric of how many bytes were stored for each useful byte. The 3-Way Replication 
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was used as the baseline for comparison in this experiment. The results are presented in 
Figure 5-14. It shows that the normalized cost of DDEC decreases as n grows when n-k 
is fixed. From both Figure 5-13 and Figure 5-14, it can be concluded that DDEC needs 
approximately half the storage of 3-Way Replication. 
 
 
Figure 5-13 Average Percentage of Storage/Sector for Different Data Production Rate 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-14 Normalized Cost of Storing One Byte for Different (n, k) 
5.4.2. Reliability 
In this Section, three experiments were conducted to analyze DDEC data reliability. The 
experiments were conducted for 20 rounds with a (16, 12) configuration. An event 
namely fail_event was implemented in each node. The fail_event was scheduled to 
trigger at different nodes at different times. The fail_event was carefully scheduled in 
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the nodes to ensure a uniform distribution of failed nodes among sectors over time. In 
each round, the same 100 queries were executed where the result set of the queries was 
distributed throughout the network. Figure 5-15 shows the percentage of message 
decoded in function of number of nodes failed. From Figure 5-15, it is seen that the 
percentage of messages decoded was steady until the average number of surviving 
nodes for each sector was greater than k.  
 
 
Figure 5-15 Percentage of Successfully Decoded Messages 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-16 Effective Decoding Rate 
 
The setting of the second experiment, Figure 5-16, was similar to the previous 
experiment except for the measurement matrix used - Effective Rate. It was defined as 
the ratio between the number of queries that are successfully resolved to the number of 
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messages to be decoded. Despite having a requisite number of surviving nodes some of 
the encoded fragments were lost due to interference.  
 
 
Figure 5-17 Percentage of Messages Successfully Decoded Compared to 3-Way Replication 
 
The setting of the third experiment was similar to that of first expriment. In this 
experiment, Figure 5-17, DDEC was evaluated against 3-Way Replication. Figure 5-17 
shows that DDEC outperforms 3-Way Replication until the total number of failed nodes 
reaches 250. 
5.4.3. Repair Bandwidth 
In this experiment, the repair bandwidth used when repairing failed data storage nodes 
was measured. For different (n, k) configurations, random nodes were failed to start the 
data repair process. After repairing data, the traffic communicated among new nodes 
and surviving nodes was measured and the repair bandwidth used was calculated. The 
results are shown in Figure 5-18. The bandwidth has been normalized taking 3-Way 
Replication as a base-line. Note that the bandwidth when using 3-way replication is 
constant across different (n, k) since there is no dependency on these parameters. The 
bandwidth performance of DDEC was lower than 3-Way Replication. It is not 
surprising due to the amount of data required to be communicated to recover data from 
the lost node. 
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Figure 5-18 Normalized Repair Bandwidth 
5.5. Summary 
SBD, DCSMSS, DEDS and DDEC were previously discussed in Sections 3.2 - 3.5. 
This chapter reports on the results obtained from the experimental study. SBD protocol 
has shown to be more efficient and have an improved overall performance in terms of 
reliability, latency and energy consumption compared with GPSR, LEACH, DD and 
Car-pooling. DCSMSS was applied to a range of WSN scenarios utilizing modelling, 
simulation and a statistical analysis and found to provide lower latency and improved 
search accuracy when compared to relatively recent alternate approaches. Discussion 
has been provided surrounding the alternate approaches and the improvements found 
when DCSMSS is applied. In case of DDEC, the results have highlighted that the use of 
erasure encoding in network storage can provide the desired level of data availability at 
a smaller memory overhead when compared to replication. 
LSH [82] is a very powerful tool and is good for data with high dimensions. In WSN, 
dimension is usually limited and fixed at the time of deployment because the total 
number of dimensions depends on the number of sensors attached to a node. Thus a 
similarity searching approach based on the events, which are categorized in terms of 
attributes, is not scalable. In this research, multi-dimensional data has been normalized 
into one dimensional domain. The domain is segmented into n intervals, where n is the 
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total number of sectors. Each sector is responsible for storing data that falls in that 
interval. Hence, this hash function is more suitable than LSH for WSN. 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION 
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6.1. Conclusions 
This research aims and objective provided in Chapter 1 have been successfully 
accomplished. The development, simulation and results for a distributed and energy-
efficient in-network DCS framework have been presented including an analysis with 
alternate approaches found in the literature. An extensive DCS framework has been 
proposed and implemented providing a distributed and energy-efficient solution that 
improves data retention and management and improves search query capability. 
The research has successfully contributed the following: i) an optimally synchronized 
routing algorithm, SBD; ii) DCSMSS with realization of three exemplar queries – 
Range query, KNN query and skyline query; and iii) a DDEC algorithm achieving a 
similar level of reliability that that of algorithms found in the literature with less 
redundancy. 
The research has led to the following outcomes: 
– In SBD, it is shown that by using GCA reliability is improved, end-to-end latency 
is minimized and collisions reduced. Simulation results showed that SBD 
achieves a throughput enhancement by a factor of two, extension of network life 
time by 30% and reduced end-to-end latency. The contribution made toward the 
knowledge domain through the development of SBD can be summarized as: 
 A hybrid routing protocol specifically designed for the WSN DCS 
storage scheme. 
 TDMA based on GCA for slot assignment among sectors in a large scale 
WSN. The scheduling algorithm incorporates a slot reuse concept to 
achieve minimum TDMA frame length. 
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 A theoretical study of the routing protocol and comparison with alternate 
routing protocols presented in the literature.  
 A performance evaluation was conducted with simulation results 
showing that SBD achieves a throughput enhancement by a factor of two, 
extension of network life time by 30%, and reduced end-to-end latency. 
 The DBDCS framework (with SBD) that was considered in this paper 
was evaluated against recent DCS schemes showing an overall 
enhancement in data storage and query performance. 
 A new routing module, referred to SBD, has been added to Castalia.  
– DCSMSS successfully exploits a vector distance index, called iDistance and 
converts the issue of similarity searching into the problem of an interval search of 
one dimension. Three types of exemplar queries – range query, k-query and 
skyline query have also been successfully actualized in DBDCS architecture. It 
has been apparent through extensive simulation result that DCSMSS is highly 
efficient and significantly outperforms previous approaches in processing similar 
queries. The contribution made through DCSMSS is summarized as: 
 A unique hashing algorithm based on the attribute value of an event and 
weight matrix that is assigned to different attributes according to their 
significance which is provided in the event description. 
 The hash key for the one dimensional domain is mapped to a two-
dimensional metric space of the DBDCS network using a generalized and 
adapted variant of iDistance and hence the event generating the common 
hash key is stored in the same sector. 
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 Using the advantages of metric based searching three types of the most 
useful and commonly used similarity queries, range query (Range(q,r)) 
and K-nearest neighbor search (KNN(q,k)) are used to retrieve similar 
sensed data. 
 A theoretical study of the DCSMSS SBD routing protocol and a 
performance evaluation was conducted with simulation results showing 
that DCSMSS attains an optimized trade-off among energy consumption, 
latency, discovery rate and scalability. 
 A new application layer has been added to Castalia that incorporates 
DCSMSS. 
– DDEC has successfully provided reliable access to data through redundancy over 
individually unreliable nodes. DDEC achieved similar level of reliability with less 
redundancy and guarantees robust data recovery in disastrous scenarios. 
 The MBR code is modified and applied in the DBDCS distributed 
network. The acquired information collected by SH is encoded into n 
fragments and disseminated across n MNs inside a sector so that the 
original source packets can be recovered from any k surviving MNs. 
 Simulations were carried out using Castalia. Modifications to the Castalia 
models allowed the new decentralized coding algorithm to be modeled in 
the Application layer.  
 DDEC was evaluated against 3-Way Replication using different 
performance matrices. The results highlight that the use of erasure 
encoding in network storage can provide the desired level of data 
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availability at a smaller memory overhead when compared to replication. 
The code of the developed DCS framework will be released as an open source module 
to facilitate further research. Two modules SBD and DCS Application have been added 
into the existing Castalia architecture in the Routing layer and Application layer 
respectively. 
6.2. Suggestions for Further Research 
The results presented in this research form the basis for further research. 
Reverse Skyline Query in DCS. Another popular variant of skyline query is reverse 
skyline (RS) query, which have been applied in many applications [158, 163-165]. A 
reverse skyline with respect to q can be denoted as RS(q, D), where D denotes a given 
data set. RS retrieves all the points Dd  such that  DdDSq ,  (see definition of DS at 
Section 3.4.6.3) [165]. DCSMSS can be extended in order to answer RS query. 
It is efficient to use the DCS in-network aggregation technique [166] when answering 
query responses with decomposable operations. A decomposable query operation means 
it is possible to distribute tasks into subsets of data points and final results can then be 
reconstructed based on the subset result. Unfortunately, RS is not decomposable and 
thus it is important to convert the RS problem into a full skyline decomposable problem. 
Finally, the proposed approach can further be extended to answer range reverse skyline 
and multiple reverse skyline queries. 
Self-Managed WSN. With the addition of actuators in the WSN community, a popular 
new WSN variation is self-managed WSN, where no external intervention is required to 
act on pre-determined triggers or events or to allow the network to operate. This new 
formation of the network is also referred to as Wireless Sensor and Actuator Networks 
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(WSAN) [167-168]. An actuator node, in WSAN, can perform a designated action 
based on the information retrieved. DCS is considered to be a suitable storage and 
information retrieval system as there is no central data collection or controller node as 
the sink node in traditional WSN. Self-managed networks are extremely useful for 
unattended sensor networks in remote areas where it is difficult to remotely monitor the 
network. 
DBDCS framework will be extended in order to attain self-managed pro-active network 
in following way: 
 A second virtual layer of actuator nodes will be deployed in order to distribute the 
query and periodic value reporting load.  
 Based on the information retrieved on a particular cluster, automated designated 
action would be taken in this layer.  
 Actuator nodes in this layer also communicate each other in order to take 
associative decision where applicable.  
 This will also assist to ensure sensible equal energy consumption of SHs 
Security in DCS. In a self-managed WSAN framework, one or more applications can 
run simultaneously. Each application consists of a set of distributed producer and 
consumer nodes that can exchange information by relaying packets through neighbor 
nodes. In this kind of network producer and consumer nodes have no explicit 
knowledge of each other but are aware of the applications. Furthermore, nodes belong 
to different applications share common tasks such as storage and routing. Therefore, 
networks of this phenomenon are vulnerable to the following security issues [1, 169]:  
 If a malicious node can be inserted in the network, it is possible to access data of 
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different applications and thus it is also possible to manipulate data in order to 
alter query results. 
 A sensor node associated with one application should not be able to access  
information from other sensor nodes associated with different applications. 
 An intruder node can also flood the network with fake requests causing Denial of 
Service (DoS) attack. 
Integrate Java with Castalia. The Castalia (CastaliaBin)executable can be invoked 
from JAVA through Runtime.Exec(). Thus the user will be able to create a configurable 
batch run with automatic statistic collection upon simulation completion. The 
simulation results can then be presented through a web service [170-171] and would be 
accessible from a remote machine through a browser. This will facilitate more realistic 
data analysis outcome.  
 The configuration provided by user through graphical user interface will be 
translated into omnetpp.ini. 
 The formulated configuration file (omnetpp.ini) can then exceuted through 
CastaliaBin, which can be invoke from JAVA through Runtime.Exec(). 
 Axis2[172] can be configured in apache tomcat web server. The simulation result 
wil be deployed in Axis2 as different web services. In user side, stub could be 
generated using wsdl2java tool from Web Service Definiition Language (WSDL) 
[173] of edge node service. Then a client program will be written in Java which 
will communicate with provider by accessing the generated stub and send/receive 
message in SOAP language [174-175]. 
Build a Prototype DCS using CC2530 Zigbee. A prototype implementation of 
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proposed DCS framework could be developed using the Texas Instruments’ (TI) 
CC2530 Evolution Module (CC2530EM) [138], which is ZigBee/IEEE 802.15.4 
compliant System-on-Chip with an optimized 8051 MCU core and radio for the 2.4 
GHz unlicensed ISM/SRD band. The pre-requisite challenge to implement the proposed 
framework using the CC2530 includes prior implementation of MAC (TMAC/SMAC) 
and routing (SBD) protocols. 
Design an Intelligent MoteStack. An intelligent MoteStack could be developed to 
integrate both CC2530 and Wi-Fi using an Arduino Microcontroller. The device would 
enable data collection, data processing, data storage, and data communication across a 
broad range of sensor, storage, and communication technologies. In case of large scale 
deployment, the MoteStacks would form an intelligent sensing framework and could 
monitor a large geographic area with low cost and minimal power requirement. When 
deployed at scale, the devices would form an intelligent sensing fabric that can cover a 
large geographic area with minimal power requirements at a low cost. 
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Appendix A1 - DCSMSS.ned 
 
 
//**************************************************************************** 
//* Copyright: Network, Systems and Applications 2011 - 2014                                          * 
//*  Developed at the Network, Systems and Applications                             * 
//*  Author(s): Khandakar Ahmed, RMIT University                         * 
//*  This file is distributed under the terms in the attached LICENSE file.                                   * 
//*  If you do not find this file, copies can be found by writing to:                                               * 
//***************************************************************************// 
package node.application.DCSMSS; 
// The sensor node module. Connects to the wireless channel in order to communicate  
// with other nodes. Connects to psysical processes so it can sample them. 
 
simple DCSMSS like node.application.iApplication { 
 parameters: 
  string applicationID = default ("connMap"); 
 bool collectTraceInfo = default (false); 
 int priority = default (1); 
 int packetHeaderOverhead = default (8); 
 int constantDataPayload = default (8); 
  
 double packetSpacing = default (100); // in ms 
 double reportingTime = default (200); 
 double pivotSelectionTime = default (0); 
 double segmentPivotSelectionTime = default (10000); 
 double queryGenerationTime = default (6                                                        
0000); 
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 int packetsPerNode = default (0); 
 int packetSize = default (32);  // in bytes 
  bool isSectorHead = default(false); 
 int parentSectorID = default(0); 
 int sectorHeadID = default(0); 
 int sampleInterval = default (100); // in ms 
 int netBufferSize = default (32);      //buffering parameters. Size of Buffer 
 
 string attributeWeight = default ("1 1 1 1 1"); 
 string attributeRange = default ("0:250:500:15 0:20:40:5 0:3.5:7:1 0:250:500:15 
0:250:500:15"); 
 double weightValue = default(0.25); 
 double queryTimeLength = default(10); 
 double latencyHistogramMax = default (800); 
 int latencyHistogramBuckets = default (10); 
 gates: 
  output toCommunicationModule; 
 output toSensorDeviceManager; 
 input fromCommunicationModule; 
 input fromSensorDeviceManager; 
 input fromResourceManager; 
} 
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Appendix A2 - DCSMSS.h 
 
//**************************************************************************** 
//* Copyright: Network, Systems and Applications 2011 - 2014                                          * 
//*  Developed at the Network, Systems and Applications                             * 
//*  Author(s): Khandakar Ahmed, RMIT University                         * 
//*  This file is distributed under the terms in the attached LICENSE file.                                   * 
//*  If you do not find this file, copies can be found by writing to:                                               * 
//***************************************************************************/ 
 
#ifndef _DCSMSS_H_ 
#define _DCSMSS_H_ 
#include "VirtualApplication.h" 
#include "DCSMSSPacket_m.h" 
using namespace std; 
struct neighborRecord { 
 int id; 
 int timesRx; 
 int receivedPackets; 
}; 
struct packetAttributeValue{ 
 vector <int> index; 
 vector <string> sensType; 
 vector <double> sensValue; 
 vector <int> counter; 
}; 
struct packetDetails { 
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 int id; 
 vector<int> seqNum; 
 vector<packetAttributeValue> packetAttributeTable; 
}; 
enum ConnectivityMapTimers { 
 //SEND_PACKET = 1, 
 SEND_PACKET_TO_SH = 1, 
 REQUEST_SAMPLE = 2, 
 PIVOT_SELECTION = 3, 
 SEGMENT_PIVOT_SELECTION = 4, 
 QUERY_GENERATION = 5, 
}; 
struct attributeDetails { 
 int index; 
 string sensType; 
 double sensValue; 
 double normalizedSensValue; 
 int counter; 
}; 
struct attributeRange { 
 double max; 
 double min; 
 double avg; 
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 double theta; 
}; 
struct dataMappingDomain { 
 double maxRange; 
 double minRange; 
 double centreofMass; 
 double theta; 
 vector<double> pivot; 
}; 
struct segmentPivot{ 
 double pivot; 
}; 
struct sectorDimension{ 
 double trackSize; 
 double sectorSize; 
 double sectorCount; 
}; 
class DCSMSS: public VirtualApplication { 
 private: 
 // parameters and variables 
 int priority; 
 int packetHeaderOverhead; 
 int constantDataPayload; 
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 bool printConnMap; 
 bool isSectorHead; 
 
 double packetSpacing; 
 double reportingTime; 
 double pivotSelectionTime; 
 double segmentPivotSelectionTime; 
 double queryGenerationTime; 
 
 int packetsPerNode; 
 int packetSize; 
 double sampleInterval; 
 double queryTimeLength; 
 
 //buffer variables 
 int netBufferSize; 
 queue< cPacket* > TXBuffer; 
 
 vector <attributeDetails> attributeTable; 
 vector<neighborRecord> neighborTable; 
 vector<neighborRecord> storageTable; 
 vector<neighborRecord> sectorDataCollectionTable; 
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 vector<neighborRecord> queryRequestTable; 
 vector<neighborRecord> queryResponseTable; 
 vector<packetDetails> remotePacketTable; 
 vector<packetDetails> localPacketTable; 
 vector <double> attributeWeightTable; 
 vector <attributeRange> attributeRangeTable; 
 vector <segmentPivot> segmentPivotList; 
 vector <double> weightMatrix; 
 dataMappingDomain dataMappingRecord; 
 dataMappingDomain dataMappingRecord1; 
 sectorDimension sectorDimensionRecord; 
 
 double weightValue; 
 
 int packetsSent; 
 int packetsSentChildNode; 
 int serialNumber; 
 int totalSNnodes; 
 double txInterval_perNode; 
 double txInterval_total; 
 int bufferPacket(cPacket *); 
 int seqNum; 
 int segmentsPerSector; 
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 int addPadRemUp2Segment; 
 int addPadRangeQuery; 
 int addPadKNNQuery; 
 int addPadSkyLineQuery; 
 
 protected: 
 void startup(); 
 void finishSpecific(); 
 void fromNetworkLayer(ApplicationPacket *, const char *, double, double); 
 void timerFiredCallback(int); 
 void handleSensorReading(SensorReadingMessage *); 
 void requestSensorReading(const char *); 
 void updateNeighborTable(int nodeID, DCSMSSPacket *appPacket); 
 void updateStorageTable(int nodeID, DCSMSSPacket *appPacket); 
 bool updateSectorDataCollectionTable(int nodeID, int theSN); 
 bool updateQueryRequestTable(int nodeID, int theSN); 
 bool updateQueryResponseTable(int nodeID, int theSN); 
 void transmitBufferedPacket(); 
 void pushInteger(vector<int>&, int); 
 void parseStringParams(void); 
}; 
#endif    // _ROUTINGTEST_APPLICATIONMODULE_H_ 
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Appendix A3 - DCSMSS.cc 
 
//**************************************************************************** 
//* Copyright: Network, Systems and Applications 2011 - 2014                                          * 
//*  Developed at the Network, Systems and Applications                             * 
//*  Author(s): Khandakar Ahmed, RMIT University                         * 
//*  This file is distributed under the terms in the attached LICENSE file.                                   * 
//*  If you do not find this file, copies can be found by writing to:                                               * 
//**************************************************************************** 
 
 
#include "DCSMSS.h" 
#include "SBDRouting.h" 
#define DESTINATION_ADDRESS destAddress.c_str() 
Define_Module(DCSMSS); 
void DCSMSS::startup() 
{ 
 neighborTable.clear(); 
 parseStringParams(); 
 packetsSent = 0; 
 packetsSentChildNode = 0; 
 dataMappingRecord.maxRange=0; 
 dataMappingRecord.minRange=0; 
 dataMappingRecord.centreofMass=0; 
 dataMappingRecord.theta=0; 
 dataMappingRecord.pivot.clear(); 
 remotePacketTable.clear(); 
 txInterval_perNode = packetsPerNode * packetSpacing; 
 txInterval_total = (txInterval_perNode * totalSNnodes); 
 seqNum = 0; 
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 addPadRemUp2Segment = 100; 
 addPadRangeQuery = 200; 
 addPadKNNQuery = 300; 
 addPadSkyLineQuery = 400; 
 setTimer(REQUEST_SAMPLE, 0);  
 double startTxTime = txInterval_perNode * self + 10; 
 if(!isSectorHead){ 
  //reporting starts at 0.2 sec 
  setTimer(SEND_PACKET_TO_SH, reportingTime); 
 } 
 else{ 
  setTimer(PIVOT_SELECTION, pivotSelectionTime);// starts at 0.0 sec 
  setTimer(SEGMENT_PIVOT_SELECTION, 
segmentPivotSelectionTime); // starts at 10.0 sec 
  setTimer(QUERY_GENERATION, queryGenerationTime); // starts at 
60.0 sec 
 } 
} 
void DCSMSS::fromNetworkLayer(ApplicationPacket * rcvPacket, const char *source, 
double rssi, double lqi) 
{ 
 bool flag = false; 
 DCSMSSPacket *appPacket = check_and_cast<DCSMSSPacket*>(rcvPacket); 
 switch(appPacket->getDCSMSSPacketKind()){ 
  case DCS_LOCAL_DATA_REPORT:{ 
   flag = updateSectorDataCollectionTable(atoi(source), rcvPacket-
>getSequenceNumber()); 
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   if(flag) 
    bufferPacket(appPacket); 
   transmitBufferedPacket(); 
   break; 
  } 
  case DCS_REMOTE_DATA_UPDATE:{ 
   if(isSectorHead){ 
    bufferPacket(appPacket); 
    transmitBufferedPacket(); 
    updateNeighborTable(atoi(source), appPacket); 
   } 
   else{ 
    updateStorageTable(atoi(source), appPacket); 
   } 
   break; 
  } 
  case DCS_REMOTE_RANGE_QUERY:{ 
   if(isSectorHead){ 
    bufferPacket(appPacket); 
    trace() << "*****Range Query Request Received From: " 
<< atoi(source) << "*****"; 
    updateQueryRequestTable(atoi(source), rcvPacket-
>getSequenceNumber()); 
    for(int i=0;i<appPacket-
>getAttributeDataTableArraySize();i++){ 
     trace() << "SensType: " << appPacket-
>getAttributeDataTable(i).sensType << ":" ; 
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     trace() << "SensValue: " << appPacket-
>getAttributeDataTable(i).sensValue; 
    
 /*(packetAttributeValueRec.index).push_back(appPacket-
>getAttributeDataTable(i).index); 
    
 (packetAttributeValueRec.sensType).push_back(sensType); 
    
 (packetAttributeValueRec.sensValue).push_back(appPacket-
>getAttributeDataTable(i).sensValue); 
    
 (packetAttributeValueRec.counter).push_back(appPacket-
>getAttributeDataTable(i).counter);*/ 
    } 
    transmitBufferedPacket(); 
   } 
   else{ 
    /*for(int i=0; i<remotePacketTable.size();i++){ 
     for(int j=0;j<packetAttributeTable.size();j++){ 
     
 remotePacketTable[i].packetAttributeTable[j].sensType 
     } 
    }*/ 
    //trace() << "Size of Remote Packet Table " << 
remotePacketTable.packetAttributeTable.index.size(); 
    updateQueryRequestTable(atoi(source),rcvPacket-
>getSequenceNumber()); 
    DCSMSSPacket *packet2Net = new 
DCSMSSPacket("DCS Application Packet", APPLICATION_PACKET); 
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    string destAddress; 
    LocationData tmpData; 
    tmpData.nodeID = (unsigned short) self; 
    tmpData.locX = mobilityModule->getLocation().x; 
    tmpData.locY = mobilityModule->getLocation().y; 
   
    packet2Net->setLocData(tmpData); 
    attributeData tmpAttData; 
    for(int i=0;i<(int)remotePacketTable.size() && i<1;i++){ 
     trace()<< "ID: " << remotePacketTable[i].id; 
     for(int 
j=0;j<(int)remotePacketTable[i].seqNum.size() && j<1;j++){ 
      trace()<<"Packet Sequence: 
"<<remotePacketTable[i].seqNum[j]; 
      packet2Net-
>setAttributeDataTableArraySize(remotePacketTable[i].packetAttributeTable[j].index.s
ize()); 
      for(int 
k=0;k<(int)remotePacketTable[i].packetAttributeTable[j].index.size();k++){ 
       trace()<<"Index: " << 
remotePacketTable[i].packetAttributeTable[j].index[k]; 
       trace()<<"Sensed: " << 
remotePacketTable[i].packetAttributeTable[j].sensType[k]; 
       trace()<<"SensValue: " << 
remotePacketTable[i].packetAttributeTable[j].sensValue[k]; 
       trace()<<"Counter: " << 
remotePacketTable[i].packetAttributeTable[j].counter[k]; 
       tmpAttData.index = 
remotePacketTable[i].packetAttributeTable[j].index[k]; 
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       tmpAttData.sensType = 
remotePacketTable[i].packetAttributeTable[j].sensType[k]; 
       tmpAttData.sensValue = 
remotePacketTable[i].packetAttributeTable[j].sensValue[k]; 
       tmpAttData.counter = 
remotePacketTable[i].packetAttributeTable[j].counter[k]; 
       packet2Net-
>setAttributeDataTable(k,tmpAttData); 
      } 
     } 
    } 
    trace() << "Range Query Received From --------" << 
appPacket->getSourceQueryNode() << " via --------" << atoi(source); 
    //packet2Net-
>setSourceQueryNode(atoi(SELF_NETWORK_ADDRESS)); 
    //attributeData tmpAttData; 
    //////-------------------Here the Query Atrributes Need to be 
Inserted---------------------////// 
    /*attributeData tmpAttData; 
    packet2Net-
>setAttributeDataTableArraySize(remotePacketTable.packetAttributeTable.index.size()
); 
    for(int 
i=0;i<remotePacketTable.packetAttributeTable.index.size();i++){ 
     tmpAttData.index = 
remotePacketTable.packetAttributeTable.index[i]; 
     tmpAttData.sensType = 
remotePacketTable.packetAttributeTable.sensType[i]; 
     tmpAttData.sensValue = 
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remotePacketTable.packetAttributeTable.sensValue[i]; 
     tmpAttData.counter = 
remotePacketTable.packetAttributeTable.counter[i]; 
     packet2Net-
>setAttributeDataTable(i,tmpAttData); 
    }*/ 
    packet2Net-
>setDCSMSSPacketKind(DCS_REMOTE_RANGE_QUERY_RESPONSE_LOCAL); 
    packet2Net->setSourceQueryNode(appPacket-
>getSourceQueryNode()); 
    int numbericDestAddress = atoi(source); 
    stringstream convert; // stringstream used for the 
conversion 
    convert << numbericDestAddress;//add the value of 
Number to the characters in the stream 
    destAddress = convert.str();//set Result to the content of 
the stream*/ 
    trace() << "matha Noshto" << destAddress; 
    toNetworkLayer(packet2Net, 
DESTINATION_ADDRESS); 
    //toNetworkLayer(packet2Net, 
BROADCAST_NETWORK_ADDRESS); 
   } 
   break; 
  } 
  case DCS_REMOTE_RANGE_QUERY_RESPONSE_LOCAL:{ 
   if(isSectorHead){ 
    DCSMSSPacket *packet2Net = 
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check_and_cast<DCSMSSPacket*>(appPacket->dup()); 
    string destAddress; 
    packet2Net-
>setDCSMSSPacketKind(DCS_REMOTE_RANGE_QUERY_RESPONSE_REMOTE
); 
    int numbericDestAddress = appPacket-
>getSourceQueryNode(); 
    stringstream convert; // stringstream used for the 
conversion 
    convert << numbericDestAddress;//add the value of 
Number to the characters in the stream 
    destAddress = convert.str();//set Result to the content of 
the stream*/ 
    trace() << "Query Response from Member Node: 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ " << atoi(source) << "For Query Node: ~~~~~~~~~~" << 
destAddress; 
    toNetworkLayer(packet2Net, 
DESTINATION_ADDRESS); 
   } 
   break; 
  } 
  case DCS_REMOTE_RANGE_QUERY_RESPONSE_REMOTE:{ 
   if(isSectorHead){ 
    for(int i=0;i<appPacket-
>getAttributeDataTableArraySize();i++){ 
     trace()<<"Index: " << appPacket-
>getAttributeDataTable(i).index; 
     trace()<<"Sensed: " << appPacket-
>getAttributeDataTable(i).sensType << ":" ; 
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     trace()<<"SensValue: " << appPacket-
>getAttributeDataTable(i).sensValue; 
     trace()<<"Counter: " << appPacket-
>getAttributeDataTable(i).counter; 
    } 
    updateQueryResponseTable(atoi(source), rcvPacket-
>getSequenceNumber()); 
    trace() << "Query Response Received From ------
++++++++++++++++++++================++++++++++++++++++========" 
<< atoi(source); 
   } 
  } 
 } 
} 
 
void DCSMSS::timerFiredCallback(int timerIndex) 
{ 
 switch (timerIndex) { 
  case SEND_PACKET_TO_SH:{ 
   DCSMSSPacket *packet2Net = new DCSMSSPacket("DCS 
Application Packet", APPLICATION_PACKET); 
   LocationData tmpData; 
   tmpData.nodeID = (unsigned short) self; 
   tmpData.locX = mobilityModule->getLocation().x; 
   tmpData.locY = mobilityModule->getLocation().y;  
  
   packet2Net->setLocData(tmpData); 
   attributeData tmpAttData; 
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   packet2Net-
>setAttributeDataTableArraySize(attributeTable.size()); 
   for(int i=0;i<attributeTable.size();i++){ 
    tmpAttData.index = attributeTable[i].index; 
    tmpAttData.sensType = attributeTable[i].sensType; 
    tmpAttData.sensValue = attributeTable[i].sensValue; 
    tmpAttData.counter = attributeTable[i].counter; 
    packet2Net->setAttributeDataTable(i,tmpAttData); 
   } 
   packet2Net-
>setDCSMSSPacketKind(DCS_LOCAL_DATA_REPORT); 
   packet2Net->setSequenceNumber(packetsSentChildNode+1); 
   toNetworkLayer(packet2Net, 
BROADCAST_NETWORK_ADDRESS); 
   packetsSentChildNode++; 
   setTimer(SEND_PACKET_TO_SH,10); 
   break; 
  } 
  case REQUEST_SAMPLE:{ 
   requestSensorReading("Temperature"); 
   requestSensorReading("Light"); 
   requestSensorReading("Smoke"); 
   requestSensorReading("Smoke2"); 
   requestSensorReading("Smoke3"); 
   setTimer(REQUEST_SAMPLE, sampleInterval); 
   break; 
  } 
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  case PIVOT_SELECTION:{ 
   dataMappingRecord.minRange = dataMappingRecord.maxRange 
= 0; 
   for(int i=1; i<=attributeRangeTable.size();i++){ 
    double temp = pow(weightValue,i); 
    trace() << "Weight Value(check): " << temp; 
    weightMatrix.push_back(temp); 
   } 
   for(int i =0;i<attributeRangeTable.size();i++){ 
    dataMappingRecord1.minRange += 
(attributeRangeTable[i].min/attributeRangeTable[i].max)*weightMatrix[i]; 
    dataMappingRecord1.maxRange += 
(attributeRangeTable[i].max/attributeRangeTable[i].max)*weightMatrix[i]; 
    dataMappingRecord1.centreofMass += 
(attributeRangeTable[i].avg/attributeRangeTable[i].max)*weightMatrix[i]; 
    dataMappingRecord1.theta += 
(attributeRangeTable[i].theta/attributeRangeTable[i].max)*weightMatrix[i]; 
 
    dataMappingRecord.minRange += 
(attributeRangeTable[i].min/attributeRangeTable[i].max)*attributeWeightTable[i]; 
    dataMappingRecord.maxRange += 
(attributeRangeTable[i].max/attributeRangeTable[i].max)*attributeWeightTable[i]; 
    dataMappingRecord.centreofMass += 
(attributeRangeTable[i].avg/attributeRangeTable[i].max)*attributeWeightTable[i]; 
    dataMappingRecord.theta += 
(attributeRangeTable[i].theta/attributeRangeTable[i].max)*attributeWeightTable[i]; 
   } 
   double COMLowerLimit = dataMappingRecord1.centreofMass - 
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dataMappingRecord.theta; 
   //COMLowerLimit = 0.40; 
   double COMUpperLimit = dataMappingRecord1.centreofMass + 
dataMappingRecord.theta; 
   //COMUpperLimit = 0.55; 
   double alpha = (COMUpperLimit - 
COMLowerLimit)/(sectorDimensionRecord.sectorCount - 1); 
   trace() << "MinRange: " << dataMappingRecord1.minRange; 
   trace() << "MaxRange: " << dataMappingRecord1.maxRange; 
   trace() << "centre of Mass: " << 
dataMappingRecord1.centreofMass; 
   trace() << "Theta: " << dataMappingRecord1.theta; 
   trace() << "COMLowerLimit: " << COMLowerLimit; 
   trace() << "COMUpperLimit: " << COMUpperLimit; 
   trace() << "Alpha: " << alpha; 
   double delta = (dataMappingRecord1.maxRange - 
dataMappingRecord1.minRange)/sectorDimensionRecord.sectorCount; 
   for(int i=0; i<=sectorDimensionRecord.sectorCount;i++){ 
    if(i==0){ 
    
 dataMappingRecord.pivot.push_back(dataMappingRecord.minRange); 
    
 dataMappingRecord1.pivot.push_back(dataMappingRecord1.minRange); 
    } 
    else if(i==sectorDimensionRecord.sectorCount){ 
    
 dataMappingRecord.pivot.push_back(dataMappingRecord.maxRange); 
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 dataMappingRecord1.pivot.push_back(dataMappingRecord1.maxRange); 
    } 
    else{ 
    
 dataMappingRecord.pivot.push_back(COMLowerLimit + i * alpha); 
     trace() << "value: " << 
dataMappingRecord1.minRange + i * alpha; 
    
 //dataMappingRecord1.pivot.push_back(dataMappingRecord1.minRange + i * 
delta); 
    
 dataMappingRecord1.pivot.push_back(COMLowerLimit + i * alpha); 
    } 
   } 
   for(int i=0; i<=sectorDimensionRecord.sectorCount;i++){ 
    trace()<< "Pivot Points: " << i << ":" << 
dataMappingRecord1.pivot[i]; 
   } 
   break; 
  } 
  case SEGMENT_PIVOT_SELECTION: 
  { 
   cModule *comModule = getParentModule()-
>getSubmodule("Communication")->getSubmodule("Routing"); 
   segmentsPerSector = comModule->par("segmentsPerSector"); 
   double beta = 
(dataMappingRecord1.pivot[atoi(SELF_NETWORK_ADDRESS)+1] - 
dataMappingRecord1.pivot[atoi(SELF_NETWORK_ADDRESS)])/segmentsPerSector; 
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   segmentPivot rec; 
   for(int i=0;i<=segmentsPerSector;i++){ 
    if(i==0) 
     rec.pivot = 
dataMappingRecord1.pivot[atoi(SELF_NETWORK_ADDRESS)]; 
    else if(i==segmentsPerSector) 
     rec.pivot = 
dataMappingRecord1.pivot[atoi(SELF_NETWORK_ADDRESS)+1]; 
    else 
     rec.pivot = 
dataMappingRecord1.pivot[atoi(SELF_NETWORK_ADDRESS)]+i*beta; 
    segmentPivotList.push_back(rec); 
   } 
   break; 
  } 
  case QUERY_GENERATION: 
  { 
   DCSMSSPacket *packet2Net = new DCSMSSPacket("DCS 
Application Packet", APPLICATION_PACKET); 
   string destAddress; 
   LocationData tmpData; 
   tmpData.nodeID = (unsigned short) self; 
   tmpData.locX = mobilityModule->getLocation().x; 
   tmpData.locY = mobilityModule->getLocation().y;  
  
   packet2Net->setLocData(tmpData); 
   packet2Net-
>setSourceQueryNode(atoi(SELF_NETWORK_ADDRESS)); 
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   attributeData tmpAttData; 
   //////-------------------Here the Query Atrributes Need to be 
Inserted---------------------////// 
   packet2Net-
>setAttributeDataTableArraySize(attributeTable.size()); 
   for(int i=0;i<attributeTable.size();i++){ 
    tmpAttData.index = attributeTable[i].index; 
    tmpAttData.sensType = attributeTable[i].sensType; 
    tmpAttData.sensValue = attributeTable[i].sensValue; 
    tmpAttData.counter = attributeTable[i].counter; 
    packet2Net->setAttributeDataTable(i,tmpAttData); 
   } 
   packet2Net-
>setDCSMSSPacketKind(DCS_REMOTE_RANGE_QUERY); 
   //////------------------Not Clear Yet How to Put Sequence Number -
-----------------------///////// 
   //packet2Net->setSequenceNumber(packetsSentChildNode+1);  
  
   /////-------------------Here The Destination Address Need to Be 
Selected----------------////////// 
   double pivotValue =0,pivotValue1=0; int destinationPivotIndex = 
0; 
   for(int i=0;i<packet2Net-
>getAttributeDataTableArraySize();i++){ 
    trace() << "Sense Value: " << packet2Net-
>getAttributeDataTable(i).sensValue; 
    pivotValue += (packet2Net-
>getAttributeDataTable(i).sensValue/attributeRangeTable[i].max)*attributeWeightTabl
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e[i]; 
    pivotValue1 += (packet2Net-
>getAttributeDataTable(i).sensValue/attributeRangeTable[i].max)*weightMatrix[i]; 
   } 
   for(int i=0;i<dataMappingRecord1.pivot.size();i++){ 
    if (pivotValue1 > dataMappingRecord1.pivot[i] && 
pivotValue1 <= dataMappingRecord1.pivot[i+1]){ 
     destinationPivotIndex = i; 
     break; 
    } 
   } 
   trace() << "Pivot Value: " << pivotValue1 << "Destination 
Sector: " << destinationPivotIndex; 
 
   //int numbericDestAddress = 
(atoi(SELF_NETWORK_ADDRESS)+1)*15%16; 
   //numbericDestAddress = numbericDestAddress; 
   int numbericDestAddress = destinationPivotIndex; 
   stringstream convert; // stringstream used for the conversion 
   convert << numbericDestAddress;//add the value of Number to 
the characters in the stream 
   destAddress = convert.str();//set Result to the content of the 
stream*/ 
   trace() << "-----------------Sending Query Request: " << 
"Destination Sector: " << DESTINATION_ADDRESS; 
   toNetworkLayer(packet2Net, DESTINATION_ADDRESS); 
   break; 
  } 
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 } 
} 
 
void DCSMSS::requestSensorReading(const char * type){ 
 SensorReadingMessage *reqMsg = 
  new SensorReadingMessage("App to Sensor Mgr: sample request", 
SENSOR_READING_MESSAGE); 
  
 if(type == "Temperature"){ 
  reqMsg->setSensorType(type); 
  reqMsg->setSensorIndex(0); 
 } 
 if(type =="Light"){ 
  reqMsg->setSensorType(type); 
  reqMsg->setSensorIndex(1); 
 } 
 if(type =="Smoke") 
 { 
  reqMsg->setSensorType(type); 
  reqMsg->setSensorIndex(2); 
 } 
 if(type =="Smoke2") 
 { 
  reqMsg->setSensorType(type); 
  reqMsg->setSensorIndex(3); 
 } 
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 if(type =="Smoke3") 
 { 
  reqMsg->setSensorType(type); 
  reqMsg->setSensorIndex(4); 
 } 
 send(reqMsg, "toSensorDeviceManager"); 
} 
 
void DCSMSS::handleSensorReading(SensorReadingMessage *sensReading) 
{ 
 int Index =  sensReading->getSensorIndex(); 
 string sensType(sensReading->getSensorType()); 
 double sensValue = sensReading->getSensedValue(); 
 int pos = -1; 
 for(int i=0; i<attributeTable.size();i++) 
 { 
  if(attributeTable[i].sensType == sensType) 
   pos = i; 
 } 
 if(pos==-1){ 
  attributeDetails attRecord; 
  attRecord.index = Index; 
  attRecord.sensType = sensType; 
  attRecord.sensValue = sensValue; 
  attRecord.counter = 1; 
  attributeTable.push_back(attRecord); 
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 } 
 else{ 
  double tempSensValue = 
attributeTable[pos].sensValue*attributeTable[pos].counter+sensValue; 
  attributeTable[pos].counter++; 
  attributeTable[pos].sensValue = 
tempSensValue/attributeTable[pos].counter; 
 } 
} 
 
void DCSMSS::finishSpecific() 
{ 
 //Collection of Remote Packets 
 declareOutput("Remote Packets received"); 
 for (int i = 0; i < (int)neighborTable.size(); i++) { 
  collectOutput("Remote Packets received", neighborTable[i].id, 
         "Success", neighborTable[i].receivedPackets); 
 } 
 declareOutput("Remote Packets received (aggregated)"); 
 int aggrNum = 0;  
 for (int i = 0; i < (int)neighborTable.size(); i++) { 
  aggrNum+=neighborTable[i].receivedPackets; 
 }   
 if(neighborTable.size()!=0) 
  collectOutput("Remote Packets received (aggregated)","Success", 
aggrNum); 
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 //Collection of Local Packets 
 declareOutput("Local Packets received"); 
 for (int i = 0; i < (int)sectorDataCollectionTable.size(); i++) { 
  collectOutput("Local Packets received", sectorDataCollectionTable[i].id, 
         "Success", sectorDataCollectionTable[i].receivedPackets); 
  trace() << "From: " << sectorDataCollectionTable[i].id << "Local 
Packets received " << sectorDataCollectionTable[i].receivedPackets;   
 }  
 declareOutput("Local Packets received (aggregated)"); 
 aggrNum = 0; 
 for (int i = 0; i < (int)sectorDataCollectionTable.size(); i++) { 
  aggrNum+=sectorDataCollectionTable[i].receivedPackets; 
 }   
 if(sectorDataCollectionTable.size()!=0) 
  collectOutput("Local Packets received (aggregated)","Success", 
aggrNum); 
 
 declareOutput("Remote Packets Storage received"); 
 for (int i = 0; i < (int)storageTable.size(); i++){ 
  collectOutput("Remote Packets Storage received", storageTable[i].id, 
        "Success", storageTable[i].receivedPackets); 
  trace() << "From: " << storageTable[i].id << "Remote Packets Storage 
received " << storageTable[i].receivedPackets;   
 }  
 //aggrNum = 0;  
 
 //Tracing the received/stored remote packets from head nodes 
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 for(int i=0;i<(int)remotePacketTable.size();i++){ 
  trace()<< "ID: " << remotePacketTable[i].id; 
  for(int j=0;j<(int)remotePacketTable[i].seqNum.size();j++){ 
   trace()<<"Packet Sequence: "<<remotePacketTable[i].seqNum[j]; 
   for(int 
k=0;k<(int)remotePacketTable[i].packetAttributeTable[j].index.size();k++){ 
    trace()<<"Index: " << 
remotePacketTable[i].packetAttributeTable[j].index[k]<<"Sensed: " << 
remotePacketTable[i].packetAttributeTable[j].sensType[k]<<"SensValue: " << 
remotePacketTable[i].packetAttributeTable[j].sensValue[k]<<"Counter: " << 
remotePacketTable[i].packetAttributeTable[j].counter[k]; 
    //trace()<<"Sensed: " << 
remotePacketTable[i].packetAttributeTable[j].sensType[k]; 
    //trace()<<"SensValue: " << 
remotePacketTable[i].packetAttributeTable[j].sensValue[k]; 
    //trace()<<"Counter: " << 
remotePacketTable[i].packetAttributeTable[j].counter[k]; 
   } 
  } 
 } 
 for(int i=0;i<(int)storageTable.size();i++){ 
  trace() << "ID: " << storageTable[i].id << " Packet Number: " << 
storageTable[i].receivedPackets << " TimeRX:" << storageTable[i].timesRx; 
 } 
 for(int i=0;i<(int)queryRequestTable.size();i++){ 
  trace() << "ID: " << queryRequestTable[i].id << " Packet Number: " << 
queryRequestTable[i].receivedPackets << " TimeRX:" << 
queryRequestTable[i].timesRx; 
 } 
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 declareOutput("Query Response Packets received"); 
 for(int i=0;i<(int)queryResponseTable.size();i++){ 
  collectOutput("Query Response Packets received", 
queryResponseTable[i].id, 
        "Success", queryResponseTable[i].timesRx); 
  trace() << "Response Received From: " << "ID: " << 
queryResponseTable[i].id << " Packet Number: " << 
queryResponseTable[i].receivedPackets << " TimeRX:" << 
queryResponseTable[i].timesRx; 
 } 
 /* 
 // Used for debugging 
 for(int i=0;i<(int)attributeTable.size();i++) 
 { 
  trace() << "Index  = " << attributeTable[i].index; 
  trace() << "Sensed = " << attributeTable[i].sensType; 
  trace() << "Sensed Value = " << attributeTable[i].sensValue; 
  trace() << "Counter = " << attributeTable[i].counter; 
 } 
 for(int i=0;i<attributeRangeTable.size();i++){ 
  trace()<< " Min: " << attributeRangeTable[i].min << " Avg: " << 
attributeRangeTable[i].avg << " Max: "<< attributeRangeTable[i].max << " Theta: "<< 
attributeRangeTable[i].theta; 
 } 
 trace()<< "Domain Map: Max: " << dataMappingRecord.maxRange << " Min: " 
<< dataMappingRecord.minRange << " centreofMass " 
<<dataMappingRecord.centreofMass << " Theta " << dataMappingRecord.theta; 
 trace()<< "Grid Size: " << sectorDimensionRecord.trackSize <<  " Col: " << 
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sectorDimensionRecord.sectorSize << " Sector Count: " << 
sectorDimensionRecord.sectorCount; */ 
 for(int i=0;i<segmentPivotList.size();i++) 
  trace()<< "Pivot: " << segmentPivotList[i].pivot; 
  
 for(int i=0;i<weightMatrix.size();i++) 
  trace()<< "Weight "<< i << ":" << weightMatrix[i]; 
} 
 
void DCSMSS::updateNeighborTable(int nodeID, DCSMSSPacket *appPacket) 
{ 
 int serialNum = appPacket->getSequenceNumber(); 
 int i = 0, pos = -1; 
 bool flag = true; 
 int tblSize = (int)neighborTable.size(); 
 for (i = 0; i < tblSize; i++) 
  if (neighborTable[i].id == nodeID) 
   pos = i; 
 
 if (pos == -1) { 
  neighborRecord newRec; 
  newRec.id = nodeID; 
  newRec.timesRx = 1; 
  packetDetails newPack; 
  newPack.id = nodeID; 
  packetAttributeValue packetAttributeValueRec; 
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  for(int i=0;i<appPacket->getAttributeDataTableArraySize();i++){ 
    string sensType = (appPacket-
>getAttributeDataTable(i).sensType).c_str(); 
    (packetAttributeValueRec.index).push_back(appPacket-
>getAttributeDataTable(i).index); 
   
 (packetAttributeValueRec.sensType).push_back(sensType); 
   
 (packetAttributeValueRec.sensValue).push_back(appPacket-
>getAttributeDataTable(i).sensValue); 
    (packetAttributeValueRec.counter).push_back(appPacket-
>getAttributeDataTable(i).counter); 
  } 
  if ((serialNum >= 0) && (serialNum < packetsPerNode)){ 
   newRec.receivedPackets = 1; 
   pushInteger(newPack.seqNum,serialNum); 
  
 (newPack.packetAttributeTable).push_back(packetAttributeValueRec); 
  } 
  neighborTable.push_back(newRec); 
  remotePacketTable.push_back(newPack); 
 } else { 
  neighborTable[pos].timesRx++; 
  if ((serialNum >= 0) && (serialNum < packetsPerNode)){ 
   for(int i=0; i<(remotePacketTable[pos].seqNum).size();i++){ 
    if(remotePacketTable[pos].seqNum[i]==serialNum){ 
     flag = false; 
    } 
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   } 
   if(flag){ 
   
 pushInteger(remotePacketTable[pos].seqNum,serialNum); 
    neighborTable[pos].receivedPackets++; 
    packetAttributeValue packetAttributeValueRec; 
    for(int i=0;i<appPacket-
>getAttributeDataTableArraySize();i++){ 
     string sensType = (appPacket-
>getAttributeDataTable(i).sensType).c_str(); 
    
 (packetAttributeValueRec.index).push_back(appPacket-
>getAttributeDataTable(i).index); 
    
 (packetAttributeValueRec.sensType).push_back(sensType); 
    
 (packetAttributeValueRec.sensValue).push_back(appPacket-
>getAttributeDataTable(i).sensValue); 
    
 (packetAttributeValueRec.counter).push_back(appPacket-
>getAttributeDataTable(i).counter); 
    }  
   
 (remotePacketTable[pos].packetAttributeTable).push_back(packetAttributeValu
eRec);    
   } 
  } 
 } 
} 
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void DCSMSS::updateStorageTable(int nodeID, DCSMSSPacket *appPacket) 
{ 
 int serialNum = appPacket->getSequenceNumber(); 
 int i = 0, pos = -1; 
 bool flag = true; 
 int tblSize = (int)storageTable.size(); 
 for (i = 0; i < tblSize; i++) 
  if (storageTable[i].id == nodeID) 
   pos = i; 
 
 if (pos == -1) { 
  neighborRecord newRec; 
  newRec.id = nodeID; 
  newRec.timesRx = 1; 
  packetDetails newPack; 
  newPack.id = nodeID; 
  packetAttributeValue packetAttributeValueRec; 
  for(int i=0;i<appPacket->getAttributeDataTableArraySize();i++){ 
    string sensType = (appPacket-
>getAttributeDataTable(i).sensType).c_str(); 
    (packetAttributeValueRec.index).push_back(appPacket-
>getAttributeDataTable(i).index); 
   
 (packetAttributeValueRec.sensType).push_back(sensType); 
   
 (packetAttributeValueRec.sensValue).push_back(appPacket-
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>getAttributeDataTable(i).sensValue); 
    (packetAttributeValueRec.counter).push_back(appPacket-
>getAttributeDataTable(i).counter); 
  } 
  if ((serialNum >= 0) && (serialNum < packetsPerNode)){ 
   newRec.receivedPackets = 1; 
   pushInteger(newPack.seqNum,serialNum); 
  
 (newPack.packetAttributeTable).push_back(packetAttributeValueRec); 
  } 
  storageTable.push_back(newRec); 
  remotePacketTable.push_back(newPack); 
 } else { 
  storageTable[pos].timesRx++; 
  if ((serialNum >= 0) && (serialNum < packetsPerNode)){ 
   for(int i=0; i<(remotePacketTable[pos].seqNum).size();i++){ 
    /*if(remotePacketTable[pos].seqNum[i]==serialNum){ 
     flag = false; 
    }*/ 
   } 
   if(flag){ 
   
 pushInteger(remotePacketTable[pos].seqNum,serialNum); 
    storageTable[pos].receivedPackets++; 
    packetAttributeValue packetAttributeValueRec; 
    for(int i=0;i<appPacket-
>getAttributeDataTableArraySize();i++){ 
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     string sensType = (appPacket-
>getAttributeDataTable(i).sensType).c_str(); 
    
 (packetAttributeValueRec.index).push_back(appPacket-
>getAttributeDataTable(i).index); 
    
 (packetAttributeValueRec.sensType).push_back(sensType); 
    
 (packetAttributeValueRec.sensValue).push_back(appPacket-
>getAttributeDataTable(i).sensValue); 
    
 (packetAttributeValueRec.counter).push_back(appPacket-
>getAttributeDataTable(i).counter); 
    }  
   
 (remotePacketTable[pos].packetAttributeTable).push_back(packetAttributeValu
eRec);    
   } 
  } 
 } 
} 
 
void DCSMSS::pushInteger(vector<int>& n, int value){ 
 n.push_back(value); 
} 
 
bool DCSMSS::updateQueryRequestTable(int nodeID, int serialNum){ 
 int i = 0, pos = -1; 
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 bool flag = true; 
 int tblSize = (int)queryRequestTable.size(); 
 for (i = 0; i < tblSize; i++) 
  if (queryRequestTable[i].id == nodeID) 
   pos = i; 
 if (pos == -1){ 
  neighborRecord newRec; 
  newRec.id = nodeID; 
  newRec.timesRx = 1; 
  if (serialNum >= 0){ 
   newRec.receivedPackets = 1; 
  } 
  queryRequestTable.push_back(newRec); 
 }else { 
  queryRequestTable[pos].timesRx++; 
  queryRequestTable[pos].receivedPackets++; 
 } 
 return flag; 
} 
 
bool DCSMSS::updateQueryResponseTable(int nodeID, int serialNum){ 
 int i = 0, pos = -1; 
 bool flag = true; 
 int tblSize = (int)queryResponseTable.size(); 
 for (i = 0; i < tblSize; i++) 
  if (queryResponseTable[i].id == nodeID) 
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   pos = i; 
 if (pos == -1){ 
  neighborRecord newRec; 
  newRec.id = nodeID; 
  newRec.timesRx = 1; 
  if (serialNum >= 0){ 
   newRec.receivedPackets = 1; 
  } 
  queryResponseTable.push_back(newRec); 
 }else { 
  queryResponseTable[pos].timesRx++; 
 } 
 return flag; 
} 
 
bool DCSMSS::updateSectorDataCollectionTable(int nodeID, int serialNum){ 
 int i = 0, pos = -1; 
 bool flag = true; 
 int tblSize = (int)sectorDataCollectionTable.size(); 
 for (i = 0; i < tblSize; i++) 
  if (sectorDataCollectionTable[i].id == nodeID) 
   pos = i; 
 if (pos == -1){ 
  neighborRecord newRec; 
  newRec.id = nodeID; 
  newRec.timesRx = 1; 
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  packetDetails newPack; 
  newPack.id = nodeID; 
  if (serialNum >= 0){ 
   newRec.receivedPackets = 1; 
   pushInteger(newPack.seqNum,serialNum); 
  } 
  sectorDataCollectionTable.push_back(newRec); 
  localPacketTable.push_back(newPack); 
 }else { 
  sectorDataCollectionTable[pos].timesRx++; 
 
  if ((serialNum >= 0) && 
(sectorDataCollectionTable[pos].receivedPackets <= packetsPerNode)){ 
   for(int i=0; i<(localPacketTable[pos].seqNum).size();i++){ 
    if(localPacketTable[pos].seqNum[i]==serialNum){ 
     flag = false; 
    } 
   } 
   if(flag){ 
    pushInteger(localPacketTable[pos].seqNum,serialNum); 
    sectorDataCollectionTable[pos].receivedPackets++; 
   } 
  } 
 } 
 return flag; 
} 
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int DCSMSS::bufferPacket(cPacket *rcvFrame) 
{ 
 trace() << "Buffering Packet"; 
 if ((int)TXBuffer.size() >= netBufferSize) { 
  collectOutput("Buffer overflow"); 
  cancelAndDelete(rcvFrame); 
  return 0; 
 } else { 
  TXBuffer.push(rcvFrame); 
  trace() << "Packet buffered from network layer, buffer state: " << 
    TXBuffer.size() << "/" << netBufferSize; 
  return 1; 
 } 
} 
 
void DCSMSS::transmitBufferedPacket(){ 
 while(!TXBuffer.empty()){ 
  if(isSectorHead){ 
   DCSMSSPacket *packet2Net = 
check_and_cast<DCSMSSPacket*>(TXBuffer.front()->dup()); 
   string destAddress; int numbericDestAddress; 
   switch(packet2Net->getDCSMSSPacketKind()){ 
    case DCS_LOCAL_DATA_REPORT:{ 
     double pivotValue =0, pivotValue1=0; int 
destinationPivotIndex = 0; 
     for(int i=0;i<packet2Net-
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>getAttributeDataTableArraySize();i++){ 
      pivotValue += (packet2Net-
>getAttributeDataTable(i).sensValue/attributeRangeTable[i].max)*attributeWeightTabl
e[i]; 
      pivotValue1 += (packet2Net-
>getAttributeDataTable(i).sensValue/attributeRangeTable[i].max)*weightMatrix[i]; 
     } 
     trace()<< "Pivot Value: " << pivotValue1; 
     for(int 
i=0;i<dataMappingRecord.pivot.size();i++){ 
      if (pivotValue1 > 
dataMappingRecord1.pivot[i] && pivotValue1 <= dataMappingRecord1.pivot[i+1]){ 
       destinationPivotIndex = i; 
       break; 
      } 
     }  
     numbericDestAddress = destinationPivotIndex; 
     stringstream convert;     
 //stringstream used for the conversion 
     convert << numbericDestAddress;  
  //add the value of Number to the characters in the stream 
     destAddress = convert.str();   
 //set Result to the content of the stream 
     packet2Net-
>setDCSMSSPacketKind(DCS_REMOTE_DATA_UPDATE); 
     packet2Net->setSequenceNumber(seqNum); 
     toNetworkLayer(packet2Net, 
DESTINATION_ADDRESS); 
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     TXBuffer.pop(); 
     seqNum++; 
     break; 
    } 
    case DCS_REMOTE_DATA_UPDATE:{ 
     double pivotValue =0; int 
destinationSegmentPivotIndex = 0; 
     for(int i=0;i<packet2Net-
>getAttributeDataTableArraySize();i++){ 
      pivotValue += (packet2Net-
>getAttributeDataTable(i).sensValue/attributeRangeTable[i].max)*attributeWeightTabl
e[i]; 
     } 
     for(int i=0;i<segmentPivotList.size();i++){ 
      if (pivotValue > segmentPivotList[i].pivot 
&& pivotValue <= segmentPivotList[i+1].pivot){ 
       destinationSegmentPivotIndex = i; 
       break; 
      } 
     } 
     numbericDestAddress = -
((destinationSegmentPivotIndex+1)+addPadRemUp2Segment); 
     stringstream convert;    
 //stringstream used for the conversion 
     convert << numbericDestAddress;  
 //add the value of Number to the characters in the stream 
     destAddress = convert.str();   //set 
Result to the content of the stream 
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     packet2Net-
>setDestinationSegmentPivotIndex(destinationSegmentPivotIndex); 
     toNetworkLayer(packet2Net, 
DESTINATION_ADDRESS); 
     TXBuffer.pop(); 
     break; 
    } 
    case DCS_REMOTE_RANGE_QUERY:{ 
     double pivotValue =0; int 
destinationSegmentPivotIndex = 0; 
     for(int i=0;i<packet2Net-
>getAttributeDataTableArraySize();i++){ // normalization 
      pivotValue += (packet2Net-
>getAttributeDataTable(i).sensValue/attributeRangeTable[i].max)*attributeWeightTabl
e[i]; 
     } 
     for(int i=0;i<segmentPivotList.size();i++){ 
   // destination SH, finds the target segment 
      if (pivotValue > segmentPivotList[i].pivot 
&& pivotValue <= segmentPivotList[i+1].pivot){ 
       destinationSegmentPivotIndex = i; 
       break; 
      } 
     } 
     string destAddress; 
     int numbericDestAddress = -
((destinationSegmentPivotIndex+1)+addPadRangeQuery); //address padding, (-)ve add 
refers query packets 
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     stringstream convert;    
 //stringstream used for the conversion 
     convert << numbericDestAddress;  
 //add the value of Number to the characters in the stream 
     destAddress = convert.str();   //set 
Result to the content of the stream 
     trace()<< "|||||||" << segmentPivotList.size() << 
"||||||||" << SELF_NETWORK_ADDRESS << "|||| to Segment ID ||||" << destAddress; 
     packet2Net-
>setDestinationSegmentPivotIndex(destinationSegmentPivotIndex); 
     toNetworkLayer(packet2Net, 
DESTINATION_ADDRESS); 
     TXBuffer.pop(); 
     break; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
   
 } 
} 
 
void DCSMSS::parseStringParams(void){ 
 const char *parameterStr, *token, *test; 
 attributeWeightTable.clear(); 
 parameterStr = par("attributeWeight"); 
 cStringTokenizer weightTokenizer(parameterStr); 
 while ((token = weightTokenizer.nextToken()) != NULL) 
  attributeWeightTable.push_back((double)atof(token)); 
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 attributeRangeTable.clear(); 
 cStringTokenizer attributeRangeTokenizer(par("attributeRange"), " "); 
 while (attributeRangeTokenizer.hasMoreTokens()){ 
  string token(attributeRangeTokenizer.nextToken()); 
  string::size_type posA = token.find(":"); 
  string tokA; 
  tokA = token.substr(0, posA); 
  token = token.substr(posA+1); 
  string::size_type posB = token.find(":"); 
  string tokB = token.substr(0, posB); 
  token = token.substr(posB+1); 
  string::size_type posC = token.find(":"); 
  string tokC = token.substr(0,posC); 
  string tokD = token.substr(posC+1); 
  double min = (double)atof(tokA.c_str()); 
                double avg = (double)atof(tokB.c_str()); 
  double max = (double)atof(tokC.c_str()); 
  double theta = (double)atof(tokD.c_str()); 
  attributeRange attRangeNewRec; 
  attRangeNewRec.max = max; 
  attRangeNewRec.avg = avg; 
  attRangeNewRec.min = min; 
  attRangeNewRec.theta = theta; 
  attributeRangeTable.push_back(attRangeNewRec); 
 } 
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 cStringTokenizer gridTokenizer(getParentModule()->getParentModule()-
>par("deployment"), ";"); 
 int iteration = 1; 
 while (gridTokenizer.hasMoreTokens()){ 
  string token(gridTokenizer.nextToken()); 
  string::size_type posA = token.find("->"); 
  token = token.substr(posA+2); 
  string::size_type posB = token.find("x"); 
  string tokA = token.substr(0, posB); 
  string tokB = token.substr(posB+1); 
  if(iteration == 1){ 
   sectorDimensionRecord.trackSize = (double)atof(tokA.c_str()); 
   sectorDimensionRecord.sectorSize = (double)atof(tokB.c_str()); 
   sectorDimensionRecord.sectorCount = 
sectorDimensionRecord.trackSize * sectorDimensionRecord.sectorSize; 
  }   
  iteration++; 
 }  
 packetSpacing = (double)par("packetSpacing") / 1000.0; //Packet Spacing 
Converted into Sec 
 reportingTime = (double)par("reportingTime") / 1000.0;   
 pivotSelectionTime = (double)par("pivotSelectionTime") / 1000.0; 
 segmentPivotSelectionTime = (double)par("segmentPivotSelectionTime") / 
1000.0; 
 queryGenerationTime = (double)par("queryGenerationTime") / 1000.0; 
 weightValue = (double)par("weightValue");  
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 packetsPerNode = par("packetsPerNode");   
 packetSize = par("packetSize"); 
 sampleInterval = (double)par("sampleInterval") / 1000;  // Sampling Interval 
Converted into Sec 
 netBufferSize = par("netBufferSize");      //buffering 
 totalSNnodes = getParentModule()->getParentModule()->par("numNodes"); 
 isSectorHead = par("isSectorHead"); 
} 
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Appendix A4 – DCSMSSPacket.msg 
//**************************************************************************** 
//* Copyright: Network, Systems and Applications 2011 - 2014                                          * 
//*  Developed at the Network, Systems and Applications                             * 
//*  Author(s): Khandakar Ahmed, RMIT University                         * 
//*  This file is distributed under the terms in the attached LICENSE file.                                   * 
//*  If you do not find this file, copies can be found by writing to:                                               * 
//***************************************************************************/ 
 
cplusplus {{ 
#include "ApplicationPacket_m.h" 
}} 
 
class ApplicationPacket; 
 
enum DCSMSSPacketDef{ 
 DCS_LOCAL_DATA_REPORT = 1; 
 DCS_REMOTE_DATA_UPDATE = 2; 
 DCS_REMOTE_RANGE_QUERY =3; 
 DCS_REMOTE_KNN_QUERY = 4; 
 DCS_REMOTE_SKYLINE_QUERY = 5; 
 DCS_REMOTE_RANGE_QUERY_RESPONSE_LOCAL = 6;  
 DCS_REMOTE_RANGE_QUERY_RESPONSE_REMOTE = 7; 
 DCS_REMOTE_KNN_QUERY_RESPONSE = 8; 
 DCS_REMOTE_SKYLINE__QUERY_RESPONSE = 9; 
} 
 
struct LocationData { 
 unsigned short nodeID;  //the ID of the Node 
 double locX;   // x-coordinate of the node 
 double locY;   // y-coordinate of the node 
 double attribute;  // value of attribute 
} 
 
struct attributeData { 
 int index; 
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 string sensType; 
 double sensValue; 
 int counter; 
} 
 
packet DCSMSSPacket extends ApplicationPacket { 
 int DCSMSSPacketKind enum (DCSMSSPacketDef); 
 LocationData locData; 
 attributeData attributeDataTable[]; 
 int destinationSegmentPivotIndex; 
 int sourceQueryNode; 
} 
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Appendix B1 – SBDRouting.ned 
//**************************************************************************** 
//* Copyright: Network, Systems and Applications 2011 - 2014                                          * 
//*  Developed at the Network, Systems and Applications                             * 
//*  Author(s): Khandakar Ahmed, RMIT University                         * 
//*  This file is distributed under the terms in the attached LICENSE file.                                   * 
//*  If you do not find this file, copies can be found by writing to:                                               * 
//*********************************************************************/ 
package node.communication.routing.sBDRouting; 
simple SBDRouting like node.communication.routing.iRouting { 
 parameters: 
 bool collectTraceInfo = default (false); 
 int maxNetFrameSize = default (0);  // bytes, 0 means no limit 
 int netBufferSize = default (32);  // number of messages 
 int netDataFrameOverhead = default (14); // bytes 
 int segmentsPerSector = default (3);  // number of Segments in Each 
Sector  
 int nodesPerSegment = default(3);  // number of nodes per segment 
 
 int packetsPerMemberNode = default (0); // 0 means no limit  
 
 double sectorSlotLength = default(4000); // ms, length of Inter-Sector time 
slot 
 int totalRound = default(1);      
 
 double MemberNodeSelectionRoundTime = default(20); //ms, During this 
phase SH selects its member nodes 
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 double segmentationTime = default(6000); 
 double sendBeaconTime = default(2000);  
 double TDMASchedulingTime = default(6000); 
 double joinSectorTime = default(4000); 
 gates: 
 output toCommunicationModule; 
 output toMacModule; 
 input fromCommunicationModule; 
 input fromMacModule; 
 input fromCommModuleResourceMgr; 
} 
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Appendix B2 – SBDRouting.h 
//**************************************************************************** 
//* Copyright: Network, Systems and Applications 2011 - 2014                                          * 
//*  Developed at the Network, Systems and Applications                             * 
//*  Author(s): Khandakar Ahmed, RMIT University                         * 
//*  This file is distributed under the terms in the attached LICENSE file.                                   * 
//*  If you do not find this file, copies can be found by writing to:                                               * 
//*********************************************************************/ 
#ifndef _SBDROUTING_H_ 
#define _SBDROUTING_H_ 
 
#include "VirtualRouting.h" 
#include "SBDRouting_m.h" 
using namespace std; 
enum SBDTimers { 
 START_ROUND = 1, 
 MEMBER_NODE_SELECTION_ROUND = 2, 
 SEND_BEACON = 3, 
 JOIN_SECTOR = 4, 
 TDMA_SCHEDULING = 5, 
 TRANSMISSION_SLOT = 6, 
 SECTOR_SLOT_SELECTION_ROUND = 7, 
 SEGMENTATION_ROUND = 8, 
}; 
enum packetTypes{ 
 REMOTE_UPDATE = 1, 
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 RANGE_QUERY = 2, 
}; 
struct routingRecord { 
 int destSectorID; 
 int hopCount; 
 int nextHopID; 
 bool update; 
}; 
struct nodeInfo{ 
 int src; 
 double rssi; 
}; 
struct segmentNode{ 
 vector <int> ID;  
 vector <double> rssi; 
 vector <int> tally; 
}; 
struct storageInMemberNode{ 
 int sourceSectorID; 
 int seqNum; 
 int memberNodeID; 
 int tally; 
}; 
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class SBDRouting: public VirtualRouting { 
 private: 
 bool isSectorHead; 
 int sectorHeadID; 
 int parentSectorID; 
 double nodeStartTimeout; 
 double topologyPacketTimeout; 
 int packetsPerChildNode; 
 int packetsPerMemberNode; 
 vector <nodeInfo> SHCandidates; 
 vector <int> sectorMembers; 
 vector <nodeInfo> sectorMembersList; 
 vector <segmentNode> segmentList; 
 vector<int> sectorSlotArray; 
 vector <storageInMemberNode> storageInMemberNodeTable; 
 
 int tmpDestSectorID; 
 int tmpHopCount; 
 int tmpNextHopID; 
 double transmissionLength; 
 double sectorSlotLength; 
 int sectorSize; 
 string sectorHeadAddress;  
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 string memberNodeAddress; 
 string segmentAddress; 
 string nextHopAddress; 
 string selfSegmentID; 
 
 int numberOfTracks; 
 int numberOfSectors; 
 int roundCounter; 
 int segmentsPerSector; 
 int nodesPerSegment; 
 
 int totalRound; 
 double MemberNodeSelectionRoundTime; 
 double segmentationTime; 
 double sendBeaconTime; 
 double TDMASchedulingTime; 
 double joinSectorTime; 
 
 double roundLength; 
 double learningPhaseLength; 
 double currentRoundStartTime; 
 double txInterval_total; 
 double queryTimeLength; 
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 int addPadRemUp2Segment; 
 int addPadRangeQuery; 
 int addPadKNNQuery; 
 int addPadSkyLineQuery; 
 int addPadDecider; 
 
 protected: 
 void startup(); 
 void sendTopologySetupPacket(int,int); 
 void fromApplicationLayer(cPacket *, const char *); 
 void fromMacLayer(cPacket *, int, double, double); 
 void timerFiredCallback(int); 
 bool updateRoutingTable(int,int,int,double,double); 
 int searchRoutingTable(int); 
 int searchNextHop(int); 
 void finishSpecific(); 
 void transmitBufferedPacket(); 
 void transmitAggregatedBufferedPacket(); 
 void parseStringParams(void); 
 int destin4MemberNode(int); 
 int sortSegmentMemberNode(int); 
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 public: 
 int getSegmentsPerSector(void); 
}; 
bool cmpRSSI(nodeInfo a, nodeInfo b); 
bool cmpTALLY(storageInMemberNode a, storageInMemberNode b); 
#endif    //SBDROUTING 
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Appendix B3 – SBDRouting.cc 
//**************************************************************************** 
//* Copyright: Network, Systems and Applications 2011 - 2014                                          * 
//*  Developed at the Network, Systems and Applications                             * 
//*  Author(s): Khandakar Ahmed, RMIT University                         * 
//*  This file is distributed under the terms in the attached LICENSE file.                                   * 
//*  If you do not find this file, copies can be found by writing to:                                               * 
//***************************************************************************/ 
#include "SBDRouting.h" 
#include "algorithm" 
 
#define NEXT_HOP_ADDRESS nextHopAddress.c_str() 
#define SECTOR_HEAD_ADDRESS sectorHeadAddress.c_str() 
#define MEMBER_NODE_ADDRESS memberNodeAddress.c_str() 
#define SEGMENT_ADDRESS segmentAddress.c_str() 
#define SELF_SEGMENT_ADDRESS selfSegmentID.c_str(); 
 
Define_Module(SBDRouting); 
 
/* Application layer sends a packet together with a dest network layer address. 
 * Network layer is responsible to route that packet by selecting an appropriate 
 * MAC address. 
 */ 
void SBDRouting::startup() 
{ 
 parseStringParams(); //read the params from omnet.ini and initialize the 
variables 
 transmissionLength = 0; //Length of Intra-Sector time slot (Transmission 
length of a member node) 
 roundCounter = 0;  
 SHCandidates.clear();  
 segmentList.clear(); 
 storageInMemberNodeTable.clear(); 
 /**  
  The events for Learning stage is set in three steps.  
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  Hence, Learning Phase Length is the accumulation of these 3 
  2.0 sec is added to finish TDMAScheduling 
 **/ 
 
 learningPhaseLength = MemberNodeSelectionRoundTime + segmentationTime 
+ TDMASchedulingTime + 2.0;  
 
 /** 
  ############ 
 **/ 
 for(int i=0;i<numberOfTracks;i++){ 
  for(int j=0;j<numberOfSectors;j++){ 
   sectorSlotArray.push_back(-1); 
  } 
 } 
 
 roundLength = 4 * sectorSlotLength + learningPhaseLength + queryTimeLength 
+ 5.0; //2 sec = roundSpacing, keeps a safe space between two rounds 
 txInterval_total = (roundLength * totalRound); 
 trace()<< "Simulation Time: " << strtod(ev.getConfig()->getConfigValue("sim-
time-limit"),NULL) << " TX Interval Time: " << txInterval_total << " Round Length: " 
<< roundLength << " Total Round: " << totalRound << " SectorSlotLength: " << 
sectorSlotLength; 
 if (strtod(ev.getConfig()->getConfigValue("sim-time-limit"), NULL) < 
txInterval_total) { 
  trace() << "ERROR: Total sim time should be at least = " << 
txInterval_total; 
  opp_error("\nError: simulation time not large enough for the Sector 
Based Distance Routing\n"); 
 } 
 
 addPadRemUp2Segment = 100; // ?? 
 addPadRangeQuery = 200;  // ?? 
 addPadKNNQuery = 300;  // ?? 
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 addPadSkyLineQuery = 400; // ?? 
 addPadDecider = 100; // ?? 
 
 setTimer(START_ROUND, roundLength*roundCounter); 
} 
 
void SBDRouting::timerFiredCallback(int index){ 
 double timer = uniform(0,1); 
 switch(index){ 
  case START_ROUND:{ 
   if(roundCounter < totalRound){ 
    SHCandidates.clear(); 
    sectorMembers.clear(); 
    sectorMembersList.clear(); 
    segmentList.clear(); 
    roundCounter++; 
    currentRoundStartTime = (roundCounter-
1)*roundLength; 
    if(isSectorHead) 
    
 setTimer(SECTOR_SLOT_SELECTION_ROUND, currentRoundStartTime); 
     trace() << "From START_ROUND: " << 
roundCounter << " Total Round: " << totalRound << " Round Length: " << 
roundLength << "currentStartTime " << currentRoundStartTime << "Child Selection 
Round " << currentRoundStartTime+MemberNodeSelectionRoundTime << 
"Segmentation Time" << segmentationTime << "Round Start Time " << 
roundCounter*roundLength; 
   
 setTimer(MEMBER_NODE_SELECTION_ROUND,MemberNodeSelectionRo
undTime); 
    setTimer(START_ROUND, roundLength); 
   } 
  } 
  /** 
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   Implies Grid Coloring Algorithm (GCA) to assign conflict free 
TDMA time slot to each sector (reuses only 4 slots) 
  **/  
  case SECTOR_SLOT_SELECTION_ROUND:{ 
   int m = numberOfTracks; 
   int n = numberOfSectors; 
   for(int j=1;j<=m;j+=2){ 
    for(int i=(j-1)*n;i<j*n-1;i+=2){ 
     if(i<n*j){ 
      sectorSlotArray[i]=1; 
     } 
     if(i+1<n*j){ 
      sectorSlotArray[i+1]=2; 
     } 
     if(i+n<m*n){ 
      sectorSlotArray[i+n]=3; 
     }  
     if(i+n+1<m*n){ 
      sectorSlotArray[i+n+1]=4; 
     }  
    } 
   } 
   break; 
  }   
  /** 
   Sector Head (SH)- 
    #schedule to Broadcast 'beaconframe' at 
currentRoundStartTime + 2.0 sec 
    #schedule to execute SEGMENTATION_ROUND at 
currentRoundStartTime+ 5.0 sec 
   Member Node(or Non Sector Head Node)- 
    #schedule to executes JOIN_SECTOR at 
currentRoundStartTime + 4.0 sec  
  **/ 
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  case MEMBER_NODE_SELECTION_ROUND:{ 
   if(isSectorHead){ 
    setTimer(SEND_BEACON,sendBeaconTime); 
    setTimer(SEGMENTATION_ROUND, 
segmentationTime); 
   } 
   else{ 
    setTimer(JOIN_SECTOR,joinSectorTime); 
   }  
   break; 
  }  
  /** 
   Each SH broadcasts beacon frames 
  **/ 
  case SEND_BEACON:{ 
   SBDRoutingPacket *ctrlPkt = new SBDRoutingPacket("Sector 
Head Announcement Packet", NETWORK_LAYER_PACKET); 
   ctrlPkt->setSBDRoutingPacketKind(SBD_BEACON_PACKET); 
   ctrlPkt->setSource(SELF_NETWORK_ADDRESS); 
   toMacLayer(ctrlPkt, BROADCAST_MAC_ADDRESS); 
   break; 
  } 
  /** 
   After receiving beacon frames from SHs, Member Nodes send 
joining request to SH, from which they receive the frame with highest RSSI 
  **/ 
  case JOIN_SECTOR:{ 
   if(SHCandidates.size()!=0){ 
   
 sort(SHCandidates.begin(),SHCandidates.end(),cmpRSSI);   
    SBDRoutingPacket *ctrlPkt = new 
SBDRoutingPacket("Sector Member Joining Packet", 
NETWORK_LAYER_PACKET);   
    ctrlPkt-
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>setSBDRoutingPacketKind(SBD_JOIN_PACKET); 
    ctrlPkt->setSource(SELF_NETWORK_ADDRESS); 
    nodeInfo info = (nodeInfo)SHCandidates.back(); 
    stringstream convert; 
    convert << info.src; 
    sectorHeadAddress = convert.str(); 
    ctrlPkt->setDestination(SECTOR_HEAD_ADDRESS); 
    toMacLayer(ctrlPkt, 
resolveNetworkAddress(SECTOR_HEAD_ADDRESS)); 
   } 
   break; 
  } 
  /** 
   Once the association between SH and member nodes done, SH 
applies Segmentation. Segmentation is optional to be used. The overhead is zero as 
   the process doesn't include any extra transmission and reception. 
The segmentation is useful for Application Layer    
  **/ 
  case SEGMENTATION_ROUND:{ 
  
 sort(sectorMembersList.begin(),sectorMembersList.end(),cmpRSSI); 
   int index=0; 
   //trace()<< "SegmentMemberListSize: " << 
sectorMembersList.size() << "SegmentsPerSector: " << segmentsPerSector; 
   nodesPerSegment = 
ceil((double)sectorMembersList.size()/(double)segmentsPerSector); 
   //trace() << "Nodes Per Segment: " << nodesPerSegment; 
   int segmentCounter = 0; 
   while(index<sectorMembersList.size() && 
segmentCounter<segmentsPerSector){ 
    segmentNode rec; 
    for(int i=index;i<nodesPerSegment*(segmentCounter+1) 
&& i<sectorMembersList.size();i++){ 
     (rec.ID).push_back(sectorMembersList[i].src); 
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     (rec.rssi).push_back(sectorMembersList[i].rssi); 
     (rec.tally).push_back(0); 
    } 
    segmentList.push_back(rec); 
    index = (++segmentCounter)*nodesPerSegment; 
   } 
   segmentsPerSector = segmentList.size(); 
   //trace() << "Segments Per Sector after Segmentation: " << 
segmentsPerSector; 
   /*for(int i=0;i<(int)segmentList.size();i++){ 
    trace()<< "Segment: " << i; 
    for(int j=0;j<(segmentList[i].ID).size();j++) 
     trace()<< "Segment Members: " << 
segmentList[i].ID[j]; 
   }*/ 
   setTimer(TDMA_SCHEDULING,TDMASchedulingTime); 
   break; 
  } 
  /** 
   Each SH broadcasts its 'Inter-Sector Slot Number', 'Member 
Array', 'The Segment Number for each member  node' 
   Also determines its own slot of transmission 
  **/ 
  case TDMA_SCHEDULING:{ 
   transmissionLength = sectorSlotLength/sectorMembers.size(); 
   if(sectorMembers.size()!=0){ 
    SBDRoutingPacket *ctrlPkt = new 
SBDRoutingPacket("TDMA Scheduling Packet", NETWORK_LAYER_PACKET); 
    ctrlPkt-
>setSBDRoutingPacketKind(SBD_TDMA_SCHEDULE_PACKET); 
    ctrlPkt->setSource(SELF_NETWORK_ADDRESS); 
    ctrlPkt-
>setDestination(BROADCAST_NETWORK_ADDRESS); 
    sectorSize = sectorMembers.size(); 
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    ctrlPkt->setSlotArraySize(sectorSize); 
    ctrlPkt->setSegmentAddressArraySize(sectorSize); 
    ctrlPkt-
>setSectorSlotNumber(sectorSlotArray[atoi(SELF_NETWORK_ADDRESS)]); 
    for(int i=0;i<sectorSize;i++){ 
     ctrlPkt->setSlot(i,sectorMembers[i]); 
     for(int k=0;k<(int)segmentList.size();k++){ 
      for(int 
j=0;j<(segmentList[k].ID).size();j++){ 
      
 if(segmentList[k].ID[j]==sectorMembers[i]){ 
        ctrlPkt-
>setSegmentAddress(i,k); 
       }   
      } 
     } 
    } 
    toMacLayer(ctrlPkt, BROADCAST_MAC_ADDRESS); 
    double slot = 
(sectorSlotArray[atoi(SELF_NETWORK_ADDRESS)]) * sectorSlotLength + 
learningPhaseLength +timer; 
    setTimer(TRANSMISSION_SLOT,slot); 
   } 
   else{ 
    double slot = 
(sectorSlotArray[atoi(SELF_NETWORK_ADDRESS)]) * sectorSlotLength + 
transmissionLength + learningPhaseLength + timer; 
    setTimer(TRANSMISSION_SLOT,slot); 
   } 
   break; 
  } 
  case TRANSMISSION_SLOT:{ 
   transmitBufferedPacket(); 
   break; 
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  } 
 } 
} 
 
void SBDRouting::fromApplicationLayer(cPacket * pkt, const char *destination) 
{ 
 string dst(destination); 
 /** 
  Member Nodes Receive Sensed Events from Application Layer 
  Encapsualte into Network Layer Packet 
  Push into TXBuffer 
 **/ 
 if(!isSectorHead){ 
  SBDRoutingPacket *netPacket = new SBDRoutingPacket("Local Data 
Update Packet", NETWORK_LAYER_PACKET); 
  if(atoi(destination)<0){ 
   //trace()<< "Destination Supposed --------------------
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!From IF: " << atoi(destination); 
   netPacket-
>setSBDRoutingPacketKind(SBD_DATA_PACKET_LOCAL_UPDATE); 
  } 
  else{ 
   //trace()<< "Destination Supposed --------------------
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!From ELSE: " << atoi(destination); 
   netPacket-
>setSBDRoutingPacketKind(SBD_RANGE_LOCAL_QUERY); 
  } 
  netPacket->setSource(SELF_NETWORK_ADDRESS); 
  //netPacket-
>setSBDRoutingPacketKind(SBD_DATA_PACKET_LOCAL_UPDATE); 
  netPacket->setDestination(SECTOR_HEAD_ADDRESS); 
  encapsulatePacket(netPacket,pkt); 
  if((int)TXBuffer.size() >= netBufferSize){ 
   TXBuffer.pop(); 
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  } 
  else 
   bufferPacket(netPacket); 
 } 
 /** 
  SH processes following packets received from Application Layer when 
destination address is negative (#addPadDecider is used to decide the type of packet 
   based on Destination from Application Layer) 
   - Remote Storage Update 
   - Query Packets 
  If the destination is positive, SH looks for next hop address and push it 
down to the MAC Layer 
 **/ 
 else{  
  if(atoi(destination) == atoi(SELF_NETWORK_ADDRESS)){ // 
Push Back the packets destined for itself 
   toApplicationLayer(pkt);  
  } 
  else if(atoi(destination)<0){  
   SBDRoutingPacket *netPacket = new 
SBDRoutingPacket("Remote Data Update Packet", NETWORK_LAYER_PACKET); 
   stringstream convert; 
   switch(-atoi(destination)/addPadDecider){ 
    case REMOTE_UPDATE:{ 
     netPacket-
>setSBDRoutingPacketKind(SBD_DATA_PACKET_REMOTE_UPDATE); 
     convert << destin4MemberNode(-
atoi(destination)%addPadRemUp2Segment); 
     memberNodeAddress = convert.str(); 
     netPacket-
>setDestination(MEMBER_NODE_ADDRESS); 
     encapsulatePacket(netPacket, pkt); 
     toMacLayer(netPacket, 
resolveNetworkAddress(MEMBER_NODE_ADDRESS));  
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     break; 
    } 
    case RANGE_QUERY:{ 
     netPacket-
>setSBDRoutingPacketKind(SBD_RANGE_QUERY_PACKET); 
     convert << ((-
atoi(destination)%addPadRangeQuery)-1)%segmentList.size(); 
     segmentAddress = convert.str(); 
     netPacket-
>setDestination(SEGMENT_ADDRESS); 
     trace() << "########################" << 
SEGMENT_ADDRESS; 
     encapsulatePacket(netPacket, pkt); 
     toMacLayer(netPacket, 
BROADCAST_MAC_ADDRESS); 
     break; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  /** 
   Search a neighbor SH as a next hop and encapsulate the packet 
into network layer packet. Store into buffer 
  **/ 
  else{  
   int nextHop = searchNextHop(atoi(destination)); 
   stringstream out; 
    out << nextHop; 
   nextHopAddress = out.str(); 
   SBDRoutingPacket *netPacket = new 
SBDRoutingPacket("Remote Data Update Packet", NETWORK_LAYER_PACKET); 
   netPacket->setSource(SELF_NETWORK_ADDRESS); 
   netPacket-
>setSBDRoutingPacketKind(SBD_DATA_PACKET_REMOTE_UPDATE); 
   netPacket->setDestination(destination); 
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   netPacket->setPrevHop(SELF_NETWORK_ADDRESS); 
   netPacket->setNextHop(NEXT_HOP_ADDRESS); 
   encapsulatePacket(netPacket, pkt); 
   bufferPacket(netPacket); 
  } 
 } 
} 
 
void SBDRouting::fromMacLayer(cPacket * pkt, int srcMacAddress, double rssi, 
double lqi) 
{ 
 SBDRoutingPacket *netPacket = dynamic_cast <SBDRoutingPacket*>(pkt); 
 string destination(netPacket->getDestination()); 
 if (!netPacket) { 
  return; 
 } 
 switch(netPacket->getSBDRoutingPacketKind()){ 
  // send packets received from member nodes to application layer 
  case SBD_DATA_PACKET_LOCAL_UPDATE:{ 
   if(isSectorHead){ 
    if(destination.compare(SELF_NETWORK_ADDRESS) 
== 0){ 
     toApplicationLayer(decapsulatePacket(pkt)); 
    } 
   } 
   break; 
  } 
  case SBD_RANGE_LOCAL_QUERY:{ 
   if(isSectorHead){ 
    if(destination.compare(SELF_NETWORK_ADDRESS) 
== 0){ 
     toApplicationLayer(decapsulatePacket(pkt)); 
    } 
   } 
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   break; 
  } 
  /** 
   SH receives a REMOTE_UPDATE packet either 
    a) For itself (pushes up to application layer) 
    b) or as a relaying node. Look for next hop, change the 
next hop address and push back to the MAC Layer 
   A Member node receives REMOTE_UPDATE packet to store 
  **/ 
  case SBD_DATA_PACKET_REMOTE_UPDATE:{ 
   string thisHop(netPacket->getNextHop()); 
   if(isSectorHead){     
   
 if(destination.compare(SELF_NETWORK_ADDRESS)==0 && 
thisHop.compare(SELF_NETWORK_ADDRESS)==0){ 
     toApplicationLayer(decapsulatePacket(pkt)); 
    } 
    else 
if(thisHop.compare(SELF_NETWORK_ADDRESS)==0){ 
     int nextHop = searchNextHop(atoi(netPacket-
>getDestination())); 
     stringstream out; 
     out << nextHop; 
     string nextHopAddress = out.str(); 
     SBDRoutingPacket *dataPkt = netPacket->dup(); 
     dataPkt-
>setSBDRoutingPacketKind(SBD_DATA_PACKET_REMOTE_UPDATE); 
     dataPkt->setSource(netPacket->getSource()); 
     dataPkt->setDestination(netPacket-
>getDestination()); 
     dataPkt-
>setPrevHop(SELF_NETWORK_ADDRESS); 
     dataPkt->setNextHop(NEXT_HOP_ADDRESS); 
     toMacLayer(dataPkt, 
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resolveNetworkAddress(NEXT_HOP_ADDRESS)); 
    } 
   } 
   else if(destination.compare(SELF_NETWORK_ADDRESS)==0 
&& srcMacAddress == atoi(sectorHeadAddress.c_str())){ 
     toApplicationLayer(decapsulatePacket(pkt)); 
   } 
   break; 
  } 
  case SBD_RANGE_QUERY_PACKET:{ 
   if(!isSectorHead){ 
    if(atoi(selfSegmentID.c_str())==atoi(netPacket-
>getDestination()) && srcMacAddress == atoi(sectorHeadAddress.c_str())) 
    {       
     toApplicationLayer(decapsulatePacket(pkt)); 
    } 
   } 
   break; 
  } 
  /** 
   Member nodes includes the source of a Beacon Frame as a 
possibe candidate of its parent (SH) 
  **/ 
  case SBD_BEACON_PACKET:{ 
   if(!isSectorHead){ 
    nodeInfo rec; 
    rec.src = atoi(netPacket->getSource()); 
    rec.rssi = rssi; 
    SHCandidates.push_back(rec); 
   }     
   break; 
  } 
  /** 
   SH adds a member to its member list after receiving a joining 
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request from it 
  **/ 
  case SBD_JOIN_PACKET:{ 
   string dst(netPacket->getDestination()); 
   if(isSectorHead && 
dst.compare(SELF_NETWORK_ADDRESS)==0){ 
    sectorMembers.push_back(atoi(netPacket->getSource())); 
    nodeInfo rec; 
    storageInMemberNode tempRec; 
    rec.src=tempRec.memberNodeID = atoi(netPacket-
>getSource()); 
    rec.rssi = rssi; 
    tempRec.tally = 0; 
    storageInMemberNodeTable.push_back(tempRec); 
    sectorMembersList.push_back(rec); 
   } 
   break; 
  } 
  /** 
   Member nodes receive TDMA_SCHEDULING_PACKET from 
SH and shedules their conflict free scheduling insided the sector 
  **/ 
  case SBD_TDMA_SCHEDULE_PACKET:{ 
   double timer = uniform(0,1); 
   if(!isSectorHead){ 
    if(atoi(netPacket->getSource()) == 
atoi(SECTOR_HEAD_ADDRESS)){ 
     sectorSize = netPacket->getSlotArraySize(); 
     transmissionLength = 
sectorSlotLength/sectorSize; 
     for(int i=0;i<sectorSize;i++) 
     { 
      if(netPacket->getSlot(i) == 
atoi(SELF_NETWORK_ADDRESS)){ 
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 send(createRadioCommand(SET_STATE,SLEEP),"toMacModule"); 
       double slot = ((netPacket-
>getSectorSlotNumber()-1) * sectorSlotLength) + (i * transmissionLength) + 
learningPhaseLength +timer; 
       //trace() << "transmission Length: " 
<< transmissionLength << "Slot:" << slot; 
       stringstream convert; 
       convert << (int)netPacket-
>getSegmentAddress(i); 
       selfSegmentID = convert.str(); 
       trace() << "Segment Address: " << 
SELF_SEGMENT_ADDRESS; 
      
 setTimer(TRANSMISSION_SLOT, slot); 
       break; 
      } 
     } 
    } 
   } 
   break; 
  } 
 } 
} 
 
void SBDRouting::finishSpecific() 
{ 
 /*for(int i=0;i< (int)sectorMembers.size();i++){ 
  trace() << "Sector: " << SELF_NETWORK_ADDRESS << "Members: " 
<< sectorMembers[i]; 
  trace() << "Sector: " << SELF_NETWORK_ADDRESS << "Members: " 
<< sectorMembersList[i].src << "RSSI" << sectorMembersList[i].rssi;   
 }*/ 
 /*for(int i=0;i< (int)sectorSlotArray.size();i++){ 
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  trace() << "Sector Number: " << i << "Slot Number: " << 
sectorSlotArray[i]; 
 }*/ 
 for(int i=0;i<(int)segmentList.size();i++){ 
  trace()<< "Segment: " << i; 
  for(int j=0;j<(segmentList[i].ID).size();j++) 
   trace()<< "Segment Members: " << segmentList[i].ID[j]; 
 } 
} 
 
/** 
 Searches Next Hop 
**/ 
 
int SBDRouting::searchNextHop(int destination){ 
 int destCol, destRow, currCol, currRow, nextHopCol, nextHopRow;  
 destCol = destination%4; 
 destRow = destination/4; 
 currCol = nextHopCol = atoi(SELF_NETWORK_ADDRESS)%4; 
 currRow = nextHopRow = atoi(SELF_NETWORK_ADDRESS)/4; 
 if(currCol<destCol){ 
  nextHopCol = nextHopCol + 1; 
  return nextHopRow * 4 + nextHopCol; 
 } 
 else if(currCol > destCol){ 
  nextHopCol = nextHopCol - 1; 
  return nextHopRow * 4 + nextHopCol; 
 } 
 else if(currCol == destCol){ 
  if(currRow < destRow){ 
   nextHopRow = nextHopRow  + 1; 
   return nextHopRow * 4 + nextHopCol; 
  } 
  else if(currRow > destRow){ 
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   nextHopRow = nextHopRow  - 1; 
   return nextHopRow * 4 + nextHopCol; 
  } 
 } 
 return -1; 
} 
 
/** 
 The packets stored in a buffer are pushed into MAC layer. 
**/ 
 
void SBDRouting::transmitBufferedPacket(){ 
 int numberOfPacketsSent = 0; 
 while(!TXBuffer.empty()){ 
  SBDRoutingPacket *netPacket = check_and_cast < SBDRoutingPacket 
* >(TXBuffer.front()); 
  if(!isSectorHead){ 
   switch(netPacket->getSBDRoutingPacketKind()){ 
    case SBD_RANGE_LOCAL_QUERY:{ 
     netPacket-
>setDestination(SECTOR_HEAD_ADDRESS); 
    
 toMacLayer(netPacket,resolveNetworkAddress(SECTOR_HEAD_ADDRESS))
; 
     break; 
    } 
    case SBD_DATA_PACKET_LOCAL_UPDATE:{ 
     if(packetsPerMemberNode!=0){ 
      if(numberOfPacketsSent < 
packetsPerMemberNode){ 
       trace() << "Number of Packets: " 
<< packetsPerChildNode; 
       netPacket-
>setDestination(SECTOR_HEAD_ADDRESS); 
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 toMacLayer(netPacket,resolveNetworkAddress(SECTOR_HEAD_ADDRESS))
; 
      } 
     } 
     else{ 
      netPacket-
>setDestination(SECTOR_HEAD_ADDRESS); 
     
 toMacLayer(netPacket,resolveNetworkAddress(SECTOR_HEAD_ADDRESS))
; 
     } 
 
     break; 
    } 
     
   } 
  } 
  else{ 
   int nextHop = atoi(netPacket->getNextHop());   
   stringstream out; 
   out << nextHop; 
   string nextHopAddress = out.str(); 
  
 toMacLayer(netPacket,resolveNetworkAddress(NEXT_HOP_ADDRESS)); 
  } 
  TXBuffer.pop(); 
  numberOfPacketsSent++; 
 }  
} 
 
void SBDRouting::transmitAggregatedBufferedPacket(){ 
 // Not Used Yet 
} 
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/** 
 Based on the 'destinationSegmentPivotIndex', Finds the candidate member node 
where the event to be stored 
**/ 
 
int SBDRouting::destin4MemberNode(int destinationSegmentPivotIndex){ 
 int index=0; 
 trace() << "The Size of Segment: " << segmentList.size(); 
 if(destinationSegmentPivotIndex <= (int)segmentList.size()) 
  index = destinationSegmentPivotIndex-1; 
 else 
  index = segmentList.size()-1; 
 sortSegmentMemberNode(index); 
 int memberNodeID = segmentList[index].ID; 
 trace() << "Segment: " << index << "Member ID: " << memberNodeID << 
"Tally: " << segmentList[index].tally; 
 segmentList[index].tally++; 
 return memberNodeID; 
} 
 
/** 
 Sort the member nodes inside a segment in ascending order based on the number 
of packets are stored on them 
**/ 
 
int SBDRouting::sortSegmentMemberNode(int index){ 
 int k,j,temp_tally, temp_ID; 
 double temp_rssi; 
 for (int i = 1; i < (segmentList[index].ID).size(); i++) { 
  temp_tally = segmentList[index].tally[i]; 
  temp_ID = segmentList[index].ID[i]; 
  temp_rssi = segmentList[index].rssi[i];  
  j = i; 
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   while (j>0 && segmentList[index].tally[j-1] > temp_tally){ 
   segmentList[index].tally[j] = segmentList[index].tally[j-1]; 
   segmentList[index].ID[j] = segmentList[index].ID[j-1];  
   segmentList[index].rssi[j] = segmentList[index].rssi[j-1]; 
   
   j--; 
  } 
  segmentList[index].tally[j] = temp_tally; 
  segmentList[index].ID[j] = temp_ID; 
  segmentList[index].rssi[j] = temp_rssi; 
 } 
} 
 
void SBDRouting::parseStringParams(void){ 
 /**** 
  Scan the deployment layout defined in ini file. 
 ****/ 
 cStringTokenizer gridTokenizer(getParentModule()->getParentModule()-
>getParentModule()->par("deployment"), ";"); 
 int iteration = 1; 
 while (gridTokenizer.hasMoreTokens()){ 
  string token(gridTokenizer.nextToken()); 
  string::size_type posA = token.find("->"); 
  token = token.substr(posA+2); 
  string::size_type posB = token.find("x"); 
  string tokA = token.substr(0, posB); 
  string tokB = token.substr(posB+1); 
  if(iteration == 1){ 
   numberOfTracks = (double)atof(tokA.c_str()); 
   numberOfSectors = (double)atof(tokB.c_str()); 
  }   
  iteration++; 
 }  
 totalRound = (int)par("totalRound"); 
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 sendBeaconTime = (double)par("sendBeaconTime") / 1000; 
 TDMASchedulingTime = (double)par("TDMASchedulingTime") / 1000; 
 joinSectorTime = (double)par("joinSectorTime") / 1000; 
 MemberNodeSelectionRoundTime = 
(double)par("MemberNodeSelectionRoundTime") / 1000; 
 segmentationTime = (double)par("segmentationTime") / 1000; 
 sectorSlotLength = (double)par("sectorSlotLength") / 1000; 
 segmentsPerSector = (int)par("segmentsPerSector"); 
 nodesPerSegment = (int)par("nodesPerSegment"); 
 packetsPerMemberNode = (int)par("packetsPerMemberNode"); 
 /*** 
  Scan params value from application layer. 
 ***/ 
 cModule *appModule = getParentModule()->getParentModule()-
>getSubmodule("Application"); 
 queryTimeLength = appModule->par("queryTimeLength");// queryTimeLength 
is scanned to calculate the length of a round 
 if (appModule->hasPar("isSectorHead")) 
  isSectorHead = appModule->par("isSectorHead"); 
 else 
  opp_error("\nSector Based Distance Routing Must Have Sector Head"); 
} 
 
bool cmpRSSI(nodeInfo a, nodeInfo b){ 
 return (a.rssi < b.rssi); 
} 
 
bool cmpTALLY(storageInMemberNode a, storageInMemberNode b){ 
 return (a.tally < b.tally); 
} 
 
int SBDRouting::getSegmentsPerSector(void){ 
 return segmentsPerSector; 
} 
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Appendix B4 – SBDRouting.msg 
//**************************************************************************** 
//* Copyright: Network, Systems and Applications 2011 - 2014                                          * 
//*  Developed at the Network, Systems and Applications                             * 
//*  Author(s): Khandakar Ahmed, RMIT University                         * 
//*  This file is distributed under the terms in the attached LICENSE file.                                   * 
//*  If you do not find this file, copies can be found by writing to:                                               * 
//***************************************************************************/ 
cplusplus {{ 
#include "RoutingPacket_m.h" 
}} 
 
class RoutingPacket; 
 
enum SBDRoutingPacketDef { 
 SBD_DATA_PACKET_LOCAL_UPDATE = 1; 
 SBD_DATA_PACKET_REMOTE_UPDATE = 2; 
 SBD_BEACON_PACKET = 3; 
 SBD_JOIN_PACKET = 4; 
 SBD_TDMA_SCHEDULE_PACKET = 5; 
 SBD_RANGE_QUERY_PACKET = 6; 
 SBD_RANGE_LOCAL_QUERY = 7; 
} 
 
packet SBDRoutingPacket extends RoutingPacket { 
 int SBDRoutingPacketKind enum (SBDRoutingPacketDef); 
 int destSectorHeadID; 
 int slot[]; 
 int segmentAddress[]; 
 string nextHop; 
 string prevHop; 
 int sectorSlotNumber; 
} 
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Appendix C1 – omnetpp.ini 
 
[General] 
 
# ========================================================== 
# Always include the main Castalia.ini file 
# ========================================================== 
 
include ../Parameters/Castalia.ini 
 
sim-time-limit = 300s 
 
SN.field_x = 60     # meters 
SN.field_y = 60     # meters 
 
# Specifying number of nodes and their deployment 
SN.deployment = "[0..15]->4x4;[16..79]->8x8" 
SN.numNodes = 80 
 
#SN.deployment = "[0..15]->4x4;[16..79]->8x8;[84]->center" 
#SN.node[80].xCoor = 15 
#SN.node[80].yCoor = 15 
#SN.node[81].xCoor = 45 
#SN.node[81].yCoor = 15 
#SN.node[82].xCoor = 15 
#SN.node[82].yCoor = 45 
#SN.node[83].xCoor = 45 
#SN.node[83].yCoor = 45 
 
# Removing variability from wireless channel 
SN.wirelessChannel.bidirectionalSigma = 0 
SN.wirelessChannel.sigma = 0 
#SN.node[*].Communication.Radio.mode = "IDEAL" 
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#SN.node[*].Communication.Radio.collisionModel = 0 
 
# Select a Radio and a default Tx power 
SN.node[*].Communication.Radio.RadioParametersFile = 
"../Parameters/Radio/CC2420.txt" 
SN.node[0..15].Communication.Radio.TxOutputPower = "0dBm" 
SN.node[16..79].Communication.Radio.TxOutputPower = "-5dBm" 
#SN.node[80..84].Communication.Radio.TxOutputPower = "0dBm" 
 
# Configuring Physical Process of Sensing Data 
SN.numPhysicalProcesses = 5 
SN.physicalProcessModuleName = "CustomizablePhysicalProcess" 
 
SN.physicalProcess.printDebugInfo = true 
SN.physicalProcess.description = "Environment" 
SN.physicalProcess.inputType = 0 
SN.physicalProcess.directNodeValueAssignment = "(250) 17:260 18:280 22:375 
28:290 31:375 42:260 53:282"  
 
SN.physicalProcess[1].printDebugInfo = true 
SN.physicalProcess[1].description = "Environment" 
SN.physicalProcess[1].inputType = 0     #0 = direct node value assignment 1 = Scenario 
Based 
SN.physicalProcess[1].directNodeValueAssignment = "(20) 17:25 18:23 22:21 28:24 
31:23 42:21 53:24"  
 
SN.physicalProcess[2].printDebugInfo = true 
SN.physicalProcess[2].description = "Environment" 
SN.physicalProcess[2].inputType = 0     #0 = direct node value assignment 1 = Scenario 
Based 
SN.physicalProcess[2].directNodeValueAssignment = "(3.5) 17:4 18:4.5 22:3.5 28:5 
31:5 42:5.5 53:5" 
 
SN.physicalProcess[1].printDebugInfo = true 
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SN.physicalProcess[1].description = "Environment" 
SN.physicalProcess[1].inputType = 0 
SN.physicalProcess[1].directNodeValueAssignment = "(250) 17:260 18:280 22:375 
28:290 31:375 42:260 53:282"  
 
SN.physicalProcess[4].printDebugInfo = true 
SN.physicalProcess[4].description = "Environment" 
SN.physicalProcess[4].inputType = 0 
SN.physicalProcess[4].directNodeValueAssignment = "(250) 17:260 18:280 22:375 
28:290 31:375 42:260 53:282"  
 
 
SN.node[*].SensorManager.numSensingDevices = 5 
SN.node[*].SensorManager.pwrConsumptionPerDevice = "0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02" 
SN.node[*].SensorManager.sensorTypes = "Light Temperature Smoke Smoke2 
Smoke3" 
SN.node[*].SensorManager.corrPhyProcess = "0 1 2 3 4" 
SN.node[*].SensorManager.maxSampleRates = "1 1 1 1 1" 
SN.node[*].SensorManager.devicesBias = "20 5 0.5 20 20" 
SN.node[*].SensorManager.devicesDrift = "" 
SN.node[*].SensorManager.devicesNoise = "5 0.5 0.2 5 5" 
SN.node[*].SensorManager.devicesHysterisis = "" 
SN.node[*].SensorManager.devicesSensitivity = "0 0 0 0 0" 
SN.node[*].SensorManager.devicesResolution = "0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001" 
SN.node[*].SensorManager.devicesSaturation = "1000 1000 1000 1000 1000" 
 
# Using SectorBasedDistanceRouting and setting parameters 
SN.node[*].Communication.RoutingProtocolName = "SBDRouting" 
SN.node[*].Communication.Routing.sectorSlotLength = 5000 
SN.node[*].Communication.Routing.totalRound = 5 
SN.node[16..79].Communication.Routing.packetsPerMemberNode = 2 
SN.node[0..79].Communication.Routing.collectTraceInfo = true 
#SN.node[33].Communication.Routing.collectTraceInfo = true 
#SN.node[53].Communication.Routing.collectTraceInfo = true 
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#SN.node[40..41].Communication.Routing.collectTraceInfo = true 
#SN.node[20..22].Communication.Routing.collectTraceInfo = true 
#SN.node[28..30].Communication.Routing.collectTraceInfo = true 
 
#SN.node[8].Communication.MAC.collectTraceInfo = true 
 
# Adding Mobility 
SN.node[*].MobilityManager.collectTraceInfo = true 
 
# Using DCSMSS application module 
SN.node[*].ApplicationName = "DCSMSS" 
SN.node[0..15].Application.attributeWeight = "0.34 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33" 
SN.node[*].Application.attributeRange = "100:250:400:20 0:20:30:5 0:3.5:7:0.5 
100:250:400:20 100:250:400:20" # Min:Avg:Max:Theta 
SN.node[*].Application.weightValue = 0.75 
#SN.node[16..79].Application.sampleInterval = 1000 
SN.node[0..15].Application.isSectorHead = true 
SN.node[0..15].Application.packetsPerNode = 80 
SN.node[16..79].Application.packetsPerNode = 80 
SN.node[0..79].Application.collectTraceInfo = true 
#SN.node[33].Application.collectTraceInfo = true 
#SN.node[53].Application.collectTraceInfo = true 
#SN.node[40..41].Application.collectTraceInfo = true 
 
 
[Config TMAC] 
#Select a MAC Protocol 
SN.node[*].Communication.MACProtocolName = "TMAC" 
SN.node[0..15].Communication.MAC.maxTxRetries = ${maxTxTries = 4, 3, 2} 
#SN.node[0..15].Communication.MAC.collisionResolution = ${colResolution = 2, 1, 
0} 
 
[Config SMAC] 
SN.node[*].Communication.MACProtocolName = "TMAC" 
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SN.node[*].Communication.MAC.listenTimeout = 61 
SN.node[*].Communication.MAC.disableTAextension = true 
SN.node[*].Communication.MAC.conservativeTA = false 
SN.node[*].Communication.MAC.collisionResolution = 0 
#SN.node[0..15].Communication.MAC.maxTxRetries = ${maxTxTries = 4, 3, 2} 
 
[Config TunableMAC] 
SN.node[*].Communication.MACProtocolName = "TunableMAC" 
SN.node[*].Communication.MAC.dutyCycle = ${dutyCycle=0.03,0.05,0.1,0.3} # 
listening / (sleeping+listening) 
 
[Config varyTxPower] 
SN.node[*].Communication.Radio.TxOutputPower = ${TXpower="0dBm","-1dBm","-
3dBm","-5dBm"} 
 
[Config varySigma] 
SN.wirelessChannel.sigma = ${Sigma=0,1,3,5} 
